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ABSTRACT 

Extensible product life eyele (EPLC) strategy is proposed and studied in this 

dissertation. This could provide an answer to the problem of electronic waste (E-Waste) 

and help to lower product costs and improve environmental performance. The EPLC 

strategy is to reincarnate a product at component level through component sharing, thus 

formulating a product chain that extends and continues the life of an otherwise "obsolete" 

product in different industrial applications. Implementation of this strategy requires the 

manufacturers to schedule a product's extended life cycle early in the design phase, and 

optimize the design parameters considering the requirements of the manufacturers who 

will share the component in its extended life span. 

The research studied decision tasks and decision models of these tasks required by 

EPLC strategy. Multi-attribute utility analysis (MAUA) method is used in this research, 

since the decision problems generally have multiple attributes and are subject to 

uncertainty. Product design as well as other activities in manufacturing, reverse 

manufacturing and reverse logistics are modeled by MAUA method. An embedded life 

cycle assessment (LC A) approach is also developed in order to integrate envirormient 

concems into the decision processes. 

To solve these interrelated and distributed decision problems in EPLC strategy, a 

distributed negotiation based decision framework is developed to locate the Pareto 

optimal set of the decision problem. This research focuses on the cooperative negotiation 

process with imperfect information among participating manufacturers associated with 

Vll 



the extended life cycle, since it is the only way to obtain the optimal solution for the 

decision problems. The researeh provides a robust negotiation algorithm guided by a 

fuzzy inference engine. Decision noise in the negotiation process is also considered and 

modeled by mapping the decision process to a nonlinear dynamic system. A Dual 

Kalman filter is then used to filter the decision noise, improve the negotiation quality, and 

elich preference structure of the decision agents. Examples of the decision framework are 

presented in the research to validate the developed system. Sensitivity analysis of the 

negotiation algorithm is also provided. 

In order to test the decision framework for EPLC, a case study of modular design 

of a PCB module used in a personal computer is discussed. Conclusions and directions 

for fiirther research in EPLC are presented at the end of the dissertation. 

This research proposed a unique and innovative business model that addresses the 

problems in sustainable development and environmental hazards that challeng many of 

today's industries. It will provide a test bed for brainstorming in research in product 

design, manufacturing, and other industrial activities. It can also influence business 

infrastructures by providing directions in supply chain management, product design, and 

manufacturing. Successful implementation of the EPLC strategy will help industry 

deliver a more cost-saving and environmentally benign products and services to the 

market. 

viu 
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CIIAPIERI 

INTRODUCilON 

We do not inherit the Earth from our parents; we borrow it from our children 

-Chief Seattle 

1.1 Problem of E-Waste 

0 \ er the last decade, there has been a rapid development in technology, especially 

in information technology. While this has significantly improved product performance, 

the market is flooded with electronic gadgets, which quickly become obsolete with the 

unveiling of new innovative technology. People do enjoy these products and services, but 

they also have to update or renew their products, although the products may still be in 

good condition. This situation is more prominent in the personal computer industry. A 

computer system has an average lifespan of less than two years, while hardware and 

software companies constantly develop newer components and programs that fuel the 

demand for more speed, memory and power. Because of their shortened life cycles and 

increasing number of products consumed, a huge amount of "end of life" products are 

accumulated and waiting to be recycled, although they have not really reached the end of 

their life. We believe that this is the most costly and dangerous waste (so called E-Waste) 

we have ever produced in the history. Environmental concerns, on the other hand, have 

expanded the list of customer expectations to include the environmental criteria, which 



requires manufacturers to be more responsible for the post-consumer management of 

their products (Noellette Conway-Schempf and Lester Lave). 

Recycling seems to be the only available resort at hand in order to handle this 

huge amomit of E-Waste. Ho\ve\er, a May 1999 report - "Electronic Product Recovery 

and Recycling Baseline Report" -published by the well-respected National Safety 

Council's En\ironmental Health Center, confirmed that computer recycling in the US is 

shockingh inadequate: 

• In 1998, only 6 percent of computers were recycled compared to the numbers of 

new computers put on the market that year. 

• By the year 2004, experts estimate that we will have over 315 million obsolete 

computers in the US, many of which will be destined for landfills, incinerators or 

hazardous waste exports. 

1.2 Environmental hazard of E-Waste 

Mans Lonnroth, Swedish Secretary of State, in 1997, summarized the 

environmental challenges of the computer junk "in short, the product developers of 

electronic products are introducing chemicals on a scale which is totally incompatible 

with the scant knowledge of their environmental or biological characteristics." 

In general, computer equipment is a complicated assembly of more than 1,000 

materials, many of which are highly toxic, such as chlorinated and brominated 

substances, toxic gases, toxic metals, biologically active materials, acids, plastics and 

plastic additives (Li, et al. 2003). 



The health impact of the mixtures and material combinations in the electronic 

products often are unknown. Even in the production of semiconductors, printed circuit 

boards, disk drixes. and monitors, workers are now beginning to come forward and report 

cancer clusters. In addition, there is new evidence that computer recyclers have high 

le\els of dangerous chemicals in their blood (SVTC). 

Table 1-1 Materials in a desktop computer and efficiency of current recycling processes 
(SVTC) 

Table presented m Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC). 1996. 
Electronics Industry' Environmental Roadmap. Austin, TX, MCC. 

Name 

Plastics 
Lead 
Aluminum 

Germanium 
Gallium 
Iron 

Tin 

Copper 
Barium 
Nickel 

Zinc 
Tantalum 

Indium 

Vanadium 
Terbium 

Beryllium 
Gold 

Europium 
Titanium 

Ruthenium 

Content 
(% of total 
weight) 

22.9907 
6.2988 
14.1723 

0.0016 
0.0013 
20.4712 

1.0078 

6.9287 
0.0315 
0.8503 

2.2046 
0.0157 
0.0016 

0.0002 

0 

0.0157 
0.0016 

0.0002 
0.0157 

0.0016 

Weight of 
material in 
computer (lbs.) 

13.8 
3.8 
8.5 

<0.1 

<0.1 
12.3 

0.6 

4.2 
<0.1 
0.51 

1.32 
<0.1 
<0.1 

<0.1 

0 

<0.1 
<0.1 

<0.1 
<0.1 

<0.1 

Recycling 
Efficiency 
(current 
recyclability) 
20% 
5% 
80% 

0% 
0% 
80% 

70% 
90% 
0% 
80% 

60% 
0% 
60% 

0% 
0% 

0% 
99% 

0% 
0% 

80% 

Use/Location 

includes organics, oxides other than silica 
metal joining, radiation shield/CRT, PWB 
structural, conductivity/housing, CRT, 
PWB, connectors 
Semiconductor/PWB 
Semiconductor/PWB 

structural, magnetivity/(steel) housing, 
CRT, PWB 

metal joining/PWB, CRT 
Conductivity/CRT, PWB, connectors 
in vacuum tube/CRT 
structural, magnetivity/(steel) housing, 
CRT, PWB 
battery, phosphor emitter/PWB, CRT 
Capacitors/PWB, power supply 
transistor, rectifiers/PWB 
red phosphor emitter/CRT 

green phosphor activator, dopant/CRT, 
PWB 

thermal conductivity/PWB, connectors 
Connectivity, conductivity/PWB, 
connectors 

Dhosphor activator/PWB 
Digment, alloying agent/(aluminum) 
lousing 

resistive circuit/PWB 



Table 1-1 Continued 

Name 

Cobalt 

Palladium 

Manganese 

Silver 
Antinomy 

Bismuth 

Chromium 
Cadmium 

Selenium 
Niobium 

Yttrium 
Rhodium 
Platinum 
MercurN 
Arsenic 
Silica 

Content 
(% of total 
weight) 

0.01.^7 

0.0003 

0.0315 

0.0189 
0.0094 

0.0063 

0.0063 
0.0094 

0.0016 
0.0002 
0.0002 

0 
0 
0.0022 

0.0013 
24.8803 

Weight of 
material in 
computer (lbs.) 

<0.1 

<0.1 

<0.1 

<0.1 
<0.1 

<0.1 
<0.1 

<0.1 

0.00096 
<0.1 
<0.1 

<0.1 
<0.1 
15 

Recycling 
Efficiency 
(current 
recyclability) 
85% 

95% 

0% 

98% 
0% 
0% 

0% 
0% 

70% 
0% 
0% 
50% 
95% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

Use/Location 

structural, magnetivity/(steel) housing, 
CRT, PWB 

Connectivity, conductivity/PWB, 
connectors 
structural, magnetivity/(steel) housing, 
CRT, PWB 

Conductivity/PWB, connectors 
diodes/housing, PWB, CRT 

wetting agent in thick film/PWB 
Decorative, hardener/(steel) housing 
battery, glu-green phosphor 
emitter/housing, PWB, CRT 

rectifiers/PWB 
welding allow/housing 
red phosphor emitter/CRT 
thick film conductor/PWB 
thick film conductor/PWB 
batteries, switches/housing, PWB 
doping agents in transistors/PWB 
glass, solid state devices/CRT,PWB 

Note: plastics contain polybrominated flame-retardants, and hundreds of additives and 
stabilizers not listed separately. 

The material composition in a desktop computer is listed in Table l-l(SVTC). The 

risks related to some e-hazards found in computers are summarized as follows: 

Q Lead 

Lead accumulates in the environment and has high acute and chronic toxic 

effects on plants, animals and microorganisms. Lead can damage the central and 

peripheral nervous systems, blood system and kidneys in humans. Effects on the 



endocrine system have also been founded and its serious negative effects on 

children's brain development have been well documented. 

Consumer electronics constitute 40% of lead found in landfills. The main 

concern in regard to the presence of lead in landfills is the potential for the lead to 

leach and contaminate drinking water supplies. 

a Cadmium 

Cadmiimi has cumulative effects to the environment due to its acute and 

chronic toxicity. Because of the long half-life (30 years), cadmium can easily be 

accumulated in amounts that cause symptoms of poisoning. It can be adsorbed 

through respiration and can also be taken up with food. In electrical and electronic 

equipment, cadmium is contained in components such as SMD chip resistors, infrared 

detectors and semiconductors. The 315 million computers that will become obsolete 

contain almost 2 million pounds of cadmium content. 

• Mercury 

When inorganic mercury spreads out in the water, it is transformed to 

methylated mercury in the bottom sediments. Methylated mercury easily accumulates 

in living organisms and concentrates through the food chain particularly via fish. 

It is estimated that 22 % of the yearly world consumption of mercury is used 

in electrical and electronic equipment. It is basically used in thermostats, position 

sensors, relays and switches on printed circuit boards and in measuring equipment, 

and discharge lamps. Although the amount is small for any single component, 315 



million obsolete computers by the year 2004 represent more than 400,000 pounds of 

mercury in total. 

a Hexa\ alent Chromium (Chromium VI) 

Some manufacturers still apply this substance as corrosion protection of 

untreated and gah-anized steel plates and as a decorative and hardener for steel 

housing. Chromium VI can easily pass through membranes of cells and is easily 

absorbed producing various toxic effects within the cells. It causes strong allergic 

reactions even in small concentrations. Asthmatic bronchitis is another allergic 

reaction linked to chromium VI. Chromium VI may also cause DNA damage. 

Of the more than 315 million computers destined to become obsolete between 

1997 and 2004, about 1.2 million pounds of hexavalent chromium will be present. 

Q Plastics 

Based on the calculation of the 315 million obsolete computers by 2004 and that 

plastics make up 13.8 pounds per computer on average, there will be more than 4 

billion pounds of plastic present in this computer waste (SEVTC). An analysis 

commissioned by the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation 

(MCC) estimated that the total electronics plastic scrap amounted to more than 1 

billion pounds per year (580,000 tons per year). This same study estimated that the 

largest volume of plastics used in electronics manufacturing (at 26%) was polyvinyl 

chloride (PVC), which creates more environmental and health hazards than most 

other type of plastic. While many computer companies have recently reduced or 



phased out the use of PVC, there is still a huge volume of PVC contained in the 

computer scrap that continues to grow, potentially up to 250 million pounds per year. 

• Brominated Flame Retardants 

Brominated flame-retardants are a class of brominated chemicals commonly 

used in electronic products as a means for reducing flammability. In computers, they 

are used mainh in four applications: in printed circuit boards, in components such as 

connectors, in plastic covers and in cables. They are also used in plastic covers of TV 

sets and in domestic kitchen appliances. Various scientific observations indicate that 

Polybrominated Diphenylethers (PBDE) might act as endocrine dismpters. Research 

has revealed that levels of PBDEs in human breast milk are doubling every five years 

and this has prompted concern because of the effect of these chemicals in young 

animals. 

1.3 Introduction of multi-phase extensible product life cycle 

In order to address the problem of E-Waste, The European Union has developed a 

solution that will make producers responsible for taking back their post-consumer 

products. This legislation, which includes "take-back" requirements and toxic materials 

phase-out, also encourages cleaner product design and less waste generation. Same 

legislation and programs are being considered in the United States. OEMs such as Dell 

and Compaq have already started their take-back operation of the computer system sold 

to their customers. 



In the mean time, researchers have also conducted studies in manufacturing, 

design and recycling of products trying to find an answer to the problem. But all these 

work are w ithin current business settings. Particularly, the opportunity for us is to 

identif> the possible s> stem that can formulate a product chain and extend the life cycle 

of product and ser\ ice we provide, while satisfying the requirement of performance from 

consumers' perspectixe. By successful implementation of this strategy, we can not only 

reduce the E-Waste. but also reduce material, manufacturing, and recycling requirement 

in the electronic industry. 

1.3.1 Product life cycle and life cycle mismatch 

The reason why life cycle of a product can be extended is because there is a 

mismatch of performance life cycle and functional life cycle. 

Product life cycle refers to the period of time in which a product is produced, 

delivered, consumed, discarded and recycled. By performance life cycle, it refers to the 

life cycle that is determined by the time between technology innovations. And the life 

cycle is thus determined by the customers' pursuing better product performance. This is 

typical in electronic product that technology innovation determines the life cycle of a 

product. 

Whenever technology innovation happens, the product will be discarded while the 

product or components of the product can still be used. So functional life cycle is the time 

span from the beginning till the product or some of its components are functionally 

unusable. In modem industries, product life cycle determined by its performance life 

8 



eyele is much shorter than its ftinctional life cycle. Average performance lifecycle for 

computer systems is 3 years but its functional life cycle can be more 10 years. 

The second type of lifecycle mismatch is the difference among the life cycle of 

the components that compose the product. This is because the life cycle of the 

components, either functional or performance, are essentially different. For example, the 

life c>'cle of a motherboard may be longer than the processor. 

Recent technology development has also widened the gap between the function 

life cycle and performance life cycle. The following figure shows the trend in this 

mismatch. With the development of electronic manufacturing technology, the functional 

life cycle has increased gradually, whereas the performance life cycle has been dropped 

greatly from 7 years in 80"̂  in the 20"̂  century to only 2 year in the 21^' century as 

illustrated in the figure. 

Figure 1-1 Mismatch of product life cycles 



1.3.2 Extensible product life cycle and its requirements 

As illustrated in Figure 1-1, there is a big and increasing difference between 

functional life cycle and performance life cycle. The idea of extensible life cycle is to 

fulh utilize this mismatch as illustrated in Figure 1-2. Life cycle of the components in 

product 1 is no longer limited b> life cycle of product 1. Instead, h will be used in another 

product b> component sharing in product 2 or product 3. By doing this, the components 

will reincamate itself as a part of a new product with an extended life cycle. 

It should be pointed out that the component sharing in EPLC is different form 

component reuse practiced in reverse manufacturing industry. Some secondary market 

brokers and recyclers have tried to dismantle components that can still be used. These 

components are either sold to the OEMs that produce them or enter the material flow of 

other product. Although this provides us a practical example of what an extended 

lifec}'cle looks like, this is not enough and in essence not the idea of extensible life cycle. 

Product 3 

Product 1 

£> 
Product 2 

Supplier 1 Manufacture 
Supplier 2 

Figure 1-2 Illustration of multiphase extensible component life cycle 

10 



The extensible life cycle strategy is in essence a proactive method that should be 

conducted in the early stage of a product in product design and other activities. It will 

schedule and predetermine the life-cycle stages and product chain that a component will 

pass, thus determination of the design parameters will consider the requirement in the 

extended product life cycle. Under extensible product life cycle strategy, recyclers will 

know w here remanufactured components should be delivered, and they will not have to 

worry about sales of the remanufactured component by remarketing, since this has been 

predetermined. The remanufactures will also know other requirements of the 

remanufacttued components, such as quaUty and packaging. 

It follows that in implementation of this strategy, it is required to redesign the 

supply network, update design methodologies, and provide suitable decision-making 

tools. Other required supportive activities also have to be added into existing business 

model. 

Firstly, a revolution in product design is required by EPLC strategy. Product 

design is no longer limited to only one product, designers have to consider all the 

possible products, in which a component might be a part, select the optimal design 

parameters, segregate and allocate their extended life cycle to each product. To do this, 

suitable information sharing and decision support tools should be required for decision 

makers to collaborate in the design process. 

It is also required to figure out how an extended supply chain network should be 

designed corresponding to the extended life cycle and what operations have to be added. 

Thus one area of thmst is the integration of product development with supply chain 
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management or reverse logistics. Manufacturers have practiced integration of product 

design to production and manufacturing for a while. Although cooperation between 

OEMs and their suppliers in product developments is being practiced in some areas, the 

gap between rexerse logistics and product developinent is yet to be filled. This is 

especially important when extended life cycle is considered. 

1.4 Research objectives 

These requirements of EPLC suggest that the research objectives should include: 

a Study of information sharing and cooperative distributed decision-making 

framework. Stakeholders, such as designers, distributed in geographically 

different locations have to collaborate and share information in operations 

required by this new strategy. We should develop a decision-making framework 

that in first place can help the designers from different companies collaborate in 

product development and secondly provide decision-making tools to other 

operations required by this new strategy. 

a Development of an embedded life cycle assessment model in order to integrate 

environmental impact into decision model. 

• Development of a test bed or prototype model that can be tested in industry to 

direct and test research in product design for muhi-phase extensible life cycle. 
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1.5 Research problems 

According to the research objectives, following problems will be addressed in this 

research: collaborati\e decision-making modeling and design for EPLC. 

1-51 Decision making framework and information sharing 

Collaboration of decision makers from different departments with different 

domain knowledge and information sharing between them are cmcial in successfully 

implementing this sttategy. 

Table 1 -2 lists some activities in which the secondary manufacturer, supplier and 

manufacturer's participation and collaboration in decision-making and information 

sharing are required. Each of these activities also has to be coordinated in related 

departments of each organization. Because of the interdependence of these activities, 

some decision parameters will unavoidably lead to conflict among different departments 

in different organizations. 

Table 1 -2 Possible activities requiring collaboration in decision-making 

Pricing 

Design 
Production 
Forward Logistics 

Reverse Logistics 
Forward inventory 

Reverse manufacturing 
Reverse Inventory 

Manufacture 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Supplier 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

Reverse 
Manufacturer 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Secondary 
manufacturer 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
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In tliis research, a particular focus will be on collaborations that can fill the gap 

between product design and down stream supply chain. Design decisions formulate the 

future of the product life e>ele, whereas the supply chain network is the place where 

management and control of product's life really happen. Decisions made in the product 

development phase have to concurrently consider other issues that cannot be answered by 

the designers. Integrating design with down stream supply chain will also provide design 

w ith tools such as statistical and stochastic analysis. 

People ha\'e put their effort in understanding design as a decision-making process 

for a while. These efforts had yielded resuh such as Decision-Based Design (DBD), 

which views design as a decision-making process with values, uncertainty and risk. 

(Herrmann and Schmidt, 2003) also proposed that product development organization 

could be viewed as a Decision Production System and tried to identify the suitable 

information flow in this system. These research activities provide us a sound basis of 

applying available decision-making theories to this strategy. 

On the other hand, modular design has been widely practiced by the electronics 

industry to get flexible configurations, ease of maintenance and upgrading, 

standardization, and shortening design and production time, (Yu , Li and Zhang). WTien 

environmental issues are also in our consideration, product modularity will be determined 

not only by ftinctional requirements and production issues, but also by product 

environmental objectives, such as usage, service, recycle and disposal. When fiirther 

considering this extensible life cycle strategy, decisions generated in design will 

definitely be affected by reverse production center and requirements and demands of the 
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secondary manufacturer as illustrated in Figure 1-3. Integrating decision-making in 

product dexeloptnent with decision-making in down stream chain is essential for 

extending the product to another round of life. 

OEM A OEM B 

Recycling Center 

Figure 1 -3 Two OEMs share the same components in two products 

To do this, a distributed decision-making framework is required. This framework 

should not only be used as a simulation model to test the feasibility of the new business 

model proposed, h should also be applied to enterprises in aiding their decision-making 

and support the collaboration in product development among participating organizations. 
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Figure 1 -4 Agent based distributed decision-making 

In Figure 1-4 (Li and Zhang, 2003), simulating agents simulate the operations 

performed b> the correspondent departments while handling the stochastic events 

generated by the system. They are also intelligent agents in that they can make their own 

decisions based on their own knowledge and goals. In solving a big problem, they will 

collaborate with other agents (forming a team) and make decisions based on the sub 

problem assigned. 

In this decision-making process, environmental impact will occur in every place 

that the material flow might pass by. To make environmentally sound decisions, 

environmental impact in these activities should be addressed with concems of time and 

the stochastic nature of the system. Specifically, we recognized the need to distribute Life 

Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology along extended supply chain network and embed 

h in the decision process. 
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1.5.2 Test bed for extensible life cycle 

We will test this model with redesign, that is, modular design of a personal 

computer whose pai'ts will be used in electronic toys. A case study will be conducted in 

design of e-toys using the components of this personal computer. Based on the result of 

tiiese initial tests, we expect it will foster potential design renovations that could be tested 

in the test bed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section, we will discuss the related research progresses in product design, 

life c>cle assessment, decision-making theories, and negotiation approaches that can be 

suitably applied in support of multiphase extensible life cycle strategy. 

As pointed out in chaptered one, product development, design specifically, is a 

critical activity to the success of this strategy, so in section 2.1, current research 

endeavors in product design will be reviewed. The background of life cycle assessment, 

which is a common approach to predict the environmental performance of product 

designed, will also be covered in this section. Decision theories and decision support 

systems, on the other hand, provide the tools that can help decision makers involved in 

EPLC, so section 2.2 will review the relevant decision theories and tools that can be used 

in EPLC strategy. 

2.1 Product design and life cycle assessment 

2.1.1 Product design 

For implementing the EPLC strategy, the first step is to design a product with 

components that can be shared and extended in other products. This adds more 

requirements to the design process. This section will introduce the background of product 

design process and current research activities in this area. 
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According to Suh, "Design involves a continuous interplay between what we want 

to achieve and how we want to achieve it". Design is composed by two parts: Objective 

of design that is stated in the functional domain, and Physical Solution that is generated 

in physical domain. Functional domain determines the specific product requirements, 

which are called function requirements (FRs). To satisfy these requirements, physical 

domain is characterized b> the design parameters (DPs). The task of design is to map the 

FRs in functional domain to DPs in physical domain. 

Design is always conducted in a set of constraints that represents the boundary on 

an acceptable solution. There are two kinds of constraints: input constraints and systems 

constraints. The input constraints are constraints in design specification, which are 

usually expressed as bounds on size, weight, voltages, materials, and cost. The system 

constraints are constraints imposed by the system or environment in which the design 

solution must ftmction. These can include geometric shapes, manufacturing capability, 

and law of nature. Constraints differ from the FRs in that a constraint may not be 

independent of other constraints and FRs, and higher level DPs hierarchy may become 

constraints at a lower level of DP hierarchy. The design process can thus be viewed as a 

decision making process, in which an optimal solution is identified within the boundary 

of the constraints. 

There are two major axioms in product design that will decrease the constraints in 

a product. Independence axiom requires that product fiinctions should be uncoupled. In 

other words, specific DP can be adjusted to satisfy its corresponding FR without affecting 
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other functional requirements. Inlormation axioms require that physical coupling is 

desirable to minimize the information content in the design (simpler). 

Extensible life cycle will change some axioms in product design. Since 

components will ser\'e in more than one product, FRs may always be coupled (thus 

violating axiom one). In order to decouple some interrelated functions, components may 

be decomposed into smaller physical components (thus violating axiom two). 

2.1.2 Decision based design (DBD) 

2.1.2.1 Introduction to DBD 

Engineering design is increasingly recognized as a decision-making process. 

Researchers such as Wei Chen from the University of Illinois at Chicago, Linda Schmidt 

from the University of Maryland, and Kemper Lewis from the SUNY Buffalo proposed a 

decision based design framework in 1997. Hazelrigg (1998) pointed out that the 

recognition of design as a decision making process brings with design the richness of 

many well-developed theories and methods from economics, operation research, decision 

science, and other disciplines. The essence of Decision-Based Design is to accept the fact 

that human evaluation or preference is always expressed in value subject to conditions of 

uncertainty and risk. Traditional engineering design mainly involves problem solving, to 

view design as a decision process, it is cormected with human needs, wants and desires 

which is now the focus of the industry: satisfaction of the human being. The decision 

problem for design then changes from optimization of multi objective to maximization of 

value. 
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One benefit of viewing design as a decision making process is that decision 

theories such as game theory, microeconomics, and soft computing can be directly used 

in product design, which have not been practiced before. 

One adN'antage of decision theory is its capability in dealing with uncertainty, risk, 

and \agueness. This is especially beneficial to design if it can be properly used. In a 

position paper in a recent DBD workshop held in Birmingham, AL, Smith pointed out 

that "The decision-based design philosophy intends to analyze how designers frame and 

make decisions. This field of design research can and should profit from established 

results on decision making in the organizational community with which it is closely 

related." The organizational work concerns how individuals make decisions, and how 

organizations and managers create environments that support or discourage types of 

decision-making (Weick, 1995). The body of work on organizational decision-making 

recognizes three distinct types of decision-making: decision-making under risk, decision

making under uncertainty, and decision-making under ambiguity (also knowm as 

equivocality) (Daft and Lengel, 1998, Einhorn and Hogarth, 1986). Decision-making 

tinder risk constitutes the condition where there is information unavailable, but a 

probabilistic description of the missing information is available. A technical decision of 

this type might be that a manufacturing engineer knows the probability distribution of the 

manufacturing process outputs and is trying to determine how to set an inspection policy. 

The design response might be to construct a stochastic program and find a minimum cost 

solution for a known defect rate. Decision-making under uncertainty, by contrast, 

involves distributions that are unknown. This situation involves less knowledge than 
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decision-making under risk. A situation that involves decision-making under uncertainty 

might be that a communications design engineer knows that transmission quality is a 

function of the antenna design, the frequency, and the background radiation, but is unsure 

of what the distribution of background radiation will be in the user environment. In this 

situation, the design response might be to collect field data in the user environment to 

characterize the radiation, so that antenna design and frequency could be chosen. 

Decision-making tuider ambiguity involves a still more profound lack of knowledge. 

Decision making under ambiguity means that the functional form is completely unknown, 

and often that the relevant input and output variables are unknown. An example of 

decision-making under ambiguity is a design engineer who is considering building 

airplane wing panels out of composite materials, but is uncertain of the ability of the new 

materials to withstand shock loads, and which design variables might affect shock loads. 

The engineering design response to this situation might be to start a research project that 

will vary possible input variables (panel thickness, bond angle, securement method, 

loading and others), and determine which, if any, of these variables has significant effect 

on shock resistance. 

2.1.2.2 Robust design 

Robust Design is also an approach in dealing with uncertainty and risk in 

engineering design. It is an important method for improving product quality, 

manufacturability and reliability at low cost. The main idea of robust design is to reduce 

the output variation from the target (the desired output) by making the performance 
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insensitive to noise factors such as manufacturing imperfections, environmental 

variations and deterioration. Taguchi' s introduction of this method in 1980 to several 

major US industries resulted in examples of significant quality improvement in product 

and manufacturing process design (Taguchi, 1986). 

In analyzing robust design experiments, Taguchi proposed to calculate first the 

signal-to-noise (SN) ratio for each combination of the control factors, and then to identify 

the "optimal" factor settings that maximize the SN ratios. Shoemaker et al. (1991) called 

this type of analysis the "loss model" approach, since it is equivalent to fitting a model to 

a chosen loss measure. Taguchi's approach is a special case of this approach, since he 

focuses on a special loss measure, i.e, the SN ratio. The loss model approach is appealing 

because it provides direct estimates of the loss measure based on the data. However, an 

appropriate statistical model for the loss measure may often be complicated, since loss is 

a non-linear and many-to-one transformation of the observed response. Researcher then 

tried to discuss the problems of this modeling approach and to consider alternative 

modeling approaches. A natural alternative modeling approach is to model first the 

observed response and then use this fitted response model to minimize the loss. 

Shoemaker et al. (1991) called this modeling approach the "response model" approach. 

Box etc. Box and Jones (1990) considered a more general class of loss measures and 

proposed economical experiment designs specially suited to the minimization of these 

measures. Lucas (1989) and Myers (1992) applied response surface methodology to the 

robust design problem, and Lucas developed "mixed resolution" composite designs for 

these applications. Freeny and Nair (1992) developed altemative analysis methods for 
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situations where the noise xariables are uncontrolled but observable. Montgomery et al. 

(1991) applied the response model approach and simple residual analysis techniques to 

improve the robustness of an industrial process. 

Shoemaker and Tsui (1991) developed a formal basis for the graphical data 

analytic approach, f he> decomposed overall response variation into components that 

represented the variabilit> contributed by each noise factor, and showed when the 

decomposition allows the experimenter to use individual control-by-noise interaction 

plots to minimize response variation. 

As pointed out in Box and Jones (1990), and Shoemaker and Tsui (1993), the 

response xariance that results from noise can be quadratic in the control factors, even if 

the response is linear in the control factors. Tsui (Tsui K. L. 1994) studied the 

consequences of this fact and discussed the major problem of the loss model approach. 

He showed that the use of the loss model approach in highly fractionated experiments 

may create unnecessary biases for the factorial effect estimates, so may lead to non-

optimal solutions. 

Regardless of the potential problems, the loss model approach has been 

commonly used in industrial applications, because of its simplicity and intuitiveness. 

3.1.1.1 Robust Decision Based Design 

Recently, Chen and Lewis (1997) developed mathematical constmcts that could 

model degrees of collaboration and allow sub-disciplines to make decisions independent 

of the decisions of others. One of these approaches is the game theoretic approach. They 

modeled muhidisciplinary optimization problems using game theoretical principles, 
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which are rooted in decision science. In their model, design processes are abstracted as 

games, while the disciplinary design teams and their associated analysis/synthesis tools 

are the players in the game. Different degrees of collaboration can be characterized by 

game protocols. They also integrated the robust design concept with game theory 

protocols to provide flexibility in muhidisciplinary decision-making. Specifically, the 

approach is applied to the Stackelberg leader/follower formulation (Vincent and 

Grantiiam, 1981; Rao, Badrinath, Pakala and Mistree, 1997), in which decisions of 

subdisciplines are not made completely concurrentiy but occur sequentially. 

Einhorn and Hogarth (1986) developed fundamental constmcts of three protocols 

applicable to design. These are cooperative, noncooperative, and sequential decision

making scenarios. A short conceptual discussion of each protocol is given here. More 

mathematical details of the protocols are given in Lewis and Mistree (1997), Vincent and 

Grantham (1981), Rao, Badrinath, Pakala, and Mistree (1997). 

Cooperative: Complete cooperation occurs when each designer is aware of all the 

others designers and the decisions made by each. In mature design problems where 

complete information is available and the transfer of information is close to if not 

seamless, the assumption of perfect or approximate communication is extremely 

beneficial (Lewis and Mistree, 1997). Cooperative solutions (or Pareto solutions) are 

solutions where both players cannot simultaneously improve (Rao, Badrinath, Pakala, 

and Mistree, 1997). These are desirable solutions. 

Noncooperative: Design teams may not have the necessary information they need 

to make a decision. Each design team will have to make assumptions, many times worst 
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case, about the information needed from other teams because of interpersonal, 

computational, or organizational isolation. This scenario is known as a Nash 

noncooperati\ e formulation. 

Sequential (Stackelberg leader/follower): Leader/follower relationship exists 

among design teaius where one team makes their decision or finalizes their design and 

passes this information onto the next team. This relationship, although not fully 

cooperative, does ha\ e some information transfer. The leader, or most dominant design 

team must assume something about the behavior of the teams following it and the 

follower gets to use the information from the preceding teams, but is also constrained by 

h. 

Of interest in this paper is the integration of the robust design concept into the 

Stackelberg leader/follower model. The Stackelberg leader/follower formulation is 

different from a typical sequential formulation in that it uses a concept known as the 

Rational Reaction Set (RRS) that strengthens the link between the leader and follower. 

Originating in game theory, the term RRS here implies a set of solutions that an isolated 

decision maker constmcts as a fiinction of unknown information from other decision 

makers. In the leader/follower formulation, the leader knows the RRS of the follower. In 

other words, the leader knows how the follower will react to the decisions the leader 

makes. The rationale is that if the leader can predict to some extent how the follower will 

react or even account for the follower's interest in their design, the system design will be 

more effective and needless iterations will be avoided. 
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In summary, Decision-Based Design advocates a new approach to engineering 

education and practices. It is an approach that uses our knowledge of nature to predict the 

future performance of proposed systems design, and to qualify and understand the 

uncertaint) inherited in this prediction. 

We also ha\e to admit that DBD is not a panacea. It has its disadvantages and 

application boundaiy. 

2.1.3 Life cycle assessment 

2.1.3.1 Introduction to LCA 

Life Cycle Assessment is an objective process to evaluate the environmental 

burdens associated with a product, process, or activity by identifying energy and 

materials used and wastes released into the environment, and to evaluate and implement 

opportunities to affect environmental improvements (SETAC, 1990). 

In SET AC'S (Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry) Code of 

Practice, it is recommended that the LCA be split into five stages: 

1. Planning, which includes: 

Statement of objectives 

Definition of the product and its alternatives 

Choice of system boundaries 

Choice of enviromnental parameters 

Choice of aggregation and evaluation method 

Strategy for data collection 
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2. Screening, which includes: 

Preliminary execution of the LCA 

Adjustment of plan 

3. Data collection and data treatment, which includes: 

Measurements, interviews, literature search, theoretical calculations, database search, 

qualified guessing. 

Computation of the inventory table 

4. E\'aluation, which includes: 

Classification of the inventory table into impact categories 

Aggregation within the category (characterization) 

Normalization 

Weighting of different categories (valuation) 

5. Improvement assessment, which includes: 

Sensitivity analysis 

Improvement priority and feasibility assessment 

It is generally recognized that the first stage is extremely important. The result of 

the LCA is heavily dependent on the decisions taken in this phase. 

The screening LCA is a useful step to check the goal-definition phase. After 

screening it is much easier to plan the rest of the project. 

There are two main steps in an LCA: 

1. Describe which emissions will occur and which raw materials are used during the 

life of a product. This is usually referred to as the inventory step. 
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2. Assess what the impacts of these emissions and raw material depletions are. This 

is referred to as the impact assessment step. 

Inventory step 

The basis of an LCA study is an inventory of all the inputs and outputs of 

industrial processes that occur during the life cycle of a product. This includes the 

production phase, the life e>cle processes including the distribution, use and final 

disposal of the product. 

The life c>cle can be presented as a process tree. 

Figure 2-1 Example of a process tree. 

Each box represents a process that forms part of the life cycle. Every process has 

defined inputs and outputs. 

Process inputs can be divided into two kinds: 

• Inputs of raw materials and energy resources (environmental input) 

• Inputs of products, semi-finished products or energy, which are outputs from other 

processes (economic input) 
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Similai-ly, there are two kinds of output: 

• Outputs of emissions (environmental output) 

• Output of a product, a semi-finished product or energy (economic output) 

With information about each process and a process tree of the life cycle, it is 

possible to draw up a life cycle inventory of all the environmental inputs and outputs 

associated w ith the product. The result is called the table of impacts. Each impact is 

expressed as a particular quantity of a substance. 

Table 2-1 displays an example of a small part of the table of impacts for the 

production of two materials. 

Table 2-1 Impacts from production of 1 kg of polyethylene and 1 kg of glass. 

Emission 

C02 

NOx 

S02 

CO 

Polyethylene 

1.792 

1.091x10-3 

987.0x10-6 

670.0x10-6 

Glass 

0.4904 

1.586x10-3 

2.652x10-3 

57.00x10-6 

Unit 

Kg 

Kg 

Kg 

Kg 

It will be clear that such a table does not provide an immediate answer to a question such 

as whether 1 kg of polyethylene is more or less environmentally friendly than 1 kg of 

glass. Impact assessment methods have been developed which simplify this task of 

interpretation. 

Impact assessment step 

SETAC describes a general approach, through the calculation of environmental 

effects. There are three steps: 

• Classification and characterization 
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• Normalization 

K\aluation 

The procedure is described here using fictional data. 

1. Classification and characterization 

In the classification step, all substances are sorted into classes according to the 

effect they ha\ e on the environment (Table 2-2). For instance, substances that contribute 

to the greenhouse effect or that contribute to ozone layer depletion are divided into two 

classes. Certain substances are included in more than one class. NOx is found to be toxic, 

acidifying and causing eutrophication, so it is classified to several classes at the same 

time. 

The substances are aggregated within each class to produce an effect score 

(Figure 2-2). In aggregation, the quantities of substances involved are added by applying 

different weighting factors. This is because some substances may have a more intense 

effect than others. This step is referred to as the characterization step. 

Table 2-2 Example of characterization step for a small inventory table 

Emission 

C02 

CO 

NOx 

S02 

Effect scores: 

In the c 

Quantity (kg) 

1.792 

0.000670 

0.001091 

0.000987 

omoarison betv 

Greenhouse 

x l 

-

-

-

1.792 

veen paper and 

Ozone layer 
depletion 

-

-

-

-

0 

polyethylene ( 

Human toxicity 

-

X 0.012 

xO.78 

xl .2 

0.00204 

LDPE) the calc 

Acidification 

-

-

xO.7 

x l 

0.0017 

ulated effect 
scores can be displayed as a graph. The highest calculated effect score is scaled to 100%. 
This means the materials can only be compared per effect. 
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Characterization of paper and LDPE bag life cycles 
% 

greenh. ozone acidif. eutroph metals carcin. w.smog s.smog 

I Life cycle paper bag | L i f e cycle LDPE bag 

Figure 2-2 Example of a classification: The highest score is scaled to 100%. 

Note: The classes are: Greenhouse effect. Ozone layer depletion, Heavy metals. 
Carcinogen, Winter smog. Summer smog, Pesticides, Energy use and Solid waste 
disposal. 

2. Normalization 

In order to gain a better understanding of the relative value of an effect, a 

normalization step is required. Each effect calculated for the life cycle of a product is 

benchmarked against the known total effect for this class. For example, the Eco-indicator 

method normalizes with effects caused by the average European during a year. Of course 

h is possible to choose another basis for normalization. Normalization enables you to see 

the relative contribution from the material production to each already existing effect. 
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3. Evaluation of the normalized effect scores 

Normalization considerably improves our insight into the results. However, no 

final judgment can be made as not all effects are considered to be of equal importance. In 

the e\aluation phase the normalized effect scores are multiplied by a weighting factor 

representing the relative importance of the effect. 

Although LCA provides a good framework for environmental analysis and 

e\ aluation, researchers had found great practical problems related to data, time, expense, 

and expertise requirements in LCA practices (Faruk, Lamming,Cousins and Bowen, 

2002). Given the problems that arise from the availability and use of inventory databases, 

it has often been suggested that only by reducing its data requirements (both quantity 

and quality) will it be possible to make LCA a practical proposition. It is in this context 

that streamlining has gained prominence, but grave doubts remain. 

Here, what we believe the most drawbacks is certain important conceptual and 

technical deficiencies in LCA. It is criticized as perpetuating a product and technology 

bias. The process of setting boundary (scoping) is viewed by some as arbitrary and 

indefensible, making it impossible to know whether the boundaries that are drawn 

encompass all-important effects. The gap that exists between potential enviromnental 

impacts (as assessed by LCA) and the actual impacts that occur in time and space also 

make LCA resuhs easy to disparage (Udo de Haes, 1998), although ways of addressing 

this problem have been suggested (Potting, Schopp, Blok. and Hauschild, 1998). The 

large number of impact assessment methods routinely employed also does nothing to help 

credibility. Lastly, LCA rarely provides information about ranges or levels of confidence 
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in the results it produces, and analysts have no systematic way of identifying the most 

important uncertainties (Bretz, 1998). 

2.2 Distributed decision-making: distributed problem solving 
and multi-agent framework 

Multi intelligent agents have been used in distributed decision-making in many 

application areas. Product development, particularly, has been studied in muhi-agent 

environment by man> researchers (Jenings, 1998). 

Researchers have studied Multi-Agent System (MAS) in three areas: 

• Distributed Problem Solving 

• Distributed mathematical services 

• Distributed Al 

Traditionally, research into systems composed of multiple agents was carried out 

under the banner of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI), and has historically been 

divided into two main camps (Jenings, 1998): Distributed Problem Solving (DPS) and 

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). More recently, the term "multi-agent systems" has come 

to have a more general meaning, and is now used to refer to all types of systems 

composed of multiple (semi-) autonomous components. 

Distributed problem-solving studies how a loosely coupled network of problem 

solvers can work together to solve the problems that are beyond their individual 

capabilities (Durfee, 1995). Each problem-solving node in the network is capable of 

sophisticated problem solving and can work independently, but the problems faced by the 

nodes can't be completed without cooperation. The idea behind the distributed problem 
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solving is that the hard problems can be decomposed into smaller ones that are within the 

capabiUty of computing facilities, thus improving the computing efficiency. The second 

reason for distributed problem solving is that problem-solving requires mental powers 

from geographically distributed locations, or in another words, problems are generally 

solved by a team. Distributed problem solving considers how a particular problem can be 

solved by a number of modules (nodes) which cooperate in dividing and sharing 

knowledge about the problem and its evolving solutions. In a pure DPS system, all 

interaction strategies are incorporated as an integral part of the system. 

A good example of DPS is distributed mathematical service, which is mainly used 

in mathematical research area, such as Math Web (Durfee, 1995). In distributed Al, the 

focus is on solving problem using artificial intelligence by distributed agents. 

2.2.1 Introduction to intelligent agent and multi-agent system 

Research in MAS is concemed with the behavior of a collection of possibly pre

existing autonomous agents aiming at solving a given problem. MAS can be defined as a 

loosely coupled network of problem solvers that work together to solve problems that are 

beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each problem solver. These problem 

solvers - agents, are autonomous and may be heterogeneous in nature. The characteristics 

of MAS are: 

> each agent has incomplete information, or capabilhies for solving the 

problem, thus 

> each agent has a limited viewpoint; 
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> there is no global system control; 

V data is decentralized; and 

> Computation is asynchronous. 

Some reasons for the increasing interest in MAS research include the ability to 

provide robustness and efficiency; the ability to allow inter-operation of existing legacy 

s> stems; and the ability to solve problems in which data, expertise, or control is 

distributed. Although MAS provide many potential advantages, they also face many 

difficult challenges. Jenings (1998) presented the following problems inherent in the 

design and implementation of MAS: 

a How to formulate, describe, decompose, and allocate problems and synthesize results 

among a group of intelligent agents? 

a How to enable agents to communicate and interact? What communication languages 

and protocols to use? What and when to communicate? 

a How to ensure that agents act coherently in making decisions or taking action, 

accommodating the non-local effects of local decisions and avoiding harmful 

interactions? 

Q How to enable individual agents to represent and reason about the actions, plans, and 

knowledge of other agents in order to coordinate with them? How to reason about the 

state of their coordinated process (e.g., inhiation and completion)? 

a How to recognize and reconcile disparate viewpoints and conflicting intentions 

among a collection of agents trying to coordinate their actions? 
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a How to effectively balance local computation and communication? More generally, 

how to manage allocation of limited resources? 

• How to avoid or mitigate harmful overall system behavior, such as chaotic or 

oscillatory beha\ior? 

Q How to engineer and constrain practical MAS systems? How to design technology 

platforms and development methodologies for MAS? 

The following section will give a brief survey of MAS both in its micro level- the 

agent, and macro level of the multi-agent system. 

2.2.1.1 Intelligent Agent 

According to Jenings, an agent is a computer system situated in some 

environment and is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to meet its design 

objectives. There are thus three key concepts in our definhion: situatedness, autonomy, 

and flexibility. 

Situatedness, in this context, means that the agent receives sensory input from its 

environment and that it can perform actions, which change the environment in some way. 

Examples of environments in which agents may be situated include the physical 

world or the Intemet. Such situatedness may be contrasted with the notion of 

disembodied intelligence that is often found in expert systems. For example, MYCIN, the 

paradigm expert system (Shortliffe, 1976), did not interact directiy with any 

environment. It received information not via sensors, but through a user acting as a 
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middleman. In the same way, it did not act on any environment, but rather it gave 

feedback or advice to a third party. 

Autonomy refers to the concept of intelligent agent that has control over its own 

actions and internal state, and is able to act without the direct intervention of humans (or 

other agents). Other reseiu-chers have used this concept in a stronger sense, and mean that 

the agent is capable of doing more things such as learning from experience. 

We may find many practical implementations of such situated and autonomous 

systems. A good example is a process control system that monitors a real-time real-worid 

process and conducts suitable actions to modify the process by taking the real-time 

process conditions change as its input. This type of systems can range from the very 

simple, for example, thermostats, to the extremely complex, for example, nuclear reactor 

control systems. There are also a lot other examples in software systems, such as software 

daemons, which monitor a software environment and perform actions to modify the 

environment as conditions change. A simple example is the UNIX xbiff program, which 

monitors a user's incoming email and obtains their attention by displaying an icon when 

new, incoming email is detected. 

Besides the characteristics of situatedness and autonomy, agents must also have a 

design objective and be capable of flexible action to meet hs objectives. By flexible, we 

mean that the system is: (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995) 

a Responsive: agents should perceive their environment and respond in a timely fashion 

to changes that occur in it; 
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a Pro-active: agents should not simply act in response to their environment; they should 

be able to exhibit opportunistic, goal-directed behavior and take the initiative where 

appropriate; 

• Social: agents should be able to interact, when appropriate, with other artificial agents 

and humans in order to complete their own problem solving and to help others with 

their acti\'ities. 

While people put their effort in the agent architecture, researchers have also 

delved into another important area and studied how multi agents will interact with each 

other like human beings. 

2.2.1.2 Multi-agent system 

In 1980, a group of Al researchers held the first DAI workshop at MIT to discuss 

issues conceming intelligent problem solving with systems consisting of multiple 

problem solvers. It was decided that Distributed Al was not concemed with low-level 

parallelism issues, such as how to distribute processing over different machines, or how 

to parallelize centralized algorithms, but rather with issues of how intelligent problem 

solvers could coordinate effectively to solve problems. From these beginnings, the DAI 

field has grown into a major intemational research area. 

The main concem in the macro level of multi-agent systems is how to coordinate 

the autonomous agents in their actions to achieve an optimal system level state by the 

ways of communication and negotiation according to the protocol accepted by the 

participating agents, through collaboration or competition (Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3 Different t>pes of coordination in distributed decision-making 

2.2.1.2.1 Agent Negotiation 

Negotiation takes place between two agents who are coupled in the MAS when 

conflict occurs. In negotiation, the conflicts between the agents will be solved. Since 

conflict is common in society of agents in problem-solving, h is of interest to researchers 

in different areas. 

Automated negotiation is a key form of interaction in systems composed of 

multiple autonomous agents who can have conflicting preferences over the state of the 

world. Because agents have no direct control over one another and there are often 

interdependencies between their actions, conflicts need to be resolved by the process of 

making proposals and/or tradeoffs, with the aim of finding a mutually acceptable 

agreement, in short, by negotiating. Therefore, negotiation is a bargaining process by 

which a joint decision is made by two parties. The parties first verbalise confradictory 

demands and then move towards an agreement. 
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2.2.1.2.2 Agent negotiation protocol 

A protocol is a set of primitives that are agreed "rules of encounter" between the 

negotiation participants. The primitives may include what, to whom, and at what time to 

communicate. Gi\en a protocol, an agent strategy then defines the model that the 

individual participants apply to act in line with the protocol in order to achieve their 

negotiation objectives. 

Research in this direction has been extremely active with large amount of papers 

published and models proposed. Here we will review some of the important work done 

h>' researchers. 

Actor (Agha 1986, Yonezawa, and Tokoro, 1988) is one of the first models of 

multi-agent problem solving developed. Actor was proposed as universal primitives of 

concurrent computation. Actors are self-contained, interactive autonomous components 

of a computing system that communicate by asynchronous message passing. The basic 

actor primitives are: 

Create: creating an actor from a behavior description and a set of parameters, 

possibly including existing actors; 

Send: sending a message to an actor; 

Become: changing an actor's local state. 

Actor models are a natural basis for many kinds of concurrent computation. 

However, as noted in actor models, along with other DAI models, they face the issue of 

coherence. 
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The issue of flexible allocation of tasks to imiltiple problem solvers (nodes) 

received attention eariy on in the history of DAI. Davis and Smiths(1983) work resulted 

in the well-known Contract Net Protocol. 

In this protocol, agents can dynainically take two roles: manager or contractor. 

Gi\ en a task to perform, an agent first determines whether it can break it into subtasks 

that could be performed concurrently. It employs the Contract Net Protocol to announce 

the tasks that could be transferred, and requests bids from nodes that could perform any 

of these tasks. 

A node that receives a task announcement replies with a bid for that task, 

indicating how well it thinks it can perform the task. The contractor collects the bids and 

awards the task to the best bidder. Although the Contract Net was considered by Smith 

and Davis (1983) (as well as many subsequent DAI researchers) to be a negotiation 

technique, it is really a coordination method for task allocation. The protocol enables 

dynamic task allocation, allows agents to bid for multiple tasks at a time, and provides 

natural load balancing (busy agents need not bid). Its limitations are that it does not detect 

or resolve conflicts, the manager does not inform nodes whose bids have been refiised, 

agents catmot refuse bids, there is no preemption in task execution (time critical tasks 

may not be attended to), and it is communication intensive. To rectify some of its 

shortcomings, a number of extensions to the basic protocol have been proposed. 
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2.2.1.2.3 Negotiation- self-interested multi-agent interactions 

The notion of interactions among self-interested agents has been centered on 

negotiation. Negotiation is seen as a method for coordination and conflict resolution (e.g., 

resolving goal disparities in planning, resolving constraints in resource allocation, and 

resolving task inconsistencies in determining organizational structure). Negotiation has 

also been used as a metaphor for communication of plan changes, task allocation, or 

centralized resolution of constraint violations. Hence, negotiation is almost as ill-defined 

as the notion of "agent." 

Jenings(1998) gave the main characteristics of negotiation that are necessary for 

developing applications in the real world. The characteristics include: (a) the presence of 

some form of conflict that must be resolved in a decentralized manner, by (b) self-

interested agents, under conditions of (c) bounded rationality, and (d) incomplete 

information. Furthermore, the agents communicate and iteratively exchange proposals 

and counter-proposals. 

The PERSUADER system by Sycara (1998, 1990) and work by Rosenschein 

(1985) and Rosenschein and Zlotkin (1994) represent the first work by DAI researchers 

on negotiation among self-interested agents. The two approaches differ in their 

assumptions, motivations, and operationalization. The work of Rosenschein (1985) was 

based on game theory. Utility is the single issue that agents consider, and agents are 

assumed omniscient. Utility values for altemative outcomes are represented in a payoff 

matrix that is common knowledge to both parties in the negotiation. Each party reasons 

about and chooses the alternative that will maximize its utility. Despite the mathematical 
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elegance of game theory, game theoretic models suffer from restrictive assumptions that 

limit their applicabilit>' to realistic problems. Real world negotiations are conducted 

under uncertainty. in\ oh e multiple criteria rather than a single utility dimension, the 

utilities of the agents are not common knowledge but are instead private, and the agents 

are not omniscient. 

The PERSUADER is an implemented system that operates in the domain of labor 

negotiation. It in\ol\es three agents (a union, a company, and a mediator), and is inspired 

by human negotiation. It models the iterative exchange of proposals and counter

proposals in order for the parties to reach agreement. The negotiation involves multiple 

issues, such as wages, pensions, seniority, subcontracting, and so on. Each agent's multi

dimensional utility model is private (rather than common) knowledge. Belief revision to 

change the agents' utilities so that agreement can be reached is achieved via persuasive 

argumentation. In addition, case-based learning techniques are also incorporated into the 

model. 

Work by Kraus, Wilkenfeld and Zlotkin (1995), focuses on the role of time in 

negotiation. Using a distributed mechanism, agents negotiate and can reach efficient 

agreements without delays. It is also shown that the individual approach of each agent 

towards the negotiation time affects (and may even determine) the final agreement that is 

reached. 

As electronic commerce is rapidly becoming a reality, the need for negotiation 

techniques that take into consideration the complexities of the real world, such as 

incomplete information, multiple negotiation issues, negotiation deadlines, and the ability 
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to break contracts will be critically needed. Work in non-binding contracts includes 

Sandholms and Lesser s (1995) work where de-commitment penalties were introduced 

into the Contract Net Protocol, and the ADEPT system, in which a penalty for contract 

\ iolation was built into the negotiation agreement (Jennings, et al., 1996) 

Another important aspect of successful interaction for self-interested agents is the 

abilit> to adapt behavior to changing circumstances. However, leaming in a muhi-agent 

environment is complicated by the fact that as other agents leam, the environment will be 

effecti\ely changed. Moreover, other agents' actions are often not directly observable, 

and the action taken by the learning agent can strongly bias the range of behaviors that 

are encountered. Hu and Wellman (1996) characterized an agent's belief process in terms 

of conjectures about the effect of their actions. A conjectural equilibrium is then defined, 

in which all agents' expectations are realized, and each agent responds optimally to its 

expectations. They present a multi-agent system where an agent builds a model of the 

response of others. Their experimental resuhs show that depending on the starting point, 

the agent may be better or worse off than had it not attempted to leam a model of the 

other agents. 

Zunino and Amandi, A represented the relationships among agents and entities in 

a multi-agent system by using influence diagrams. The advantages of the representation 

include firstly, enabling agents to better reason how to achieve their goals in an uncertain 

environment inhabited by multiple agents, and secondly, leaming new coordination 

relationships from past experiences. 
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Zeng and Sycara (1997, 1998) presented the Bazaar negotiation model, which 

included multi-agent learning through agent interactions. The benefits of learning, if any, 

on the individual utilities of agents, as well as the overall (joint) system utility were 

examined. The experimental results suggest that: (a) when all agents learn, the joint 

system utilit>- is near optimal and agents' individual utilities are very similar; (b) when no 

agent learns the agents' indi\idual utilities are almost equal but the joint utility is very 

low (much lower than in the "all agents learn" condition); and (c) when only one agent 

leams, its individual utility increases at the expense of both the individual utility of the 

other agents as well as the overall joint utility of the system (i.e., only one agent leaming 

has a harmful overall effect). 

Although game theoretical modeling cannot be directly used by MAS, the idea of 

Pareto equilibrium is borrowed by some researchers in designing of their negation 

protocols. 

Faratin, Sierra, and Jennings, presented a constmctive approach in dealing with 

the difficult to reach Pareto optimal agreements in two-party negotiations over 

continuous issues. The procedure uses an assisting mediator and calls only for local 

information about the DMs' preferences so that their utility functions need not be 

identified completely. Furthermore, only part of this local preference information has to 

be revealed to the mediator. The principle of the procedure is as follows: at each stage, 

the mediator finds out the local set of agreements in which joint gains can be realized and 

then chooses an agreement from this set. This is done by first choosing a jointiy 

improving direction from the set of all jointly improving directions and then proceeding 
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along this direction to the new agreement. These stages are repeated until a Pareto 

optimal agreement is found. 

The Negotiation protocol is designed as follows: 

Let Xi^ denote the tentative agreement reached at Stage k. 

Step 1: The mediator searches for improving directions by announcing a few 

points that lie on a small circle around x,^. Each DM informs the mediator which points 

he prefers over. If none of the preferred points coincide, x^ is approximately Pareto 

optimal and the procedure terminates. Otherwise, joint gains can be realized and the 

mediator proceeds to Step 2. 

Step 2: The mediator chooses point from the jointly preferred points. This 

corresponds to choosing a jointly improving direction. 

Step 3: The mediator announces a few points along the chosen direction, and asks 

the DM's about their preferences over these points. One of these is then chosen as the 

next tentative agreement. 

In essence, negotiation is a sort of trade-off between conflicting or interdependent 

agents. Most models of automated negotiation have largely ignored the problem of multi-

issue negotiation and the additional possibility and challenging problems of making 

trade-offs between decision variables. Faratin, Sierra, and Jennings tried to rectify this 

omission. They presented a strategy called the trade-off strategy, where both discrete and 

continuous negotiation decision variables, in the presence of information tmcertainty and 

resource boundedness for multi-dimensional goods, are traded-off against one another 
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(e.g., paying a higher price in order to obtain an earlier delivery date or waiting longer in 

order to obtain a higher quality service). The paper developed a heuristic computational 

model for the trade-off strategy and showed that it can lead to an increased social welfare 

of the SNStem. A linear algorithm is presented that enables software agents to make trade

offs for multi-dimensional goods for the problem of distributed resource allocation. The 

algorithm is moti\ated by a number of real-world negotiation applications that was 

developed and can operate in the presence of varying degrees of uncertainty. The 

algorithm itself operates by using the notion of fuzzy similarity to approximate the 

preference structure of the negotiation opponent and then uses a hill-climbing technique 

to explore the space of possible trade-offs for the one that is most likely to be acceptable. 

On average, the total time used by the algorithm is linearly proportional to the number of 

negotiation issues under consideration. This formal analysis is complemented by an 

empirical evaluation that highlights the operational effectiveness of the algorithm in a 

range of negotiation scenarios. The algorithm hself operates by using the notion of fuzzy 

similarity to approximate the preference stmcture of the other negotiators and then uses a 

hill-climbing technique to explore the space of possible trade-offs for the one that is most 

likely to be acceptable. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

3.1 Problem statement 

3.1.1 Characteristics of decision tasks in EPLC 

As we discussed in chapter 1, in implementation of the EPLC strategy, OEMs 

ha\e to reengineer their system and cooperate in operations in product design, supply 

chain management, customer relation management, and end of life management. In 

product design, OEMs have to cooperate with each other and determine the optimal 

design parameters of the product in support of extended life cycle. In supply chain 

management, OEMs have to redesign their logistic and reverse logistic networks, select 

the optimal suppliers, and suitable reverse manufacturing strategies. In customer 

relationship management, OEMs have to decide its optimal take back policies that can 

reduce the uncertainty of the reverse product distribution from the customers and control 

this process by customer contracting and providing the suitable facilities in management 

of this reverse flow. In end of life management, OEMs have to determine the destination 

of the take-back products from the customers among recycling, reuse, or extending their 

life in products of the secondary manufacturer. 

In addition, these decision tasks required by EPLC are also interrelated. 

Conducting one of the decision tasks may require more than one decision maker. Change 

in the decision made in one decision task will affect the decision of other tasks. For 

instance, different secondary manufacturer selected will affect the product design. 
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Decision problems in these decision tasks may also involve multiple evaluation 

atfributes. Decision makers may have different preference to different evaluation 

atfributes. For excunple, the decision made in design may consider cost, one or more 

qualit> attributes, and the environmental attributes. This multiple attributes characteristics 

in decision tasks imph' that a multi-attributes decision analysis methodology is required. 

It is also inevitable that in decision problems related to EPLC strategy, many 

participants are imohed. With their different preferences to the muhi-attribute of the 

decision problem, conflict is not avoidable. Actually, decision makers have to collaborate 

(problem decomposition) and negotiate (conflict resolving) in order to reduce the 

complexity of the big problem and optimize the overall objectives of the decision 

problems. Another concem in performing the decision tasks is that since the decision 

makers are distributed in different location the negotiation is under imperfect 

information, that is it is hard for decision makers communicate their own domain 

knowledge. 

These characteristics imply that it is necessary to provide suitable decision 

support tools and suitable negotiation infrastructure so that decision makers can 

participate in decision tasks that are distributed and interrelated. In order to obtain overall 

optimal decision solution at the system level, we have to consider all the interrelated 

decision problems, and evaluate the decision solution with multi-attribute of the decision 

problems. Since the decision problems are distributed and their decision models are 

unknown to other decision maker, a suitable interaction, communication and negotiation 

mechanism have to be provided. 
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3.1.2 Problems in this research 

The properties of the decision tasks make the multi-agent base distributed 

problem sohing discussed in the literature review fit well to the property and requirement 

of the decision problems encountered in the EPLC strategy. But here are several 

problems to the existing multi-agent base distributed problem-solving framework. These 

problems are listed as follows: 

• First, the available negotiation methods are either not powerful or not time 

efficient, and the number of negotiation rounds required in those negotiation 

procedures is too high. 

• Another problem to available negotiation method is that it only consider the trade 

offs of decision attributes, not the decision variables directly, whereas this is the 

thing on which negotiation should conducted, since the decision problem is to 

find the optimal decision solution not the decision attribute. For example, the 

negotiation procedure developed in Faratin et al's work is only good in tradeoff 

among different attributes between decision makers, the idea of fuzzy similarity 

can not applied to design variables directly. Other negotiation methods just cannot 

handle the multi-attribute issues. 

• In addhion, current negotiation procedure does not consider the noise generated in 

the decision process or evaluation of the proposal submitted by the counter 

decision maker. In real time and real worid negotiation, decision maker's 

response to the proposal of the counter agent will not always the same to the same 
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proposal, it is influenced by the decision maker's internal noise when he/she 

evaluates his/lier preferences to the different decision atfributes. The change in the 

proposals of one decision maker may also influence the satisfaction of the counter 

agent. 

• None of tlie existing negotiation procedures addresses the uncertainty in 

acceptation of the final proposal although that is on the Pareto frontier, whereas 

this is a problem that should be considered in EPLC. The secondary manufacturer 

may determine to go away and not to use the component if they are not satisfied 

when the product finished its first stage of hs extended lifecycle. This will result 

in loss to the OEM who produced or purchased this component. To address this 

problem, an optimal Pareto point has to be selected in the Pareto set (or Pareto 

frontier) that will maximize the expected utility of the OEM. 

• A cmcial problem of the existing negotiation methods is that they ommit the 

information contained in the Pareto points generated. In fact, the information in 

these Pareto points implies the preference stmcture of the decision maker thus it 

should be used in prediction of the new Pareto point and save a lot negotiation 

time and negotiation rounds in generation of the new Pareto points. 

Besides the negotiation procedure, we also have to analyze and elicit the decision 

model for the decision tasks involved in EPLC. The decision models used in the research 

reviewed are either Al based or too simple. Through the analysis of the work in Decision 

Based Design and utility theory, the multi-attribute expected utility theory can provide 

this research a good analytical tool in handling of uncertainty, multi attributes issue, and 
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decision model elicitation. Therefore, we will modify and apply the available research 

work in modeling of the decision problems associated with EPLC. 

In next several sections. The overall decision framework for multi-agent 

negotiation based distributed problem solving will be introduced, then elaboration on the 

details of the framework, which include the mathematical foundations of the 

methodology used in decision problem modeling, agent negotiation and other relevant 

issues will be presented. 

3.2 A distributed agent based decision support framework 

The distributed and multi-attribute characteristics of the decision problems in the 

EPLC strategy required a special decision framework that can help the decision makers 

interact, and communicate, negotiate with each other. The decision-making framework 

designed in this research that fulfill the requirement of distributed decision making in 

EPLC is illustrated in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1 Overall decision framework 

The decision framework for EPLC includes following components: 

r- Plug and play information-sharing infrastructure 

The plug and play information sharing provide the deployment 

environment for the decision agents and information fusion required by decision 

agents when decision tasks are conducted. It supports dynamic integration among 

various agents and the mechanism to communicate with sources of information 

systems and applications by the sttategy of messaging and service oriented 
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integration. The information required by decision makers or agents is managed 

and fused together in a structured format by the product and material management 

agent (PMM Agent). It provides a distributed environment where the agents are 

deploN'ed and situated. The agents can also provide input to and change the 

applications the>' ai-e bounded through the information-sharing infrastmcture. As 

this is already finished in previous research it will not covered in this dissertation. 

> Decision tasks 

To Implement the EPLC strategy, some key decision tasks should be 

conducted. These tasks are related to operations such as product design, 

manufacturing, supply chain management, reverse logistics £md end of life 

management. Although these tasks are presented here as separated, from a 

concurrent engineering's point of view, they are interrelated to each other. 

Decisions made in product design phase have to consider performance of a 

product in its whole life cycle including production, logistics, using of product, 

recycling. These decision tasks may include: 

o Design for extensible life cycle (DELC) 

o Extended green supply chain management 

o End of life management 

> Life cycle assessment 

As environmental performance is one important attribute of every decision 

task, a life cycle assessment layer is developed. This layer provides the 

methodology in environmental assessment for each of the decision tasks. Because 
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of the distributed nature of decision tasks, life cycle assessment is separated and 

embedded into smaller assessment tasks that will only evaluation the 

environmental performance of one or several processes relevant to the decision 

makers. By embed, we refers to the fact that this segregated life cycle analysis is 

embedded in the process of decision-making, unlike tradhional LCA procedure, 

which is conducted after the decision has been made. 

> Distributed Multi-Agent Decision-Making Support Layer 

No matter what the decision task is, there will be many decision makers 

(or agents) participating in the decision tasks, which are interrelated, in the 

Distributed Multi-Agent Decision-Making Support Layer. Autonomous agent and 

agent interaction mechanism such as negotiation protocol are implemented in the 

distributed decision-making support layer. This layer will be build upon the plug 

& play information sharing infrastructure that provides the needed data and 

communication mechanism for the agent situated in the support layer. 

We will also elicit the decision model of the agent using multi-attribute 

marginal utility theory and deploy the agents in this layer to support the decision 

makers in strategic decision-making (ordinal utility) and real time cardinal utility 

based decision-making. 

> Decision makers 

Decision makers are the people or software agents that have thier own 

goal and participate in decision problems of their interest, ft is by the decision 
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agents that the decision tasks are completed in the disfributed decision support 

layer. 

The focus of this research will be the development of the distributed multi-agent 

decision-making support layer, and the embedded LCA layer. In the following sections, 

we will discuss more on theses issues in this decision-making framework. 

In 3.3, the decision mechanism for multi-agent decision support layer is 

discussed. This includes the modeling of the decision function by muhi-attribute utility 

theory, and modeling of a general multi-agent negotiation based Pareto point generation 

process. 

3.3 Mathematical foundations 

3.3.1 Multi-attribute utility analysis 

As multiple objectives decision-making is one of the primary parts of this 

research, our analysis will start from the decision theory and multi-attribute utility 

analysis. The presentation is based on concepts discussed in detail in (Keeney and Raiffa, 

1976; Bacchus and Grove, 1995). 

3.3.1.1 Formulation of a multi-attribute decision problem 

Let a designate a feasible alternative and A denote the set of all feasible 

altematives. To each a in A, we will associate an indices of value: X^ (a), •••,X„(a). This 

is equal to say that the n evaluators X,, •• •, X„ map each a in A into a point in an n-

dimension consequence space. Roughly the decision problem is to choose a in .4 so that 
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the decision maker will be happiest to the payoff .V,(a),•••,X^{a). Thus we need an 

index that can combine A',(a),• ••, .V„(a) into a scalar index of preferability or value. 

Notice this value should directly reflect the preference of the decision maker. In other 

words, it is adequate to specify a scalar-valued function defined on the consequences 

space w ith the propert> that 

iH-v, ,.\s,---.vj>i;(.vj,.v.,•••.v„)<»(x, ,X2,---x„).>:.(xi,X2,---xJ (3-1) 

where >: stands for "preferred or indifferent to". Here, if the decision is made 

under certainty, the function u is referred as a value function. If uncertainty is involved, 

it is called utilit>- function. In either way, the function v maps the n attributes in a scalar 

value. 

Decision-making cannot be done in the absence of uncertainty. With uncertainty 

included in the decision problem, the problem can be update as: given altematives 

yl], ^2' • • •' ̂ m ' ^^ch of which will have n uncertain consequences with respect to the 

attributes of the decision problem. If the decision maker knows the probability of each of 

the possible n consequence, then the problem is how to select the best alternative. 

The theory of multi-attribute utility analysis will help the decision maker solve 

this question, and the decision mle will be: the preferred decision is the option or 

altemative whose expectation has the highest value based on decision maker's 

preference. UtiUty accordingly is a measure of the human value of the option or 

altematives under uncertainty. 
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Thus, utility theory (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947) rests on two 

components: probabilities for representing the uncertainty about the consequences, and 

utilities for representing our preference. The probability of the consequences may 

continue to be the same in the same application, but the preferences of the decision

maker may \ ary from case to case. Considering this, the Von Neumann utility theory 

provides an analytical approach to estimate a person's preference for an outcome by the 

risks he or she is willing to take to obtain it. 

Consider three consequences x/, X2 and xj. If the decision maker has a choice X2 

for sure and a gamble in which X3 will be received with probability/> and Xj with 

probability (7-p), if the decision maker has a preference ordering X3 >- X2 >- x,, then there 

exists a value oip for which the user will be indifferent between selecting X2 and the 

gamble, which means that the utility of the X2 for sure has the same utility of the gamble. 

The consequence x? thus is called certain equivalent of the gamble with a property that 

w(x2) = E\u{x)\ where x = px-^ + (1 - p)^ • (3-2) 

Notice X2 not necessarily follows X2 = px^ -1- (1 - p)x^, only the utility of the two 

options are the same, that is the decision maker assigns same value. The essence of this 

equation is the preference stmcture under uncertainty to the decision maker, which tells 

us not only his preference of the consequences for sure but also his willingness to take 

risk. For example, by offering a subject a choice between $10 and a 50:50 chance of 

winning $X(versus a $0 outcome) and by varying X, h should be possible to establish the 
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relative utilities of $10, $0, and the value of X which makes the subject just indifferent 

between the alternatives. 

Further on, if we suppose there is a set of actions A, and for any two actions 

a,aGA that have uncertain consequences x^, x .̂ y = l , . . .« , with an associated 

probability Pj.Pj respectively, there exist: 

" n 

J ] PjU{Xj) > Y, P jOiXj )<^a>:d (3-3) 
7=1 /=i 

According to Keeney and Raiffa (1976), this equation generally reflect the 

sttucttire of the preference of the decision maker to the risk, whereas the decision 

preference can be either risk averse or risk prone to different decision makers. 

After the utility preference structure has been elicited, the utility maximization 

process can be conducted to select the best action in A. 

The extension of utility theory to multiple dimensions attributes makes it even 

more worthy in decision-making. In addition, utility analyses is not a simple ordinal 

measure but a cardinal measure over the range of measurement which makes it 

particularly valuable in the multi attribute decision making. In multi attribute utility 

analysis, as proved, stmctures exist in utilities, and utility fiinction can be decomposed as 

a linear combination of sub utility functions, if the attributes satisfy some condition. Thus 

analysis or elicitation of the preference stmcture can be reduced to one dimension. 

Multi-attribute utility is defined as follows: 
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Definition, assume decision objective hierarchy has been specified and its 

associated attributes can be expressed as A',, • • •, A'„, let x, designates a special level of 

A',, then the decision problem is to assess a utility function ;/(x) = w(X|,X2,---,x„) over 

the n attributes. Further, given two probability disfributions A and B over the multi-

atttibute consequences x, probability A is as least as desirable as B iff: 

EMx)]>Es[u{x)\ (3-4) 

where E^ and Eg are the expectation operators. 

3.3.1.2 Characteristics of decision preference 

Before h is possible to derive the exact form of the multi-attribute utility function, 

some concepts in utility analysis should be clarified. 

Preference Indifference (PI) 

Let the attributes space X be partitioned into 7 and Z, Fis preferential 

independent to Z if the preference order of consequences involving only changes in the 

levels of attributes in Y and does not depend on the levels at which attributes in Z are held 

fixed. 

Preferential indifference implies that conditional indifference curves over Y does 

not depend on attributes in Z, symbolically Fis PI of Z iff for any consequences 

y,y\z'^. 

{y,z^)>{y,z'^)^{y,z )>{y,z ) for any z (3-5) 
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Utility Independence (UI): 

Let the atfributes space Xbe partitioned into Fand Z, We shall say that Fis UI 

{utility independent) of Z when conditional preferences for lotteries on F given levels in 

Zdo not depend on the particular level of Z. 

S>nibolically, FULY iff for any lotteries y,y , and consequencez'^, 

(V, z^) > ( v', r+) ^ (v, z ) >- {y\z ) for any z (3-6) 

where y is the expected level of attribute y of the a consequence, y is the 

expected level of attribute v of another consequence. 

By definition, it follows that, YVI X ^>YVIX but not vice versa. 

Given Fis utility independent of Z, given u is the utility fiinction, it follows that 

u(y ,- '^)>w(y ,z'^)=>u{y ,z)>u{y' , z) , for any of z 

where z"̂  is any fixed level of z. 

Note utility independence also implies that: 

utility independence <» u{y, z) = giz) + h{z)u{y, z ) , for any ;; and z (3-7) 

where z stands for is another level in attribute Z. 

Notice that utility independence is not reflexive, that is, 

F UI X ^ A: UI F 
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Mutual Utility Independence: 

Definition. If both F UI X and A' PI F hold, we say X and Y are mutual utility 

independent of each other. 

Additive Utility Independence 

Another utility independence is called additive utility independent. With n 

attributes, Fishburn's additive utility independence condition can be defined as follows: 

Definition: Attributes A',, A'2, • •, A'„ are additive independent if preferences over 

lotteries on X,.A^,• • •,A'„depend only on their marginal probability distributions and not 

on their joint probability distribution. 

Symbolically, as a work by (Pollak), a individual's utility function is addhive if 

and only if his preference between any two lotteries 

L, ^((x, ,x; ),(xf,xn) andZ2 -((X, ,S;" ),(xf,x;^)) 

is the same for all x, for any x) ,x*' ,xf,x,",xf, and jc,̂ , where x, stands for the level of 

attribute X^, and x* and x" is two different sets of fixed levels of the complementary 

attributes of x, (not they are multi-dimensional unlike x,-). Notice additive UI is reflexive. 

3.3.1.3 Application of utility independence and preference independence 
in modeling of multi-attribute utility function: 

The reason why we have discussed so much on properties of preference of a 

decision problem is that these properties will help us model (or elicit) the muhi-attribute 

utility function in a relatively simple form. This is another important contribution of 
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UtiUty theory to decision making. Works by Fishburn (1973) and Farquhar 1975) have 

showed how these properties of preference related to modeling of muhi-attribute utility 

function, here, we just summary as follows: 

1. Multiplicative utility function 

In case attributes .V,,.V2,--,.V,, are mutual independence to each other, the utility 

function can be modeled by 

Theorem 3-1: If attributes X^, AS. • • •, X^ are mutually utility independent then 

H n H 

"(v) = Y.k.u,(x,) +kY,Y,k,k.u.{x^)UjiXj) + k-J]k,kjk,u.ix,)UjiXj)u,(x,) 
i=\ 1 = 1 /•>/ (=1 /"J o \ 

7>i KJ-o) 

+... + k"~^k^k.,...k„u^(Xi)u^{x2)...u,Xx„) 

where: 

1. w is normalized by u{x° ,Xj, •..,x° )=0 and M*(X| , X'^, ...,X*„ ) = 1 

2. Ui(Xi) is a conditional utility function on Xj normalized by M,( xf )= 0 and 

W,(X*)=1, j=l,2,...,«. 

3. k is a scaling constant* that is a solution to 

l+k=Y{i\ + kk,) (3-9) 

2. Addhive utility function. 
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If additive utilit> independence holds, we can state a fundamental result of 

addhive utility theory: 

Theorem 3-2 (Fishburn): The n-attribule utility function 

U(x)= Y."^x„x^) = f^k,u,{x,) (3-10) 
; = l 

is appropriate if and only if the additive independence condition holds among attributes 

A'|,A'2,---.A'„, where: 

1. M is normalized by ?/(.Y| ,X2, ...,x^)=0 and w*(x| , x*2,...,x|,) = 1 

2. «, is a conditional utility function of Af, normalized by w,(x, )= 0 and w,(x, )=1, 

/=1.2 n. 

3. ki=u(x*X)A=\2...,n. 

3. Multilinear utility function 

Multilinear utility function is a generalization of both additive and multiplicative 

utility functions. The sresult is the following theorem: 

Theorem 3-3: Given the set of attributes, X= {X^,X2,---, XJ with n>2 ifXj is 

utility independent of X i i= I,2,...,n, then 
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»(.v) = 2]/:,»,(.v,)+^^^„;/,(.v,)»,(.v,)-f... + 2]^^A:,^,M,(x,)M/x^)M,(x,) 

(3-11) 

+ ... + ^,„....„»|(.V|)/V,(X2) W„(.Vj 

where 

1. » is normalized by u{X\ ,.v-,,...,.v„ )=0 and u{x\ , Xj, ...,x* ) = 1 

2. II,(X,) is a conditional utility function of Xi normalized by w,(x,)= 0 and 

",(x;)=K 

3. The scaling constant can be evaluated by 

,̂ = u(x*,x°), 

kij = u(x*,x],xfj)-ki- kj 

= u(x], X*, xp -u(x], x°) - u(x*, Xj ), 

kiji = u(x],x],x],x I,) - kj - kji - kr kj- ki 

= u(x],x'i.x], x],)- u(x',,x\,x'lj)-u(x],x],x''J 

-u(xr,x',, x p + u(x;,x°)+u(x*,x;)+u(x;,x;), 

and finally, 

kl.2.3...n = u{x')- X^i . . -( / - l )( '+i)" - • • • • - Zu^ij ~2^^i 
ij>i 

1 - yu(x?,x,*) + ... + (-l)"-'I«(x;,x;.,xO) + (-l)"-̂  ^uixUxf). 
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3.3.1.4 Unidimensional utility analysis 

As presented in pre\ ious section, if one of the utility independence properties 

holds for the multi-attribute decision problem, the multi-atfribute utility function can be 

decomposed and simplified into addition or multiplication of several one-dimensioned 

utilit) functions. The problem that remains is to only analyze and elicit the 

unidimensional utility function for the single attribute associated. After all these 

tmidimensional functions are elicited, the final multi-attribute utility function can be 

obtained. 

Generally, in elicitation of the unidimensional utility function, the basic attitude 

towards risk has implications on the functional structure of the utility function. The risk 

m-erse is preference to behave in a conservative manner. Consider a decision maker 

facing a lottery yielding either a consequence x' or a less preferable consequence x", 

with equal probability. Obviously, the expected consequence x of this lottery is 

(x' + x" )/2. Now suppose the decision maker is asked to state his preference between 

receiving x for certain and the lottery (x ' , x"). If the decision maker prefers the certain 

consequence x to the lottery (x ' , x") with the same expected consequence, than the 

decision maker is actually saying he prefers to avoid the risks associated with the lottery. 

That is although x and (x ' , x") have the same expected consequences, he prefers x 

since there is no risk associated with it, whereas there is risk associated with the outcome 

of the lottery. This is the risk averse behavior. 

Definition: A decision maker is risk averse if he prefers the expected 

consequence of any nondegenerate lottery to that lottery. 
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In such a situation, the utility of the expected consequence of any lottery must be 

greater than the expected utility of that lottery. So if the possible consequences of a 

lotter>' are represented by .v, we are risk averse if for all nondegenerate lotteries, 

U[E(x)]>E[u(x)] 

Theorem 3-4; A decision maker is risk averse if and only if his utility function is 
concave. 

On the other hand decision maker who is willing to accept the risks associated 

with any lottery is called risk prone. 

Definition: A decision maker is risk prone if he prefers any nondegenerate lottery 

to the expected consequence of that lottery. For such an individual, the utility of the 

expected consequence must be less than the expected utility of the lottery, that is, 

U[E(x)]<E[u(x)]. 

Theorem 3-5: A decision maker is risk prone if and only if his utility function is 
convex. 

Choosing a Utility Function 

To fulfill the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the utility function 

(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) and to obtain a consistent set of assessment is to find a 

parametric family of utility functions that possess the relevant characteristics (Such as 

risk aversion) previously specified for the decision maker. By using the quantitative 

methods, that is, the certainty equivalents, we can find a specific member of that family 

that is appropriate for the decision maker. As a simple illustration, suppose that the 
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decision maker's utilit>' function was monotonically increasing in x and decreasingly risk 

averse. We know se\eral families of utility functions that satisfy these characteristics are: 

(a) Monotonically decreasing utility function 

u{x) = h + ki-c-'"' -bxe-''') (3-12) 

Where a. b ,c and h, k are positive constants. 

(b) Monotonicalh increasing utility function 

y 
u(x) = h + kx^") (3-13) 

where ii>I. and h<0. k>0. 

Other utiUty function families are also listed in (Keeney and Raiffa 1976), for 

other different risk characteristics. 

3.3.1.5 Subjective probability assessment 

Another issue in utility analysis is how to determine the probability function 

associated with the consequences evaluated by the attributes. 

Generally, as pointed in (Roth, Field, and Clark), the probability density functions 

used to describe uncertain attribute levels can be obtained using a technique called 

subjective probability assessment. SPA involves measurement of ones perception of the 

likelihood of the occurrence of an event. There are a number of methods available to 

assess these values. These methods basically fall into three classifications: probability 

methods, value methods and probability-value methods. Probability methods involve the 

evaluation of the probability of the occurrence of a specific event. Value methods require 

the subject to identify limits of the attributes which correspond to given probabiUties. 
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Finally, probability-value methods involve a combination of the two techniques. Some of 

the most common tecluiiques employed are the variable interval method and the fixed 

interval method. The variable interval method is a value technique which asks the subject 

to identify the limits of an interval of the level of an atfribute which he feels will have a 

specific probability of containing the actual value. The fixed interval method requires the 

subject to assign a probability to the occurrence of the actual value lying in a specified 

interval. 

3.3.2 Multi-agent multi-attribute distributed decision making 
under uncertainty 

In this section, we discuss mathematical works in multi-agent multi-attribute 

distributed decision-making and the methodology used in the distributed negotiation 

process. 

3.3.2.1 Formulation of the multi-agent multi-attribute distributed 
decision making 

A general m-agent decision-making problem is to find the optimal value of the 

decision variables that maximize a vector of utility functions of the m participating agents 

over a set of feasible resource constraints. The problem is to determine a set of non-

dominated (Pareto optimal) solutions and make compromise among these decision 

agents. The standard form of the problem formulation for loosely coupled situation 

(resource allocation) can be expressed as modification based on Ehtamo , Verkama, and 

Raimo(1999): 
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Maximize: 0{x) = f{u^{x),u^(x),•••,u^(x)} (3-14) 

Where u, (.\) is the utility function of agent /. 

Subject to: .v,' + xf +••• + Af ^-j for i=I,2, ... ,n 

uj ^.v/ ^ / for/=7,2 «and i=I,2, ... .m 

The directed coupled problem (agents are coupled directly to decision variables in 

their decision model), the objective function can be presented as: 

Maximize: ^^^) = fiM^)Mx),-,u^ix)} ^^_^^^ 

where w,(x) is the utility function of agent/. 

Subject to: g^(x)>0, k = l,---q 

xf >Xj>Xj, i = \,---n 

3.3.2.2 Introduction to Pareto Optimal negotiation 

Pareto Optimal Conception 

To solve this distributed optimization problem, the convenient way is to first find 

a Pareto optimal solution. 

Definition: the conception of the Pareto optimality can be stated as: a vector of 

X* is optimal, if there exists no feasible vector x which would increase some agents' 

utility without causing a simultaneous decrease in any agent's utility"(Ravindra V. 
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Tappeta and John E. Renaud, 1999). Mathematically, the Pareto optimality is defined as 

follows: a decision \ ector x is optimal if and only if for any x and /', 

uj{\)<uj{\ ),,/ = 1 , - - - ,OT; /> /=>M.(X*)>M.(X) (3-16) 

The negotiation process to reach a Pareto point 

Suppose two agents ha\e to negotiate on a multi-variable allocation problem. A 

proposal is an allocation of resources to both agents and is expressed as pe P, where P 

is the set of possible allocations. Figure 3-2 shows a simplified two decision variable 

problem in an Edgeworth box (Pirja Heiskanen, 1998). A single proposal is composed by 

two decision variables representing two goods. The allocations of the goods are 

assignments of values to decision variables. Thus, in this figure two agents a and b have 

to reach an agreement over the allocation of two commodities 1 and 2. The dimensions of 

an Edgeworth box represent the constraint of quantities of the good. Each agent is 

assumed to have an initial endowment of both goods. The initial allocation of commodity 

1 and 2 to agent a and agent b is given hy p a ^iP ai,P ai) and 

p^j, = (p^h],p^ 1,2) respectively and is shown in Figure 3-2 as PO. No allocation of either 

good to a or 6 is represented by 0„ ,0^ respectively. 
5 

The general question for the allocation problem is what allocation of total unhs of 

good 1 and good 2 are feasible? In other words, what decisions over the total ranges of all 

decision variables are feasible? 
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If an allocation to agent a and b over commodities 1 and 2 is given by 

Pg - (X|"..V2) and Pf, = (X[',.Y2 ) respecfively, then an allocation is feasible, iff 

X|" + xV < .'1,,,,̂ ,/ and x/ -i- x̂ ' < 5,,,,,,/. So, all points in the box, including the boundary, 

represent a feasible allocation of the goods. 

Suppose both agents have different utility preferences over the resources. This is 

showai by the con\ex indifference preference curves (or iso-curves) of the two agents in 

Figure 3-2. where each ciuve represents the indifference an agent has over the 

increasing/decreasing utility of one commodity versus the simultaneous decrease/increase 

in utility of the other commodity, and the tangent line to the indifferent curve can be 

modeled by MRS (marginal rate of substitution) which is expressed as: 

dx 
MRS^ Slope of IC S = ^ (3-17) 

dXf 

Allocations along the Og ,0^ and conversely axis 0^0^ are associated with an 

increasing value for the allocation of good 1 and 2 for agent a and b respectively. Given 

the above, a feasible allocation can be blocked by an agent when there exist an allocation 

that increases the utility of one while keep the utiUty of the other the same. It follows that 

the condition for negotiation can expressed as: 

Theorem 3-6 At any point of the negotiation, a negotiation is possible if and only if the 
, , dx^ dx[ , rfx, . , 

MRS of each negotiation agent is different, which means -—-^-—- where --^ ts the dx, dx' dx, 

dx' 
MRS of one agent and ^ is MRS of the other agent. 

dx', 
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As illustrated in Figure 3-2, the joint utility level of both agents is increased at the 

point where the comex indifference curves of each agent intersect at one point. A 

hypothetical set of such points is shown as solid black ovals. These allocations are said to 

be Pai-eto optimal o\'er the initial allocation. At this point, because their tangent line 

overlaps with each other, the MRS of both agents is the same. 

Figure 3-2 Illustration of Pareto optimal point 

All the Pareto points generated in this manner is referred to as the Pareto frontier 

or the Pareto set as showed in Figure 3-3. As illustrated in the figure, the joint gain of 

joint welfare of both agents on these Pareto point are more than 1. This is resulted from 

the negotiation process that allocated more resources to the agent that has more 
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preference to one of the two goods. So, In essence, negotiation is a sort of tradeoff 

between conflicting or interdependent agents. If both agents have same preference to the 

same commodity, the joint gain will be reduced since there is not tradeoff between these 

two agents regarding the allocation of good 1 and 2. 

The points on the Pareto frontier are Pareto optimal. However, since there are a 

number of Pareto-optimal allocations, the question remains which one will be the one we 

want. 
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Figure 3-3 Illustration of Pareto optimal frontier 

Solutions to this indeterminacy problem have been attempted in a more axiomatic 

fashion from game theory where a single solution is selected that satisfies a set of axioms 
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(Nash bargaining axiom (Peter Morris. 1994)). In Nash bargaining axiom, the problem is 

treated as a bargaining problem in a perfectly competitive market where utility 

maximizing agents trade commodities for given announced prices. Prices are then 

iterativeh' lowered or increased with excess supply or excess demand respectively, until 

die market cleai's at a general equilibrium. In addition, the bargaining problem is mapped 

from the decision \ariable space to the utility space using a utility function 

U,:P^ [0.1],/ = a,b. With out any cooperation, the agents will receive a conflict payoff. 

The feasible set of utilities is composed of those proposals that are individually rational 

and is bounded by the Pareto optimal frontier. An agreement is individually rational if h 

assigns each agent a utility that is at least as large as the agent can guarantee for itself 

from the conflict payoffs, which is u^. Pareto optimality is defined for a bargaining game 

as follows. 

Cooperative (or axiomatic) game theory aims to specify axioms that lead to the 

selection of a single point on the Pareto optimal frontier most desirable solution for both 

agents. More over, Nash bargaining solution is one of such solution that selects an 

individual outcome from the Pareto-set that is equitable to both agents. The idea of Nash 

solution is to find the point on the Pareto optimal frontier that maximizes the product of 

the utilities (f/̂  - "a) x {Uy -Hb), where U^ is the utility of agent a for the point selected 

on the optimal frontier. 

Another solution concept is the Kalai-Smorodinsky, which modifies one of Nash's 

axioms (independence to irrelevant alternatives to individual monotonicty) and is 

interpreted as endogenously providing more weighting to the "needier" player. However, 
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such axiomatic models ai'C inappropriate for computational purposes because they specify 

the solution properties and leave the process of how to reach these points unspecified. 

Other problems to axiom-based negotiation include it can only be used in 

situations tiiat the payoffs or utilities of negotiating agent under different allocations are 

known in ad\ anee and the payoffs are also ordinal values. For continuous issues, it is not 

applicable. Since for most decision problems in EPLC, the decision variables are 

generalh continuous and the utility function of the opponent agent is private thus not 

accessible to other agents, axiom-based negotiation cannot applied directly. But the 

conception of negotiation and tradeoff discussed is helpful to elicit the negotiation 

algorithm developed in this research. 

Another method in this allocation problem is to find the Pareto optimal frontier 

first. Jagannatha, Badhrinath, Pakala and Mistree and Whitfield,Wright, Coates and Hills 

(1998). The problem can be expressed as: 

For a given U^ = u^ the Pareto point under this condition is the allocation of 

goods by solving the following function: 

Maximize: Uf, =Ui,{xf ,x^) (3-18) 

Subj ect to: U^= U^ (xf, Xj) = u^ 

Xj -I- X2 < Afgl^l 

xi+x^2^B,,,„i 
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By changing value of //,, we can find several Pareto points. The problem in 

solving this equation is that since utility functions olthe participating agents are 

generally private as the decision agent are distributed and located in different 

departtnents, the equation (3-18) is not available. Even if the utility functions are a public 

knowledge to each agent, the computing effort in finding all Pareto points in the hyper 

Pareto surface can be pretty forbidding by solving equation (3-18). 

It follows that a new on-line negotiation algorithm should be developed for the 

decision problems in implementation of EPLC strategy. In chapter 5 we will discuss the 

mechanism and algorithm that is developed for distributed negotiation in finding one 

Pareto point, Pareto point predicting using second order Taylor series, and finally finding 

the Pareto surface. The best Pareto point is determined by suitable aggregation of utilities 

of different agents. Here we will only discuss some basic mathematic works of fuzzy set 

and fiizzy inference. 

3.3.2.3 Fuzzy inference guided negotiation process 

A fiizzy controller is used to control the negotiation process between conflicting 

agents through suggestion of change in decision variables and reach the final Pareto point. 

Each round, the fiizzy controller will conduct negotiation and suggest any change in 

decision parameters. Its influence to the overall performance of the system will be 

captured and fed into the controller that conducts a second round of negotiation according 

to its knowledge and mles. 
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Linguistic rules 

In this research, the inference rule uses linguistic variables, such as increase in 

performance, and its related linguistic terms or fuzzy values to express the natural 

language or imprecise information in negotiation. Each fuzzy value is expressed as a 

membership function mapping the universe of discourse to a fuzzy number. Knowledge 

of strateg>' in negotiation is expressed as inference rules with the following general form: 

31: if X is A , then y is B i = 1,2,--^k (3-19) 

Here x is the antecedent (input) linguistic variable with a linguistic term A and y 

is the consequent (output) linguistic variable with a linguistic term B. Each mle in the 

form of (3-19) can be represented as a fuzzy relation that is defined on higher-

dimensional tmiverse of discourse i?: (X x 7) ->• [0,1], and can be expressed as 

R(x.y) = n(x,y) = (p{u^{x),Hg{y)]. Here, (p is called an implication operator that takes as 

input the membership function of the antecedent and consequent parts, and takes as 

output the fuzzy relation. 

Fuzzy inference is then used to evaluate fuzzy linguistic descriptions. We use 

generalized modus ponens (GMP) in this research: 

If xisA then y is B 

X is A' 

y is B' 
(3-20) 

in (3-20), A, B, and A' are known, to compute the membership fiinction of B', 

we use Mandani max-min composition of fuzzy set A' and R(x,y): B'=A' = R(x,y) and hs 

membership function is expressed as: 
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M,iy)=y\f',ix)Af,{x,y)\ (3-21) 

Here, ^ (x)can be considered as the fire power of this rule under 5 ' . 

In the inference engine we can use several kinds of composite rules. First, we can 

use a collection of K rules that have same antecedent and consequent linguistic variables 

with a relationship /?, = .4, ^ fi, and form a fuzzy algorithm. In this case, composite 

algorithmic relation can be computed tlirough union of K individual rules: 

A' 

U 
/=1 \<i<K 

R = (JRi and ^,^{x,y)= \y (//^ (x) A / / ^ (>;)) (3-22) 

i=I,2,...,K 

Substitutes (3-22) into (3-21) we get the membership function ofB'. 

The second kind of composite rules we can use in negotiation inference engine 

take multiplep inputs with a and connective in left hand in the form: ifx i is A u and ... 

andxpis Aipthenyis Bi, i=l, ..., K, with inputxiisA'i, xiis A'2,...x pis A'm,the 

composite relation is expressed as: 

^i[x^,X2,...,Xp,y) = (l)\^MAiM) ^ l^mi^i) ^•••^ ^^Aipi^p)^I^Biiy)\ (3-23) 

by aggregating K mles we get: 

;«(x,,X2,...,X ,>']= V kU'^2v,^p,>'jJ 

/"«(3^) = V V - V 
X\ Xj x„ 

\^^K 

l=P 

(3-24) 

(3-25) 
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Defuzzification maps membership fiinction of the output obtained from the 

inference procedure into crisp adjustments in the second round negotiation strategy of 

conflicting agents. Many defuzzification approaches are used in practice (Li and Zhang,, 

2003). Among these, a centroid of area approach is used. 

3.3.3 Incorporation of uncertainty 

As we mentioned in chapter 1, the challenge in achieving the EPLC strategy is 

high tmcertainty: Customer behavior uncertainty and secondary manufacturers 

purchasing behavior uncertainty. We are making our decisions for the activities that will 

happen more than two years later. Incorporation of this high uncertainty in our decision 

model is cmcial to the success of this business strategy. 

The first source of uncertainty comes from the fact that there are some variables 

in the decision problem that are out of the control of the decision maker. Such variables 

may include temperature and customer behavior, for example. The randomness in these 

variables will lead to uncertainty in the utility function of the decision maker. 

The second class of uncertainty is that although the decision maker can decide the 

decision variables under his control, but in implementation of his decision, noise will be 

added into the decision variables. For example, a designer may find the optimal value for 

his decision variables such as dimension of a part according to his utility such as strength, 

but in manufacturing process, deviation to this variable will be generated. 
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The third type of uncertainty comes from the decision process of the decision 

maker. In determination of his optimal solution decision makers may be influenced by 

internal noise. 

The first two t>pes of uncertainty cannot be eliminated. Suggested by MAUA, the 

uncertainty could be modeled in decision-making process by utility analysis discussed in 

section 3.2 and get the solution based on the expected value or utility. For the third type 

of uncertainty, a filter should be used to filter the decision noise from the decision

making processes. 

The uncertaintN related to the decision process can be illustrated in the following 

figure. 
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Figure 3-4 Decision under noise 
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As it has been elaborated about how to handle the first two types of uncertainty in 

section 3.3.1, so here the focus is how to filter the decision noise if it is added to the 

negotiation process. 

3.3.3.1 Dealing with Decision Noise 

For the third type of noise. Kalman filter can be used to improve the quality of the 

decision by filtering the noise added into the decision process of the decision makers in 

the negotiation process. 

In 1960, Kalman (1960) published his famous paper describing a recursive 

solution to the discrete data linear filtering problem. Since that time, due in large part to 

advances in digital computing, the Kalman filter has been the subject of extensive 

research and application, particularly in the area of autonomous or assisted navigation. 
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Kalman Filter Basis 
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Figure 3-5: Application of Kalman filter (Maybeck, 1979) 

The Kalman filter illusfrated in Figure 3-5 addresses the general problem of trying 

to estimate the state x e 9^" of a discrete-time controlled process that is govemed by the 

linear stochastic difference equation: 

w~N(0,c7i) 
(3-26) 

Z/. i=hx,„+v, , , 

V ~ N ( 0 , ( T J ) 
(3-27) 
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The random variables ic and v represent the process and measurement noise 

respectively. The>' are assumed to be independent of each other, white, and with normal 

probabilit>' distributions, 

pM~N{0,Q) (3-28) 

p{v)~N{0,R) (3-29) 

In practice, the process noise covariance Q and measurement noise covariance R 

mafrices might change with each time step or measurement, however here we assume 

they are constant. 

The nxn mafrix tp in the difference equation (3-26) relates the state at the 

previous time step / to the state at the current step t+] ,in the absence of either a driving 

fiinction or process noise. Note that tp might change with each time step, but here we 

assume it is constant. The n x 1 matrix v|/ relates the optional control input û  to the state 

X . The mxnmatrix h in the measurement equation (3-27) relates the state to the 

measurement z^^,. h might change with each time step or measurement. 

The equations for the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time based equations and 

measurement based equations. Time- based {or predictor) equations (Equations (3-30) 

and (3-31)) are applied to derive the current state of the system from the system model. 

Measurement based (or corrector) equations (Equations (3-32), (3-33) and (3-34)) are 

applied to adjust the system state from the measurements. 

P,;,=(pP,(p'"+Q. (3-31) 
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K,+i = p,; iv ' ' (vi/P,; ,v ' ' '+R,+,)" 

\+\ -^"+i+K,+|(z,+,-V(/i,^,) 

(3-32) 

(3-33) 

P,+i=(l-K,+,v)P,^, (3.34) 

The Kalman filter assembles the two groups of equations to give the best estimate 

of the state of the system. The procedure is as shown in Figure 3-6 (Welch and Bishop, 

1995). 

Time Based (Prediction) 

(1) System State Prediction 

(2) The Error Covariance 

p,;,=(|)P,(p^+Q, 

i JT 

Initialization 

1 
Measurement Based (Corrector) 

(1) Compute the Kalman Gain 

K^+, = P^ îM/̂  ( vPr+l V^ + R^+l) 

(2) Update Estimate with Measurement 

(2) Update the Error Covariance 

p,+,=(i-K,^,M/)pr+i 

Figure 3-6 Discrete Kalman filter procedure 

Extended Kalman filter 

Some of the most interesting and successful applications of Kalman filtering have 

been in such situations where the process to be estimated and (or) the measurement 
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relationship to the process are non-linear. A Kalman filter that linearizes about the current 

mean and eoxariance is referred to as an extended Kalman filter or EKF. 

In something akin to a Taylor series, we can linearize the estimation around the 

ciuxent estimate using the partial derivatives of the process and measurement functions to 

compute estimates even in the face of non-linear relationships. Let us assume that our 

process again has a state xector. but that the process is now governed by the non-linear 

stochastic difference equation. 

r̂+l = / (x , ,u , ,w , ) 
(3-35) 

-N(0 ,O 

with a measurement that is 

. = h(\ ,.\. .) 
(3-36) 

w~N(0,c7j) 

^( + 1 " ( * ( + ! ' ^ / + l ) 

v~N(0,(T^) 

where the random variables w and v again represent the process and measurement noise 

as in (3-26) and (3-27). 

In this case, the non-linear function/ in the difference equation (3-35) relates the 

state at the previous time step to the state at the current time step ^+1. It includes as 

parameters any driving function u, and the zero-mean process noise w,. The non-linear 

function in the measurement equation (3-36)relates the state x,̂ , to the measurementz,^,. 

The noise variables are no longer normally distributed due to the nonlinear transformation. 

The approximation state and measurement function can be achieved by: 

x , , , = / ( x , , u „ 0 ) (3-37) 
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z,„=/;(x,.,,0) (3-38) 

To estimate a process with non-linear difference and measurement relationships, 

we can write new governing equations that linearize an estimate about(3-37) and (3-38). 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODELING OF DECISION PROBLEMS 
FOR i;X lENSlBLE LIFE CYCLE 

4.1 Introduction 

As we suggested earh. the most critical part in implementation of this business 

strateg>- is product design and reverse logistics design. This section introduces how to 

model the decision problem in design for EPLC and logistics for EPLC by applying the 

utilit}' analysis discussed in Chapter 3. 

We refer the design methodology required for this innovative strategy as "Design 

for Extensible Life Cycle" (DELC). The decision problems in DELC will be composed 

by three steps as illustrated in Figure 4-1. 

a Modularity Analysis. 

The decision problems involved in design for extensible life cycle start from 

product modularity analysis. Modularity analysis decides the possible modules that 

can be included in the product, which will extend their life in other products such as 

an e-toy or a DVD player. The decisions made in this stage correspond to stage of 

design requirement definition in product development, where functions of products 

will be determined. 

• Product Modular Design 

In product modular design, decisions about the specification of the module in 

study will be made. This decision process is corresponding to preliminary design 
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where design sketch can be determined for the modules based on the function and 

requirements we get from the first decision stage, 

a Product detailed design 

In this detailed design process, designers from different departments of both 

the manufactures and secondary manufactures will cooperate and negotiate in the 

detailed product design that will result in the final product with an extensible life 

cycle. 

Since there is replete research work for design in the first two stages, the focus 

of this research will concentrate on the third stage: product detailed design. 

Life cycle/Function 
Matching 

and Value Analysis 

Market Section 
& Analysis 

Modularity 
analysis In product 

design 

Product modular 
design 

and secondary 
buyer matctiing 

Functional and 
Design Requirement 

Preliminary design 

Secondary Buyer's 
information 

Cooperated 
product detail 

design 
Detailed Design 

Figure 4-1 Decision phases and decision problems in design for extensible life cycle 

Figure 4-1 also shows the decisions that have to be made in these three steps. 

The reverse logistic for EPLC will help us determine the policies in handling 

product tack-back process and operations that fransform the retumed component to its 

second stage of its life cycle with required condition and quality. In the following 
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sections, we will first discuss the decision problem involved in DEPLC and LEPLC. Its 

decision model will then be elicited. 

4.2 The decision problem in extensible product life cycle 

The overall set of the decision variables of the decision problem involved are 

illustrated in (4-1), which include the design variables, life cycle allocation, issues in 

re\ erse logistics, remanufactiuing policy such as the product testing time. 

design var iables : (x,, X2, • • •, x„ ) 

remanufacturing time: t^^^^^^ (4-1) 

product take back policy : /̂ ^ 

The objectives of the decision problem and thus the associated attributes include 

cost, environmental performance, quality and secondary quality, and other issues that 

may be included in the decision problem. 

In the next several sections we will analyze the utility function for these attributes. 

The multi-attribute expected utility model of EPLC is eliched in the last section in this 

chapter. 

4.3 Utility analysis and decision model elicitation 

In order to negotiate decision variables in product design among designers from 

different companies, designers must know the utility function of their own decision 

problem and the attributes they want to control and negotiate. The utiUties considered 

here include cost utility, utility of quality, and utility of environmental performance. 
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The o\ er all anal> sis process can be partitioned into three steps: 

1. Map of design \ ariables from design space into attribute space while satisfying 

the FRs of the modules assigned by the designer. These variables may also 

include other decision variables such as remanufacturing time (only test time is 

considered here in this analysis), and product return policy. 

2. Map the le\els in one attribute to unidimensional utility function. 

3 Map the \ ector of the unidimensional utility to the scalar value that stands for the 

multi-attribute utility. 

The process is illustrated in Figure 4-2. 

/ Dedsion \ 
Space I 

Design variables 
Life cycle 
allocation / Decision 
Test time \ Attributes 
Logistic lead time 

Cost 
Environment 
Secondary 
quality 
Lead time 

\ 
Uni-DIm \ 

Functions i 
Multi-attr . 
Function . 

Figure 4-2 Multi-attribute utility analysis process for EPLC 

It should be pointed out that the utility analysis in DBD usually takes two steps. In 

DBD, the design variables are usually regarded as the decision attributes. What DBD 

tries to do is to map the design variables directly to utility function. It may not be 

plausible in doing this since the design variables are often not independent among each 

other, and utility functions are generally related to psychology and hard to be elicited. 
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Whereas in three step, the utility function can be successfully elicited, the process is 

discuss in the following sections. 

4.4 Mapping decision variables to attributes 

4.4.1 Cost Analysis 

4.4.1.1 Analysis of OEM's Cost 

The cost of the manufacturer includes material cost, manufacturing cost, take 

back cost (including logistics), and remanufacturing cost. The overall cost is: 

Cost of manufacturer - material cost + manufacturing cost + take back cost + 

remanufacturing cost 

Material cost: 

Suppose X stands for the vector of design variables in the design problem, the cost 

of material then can be expressed as: 

C « = / . ( x ) (4-2) 

where x = (x,,X2,---x„) is the design parameters, / ^ is function that maps design 

parameters into cost. 

Generally speaking, the / ^ has the form of, 

/ 

fm=Cilv,{x) (4-3) 
i=\ 

where c, is the cost of unit volume of material / = 1, • • • / in the modular, / is the 

number of different types of materials, and F/(x) is the volume of the type / material in 

the modular. 
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Manufacturing cost 

^ manu ~ Jmanu^^l (4-4) 

where, x= (x,, X2, • • • x„) is the design parameters, / ^ is function that map design 

parameters into cost. 

Notice that cost analysis of the manufacturing process associated with the design 

parameter is available in traditional manufacturing processes such as metal cutting 

process. But it is generally hard to obtain for electronics manufacturing. Since cost 

analysis is not a focus of this research, we will assume the manufacturing cost is as 

follows, 

Cmanu = « + (C] (x, - a^f +C2(X2 -02)^ + • • • + C„(x„ - flj^) (4.5) 

where a,a^,---a^ and c^---c^ designate the constant coefficient for 

manufacturing cost. 

Cost of product take-back 

As we discussed before, successful implementation of this strategy requires the 

OEM to take back their products from the customer for the future use. OEM will 

generally make payment to the customer for the retumed product according to the 

condition of the retumed product and the time it was returned. Let the time when the 

product is retumed be designated as ^ ê,„e„, the price associated in the take back process 

can be expressed as: 

Creturn = « + / . e (-^return " b) • (4-6) 
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The time at which customers will return the product will be generally uncertain, 

and is affected the payment they can get from the OEM when they return the product. 

The customer return process can thus be modeled by the conditional distribution 

conditioned h\' the pa>'ment to the customer. Hence the probability density function of 

^iriuen ̂ ^ ^^ modeled as 

fV rerun) = 8«re,run\fre) (4-7) 

If we model the time a customer will return the product as a normal distribution, 

which is 

f(t ) = —^e'^'re,unrt'f'2a^ /4.g^ 
'V return) / ^ ^ V " / 

The expected retum time will be 

meturn) = M = L,-uifre) (4-9) 

f^ designates the retum policy, M(/̂ g) is the influence of this policy to the 

expected retum time. 

Remanufacturing cost 

Before the retumed component can be used in the secondary manufacturer's 

product, the retumed product must be disassembled and tested. So the remanufacturing 

cost will include the disassembly cost and test cost, which can be expressed as: 

Remanufacturing Cost= Disassemble Cost + Testing Cost (4-10) 

Suppose the disassemble cost is fixed and testing cost is linear to test time, the 

Remanufacturing cost can rewrite as, 
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^\-m=^dis+"''T,^st (4-11) 

The total cost for manufacturer in manufacturing, take back and remanufacturing 

process thus can be summaiized as, 

iicm ~ III imiiiii ' ^ nil ivl 

I 

= '' + ^'iiii Z '"" (^) + (̂ 'l (-̂ 1 - «l )' + ̂ 2 ('•̂ '2 - «2 )' (4-12) 
///; = I 

+••• + ^11 (v,, - o.. y-) + ,/,.„ (/„„„„, - b) + c„„ +dx 7;„,, 

4.4.1.2 Anah'sis of Secondary Manufacturer's Cost 

The cost structure of secondary manufacturer mainly includes manufacturing cost 

and material cost, so the overall cost is: 

Cost of secondary manufacturer=manufacturing cost+ material cost 

In determination of the manufacturing cost and material cost, the same approach 

as used in OEM can be applied. But for secondary manufacturer, the different outcomes 

of OEM's design variables will influence the secondary manufacturer's cost performance 

in a different way. The design of the shared component will affect the design and 

manufacturing process of the other components used in the product of secondary 

manufacturer, which have assembly relationship with the share component. For example, 

the size of the modular shared with OEM will affect the size of the toy manufactured by 

the secondary manufacturer, and thus change its manufacturing cost when producing 

other components contained in the toy. 

So it follows that, in order to map the OEM's design variable to the cost attribute 

of the secondary manufacturer, we have to figure out how the component shared will 
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affect the design parameters of secondary manufacturer's product or components 

contained in that product. Generally, the value of the design variables selected by the 

OEM will form a constraint to the other components of the secondary manufacturer's 

product. In other words, change in the design variables will relax or tighten the constraint 

or boimdary to the secondary manufacturer's design constraint, thus affect the final 

design parameters. Let x designate the value of the design variables selected by the OEM 

regarding the component to be shared, and x' designates the design variables selected by 

the secondary manufacturer associated with the other components of product of the 

secondary manufactiuer, there should be relationship between x and x'. This can be 

expressed as x' = trans{\), where trans designates the function that maps the design 

variable x to x'. By doing this the manufacturing cost and material cost can be expressed 

in a function of the design variables of the OEM, which can be expressed as: 

C'manu = gmanu (x ' ) = gmar,u (trans(x)) + gmaterial {trans{x)) (4-13) 

4.4.2 Analysis of environmental performance 

LCA provide us a good analytical tool in determination of the environmental 

performance of the product designed. Since we view the product design process as a 

decision-making process, the value obtained from environmental analysis should also be 

stated in human value. 

Unfortunately, available LCA tools, such as Eco-Indicator, are not only hard to 

implement, but also hard to integrate with other concerns in the decision problem. Since 
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die problems of LCA tools have been discussed in the literature review part, we will only 

point out some relevant drawbacks of LCA tools 

The first problem to current LCA tools is that its result does not tell the designer 

what the resulted indicator realh indicates. The designer can only compare this indicator 

among design alternative, whereas he may not able to compare this attribute with other 

attribute such as cost. 

For example, it could be easy to see that a product with an indicator 1000 is better 

than a product with an indicator 800, if other attributes are the same. But designer will 

never know what 1000 means to the products or in other words, what is the value of this 

number to the product. The designer just could not compare between altematives such as 

(1000, 50) versus (800, 45), where the first element refers to eco-indicator and the second 

one refers to cost. The reason is simply he/she can't compare between different 

attributes. This problem could be easily solved if the environmental performance such as 

eco-indicator can be mapped into utility value that reflects the really human value of this 

performance to the product designed. 

Another problem of current LCA tools, as discussed before is how to integrate 

LCA in the design process. In other words, design variables in the design space should be 

easily mapped to the envirorunental performance space. And even if we mapped design 

variables successfully to LCA score, this score like eco-indicator is not credible since h is 

not associated to the process of the manufacturer. In addition, the environmental impacts 

in the extended life span of the component also have to be considered. This makes the 
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LCA layer important to the final evaluation of the environmental attribute of the product 

designed. 

The solution of these problems is to break the LCA into smaller pieces and 

integrates or embeds the smaller piece of life cycle analysis into the distributed decision 

process. 

4.4.2.1 Embed and distributed Life Cycle Assessment in decision 
making process 

As suggested in chapter 111, life cycle assessment layer provides the methodology 

required by environmental impact assessment for the decision made in the decision tasks. 

Because of the disfributed nature of decision tasks, this life cycle assessment can thus be 

separated and embedded into smaller assessment tasks, which only require evaluations of 

one or several processes controlled by the decision makers are required. 

By "embed," it refers to the fact that evaluation of LCA should be conducted in 

the process of decision-making. Traditionally, evaluations of environmental performance 

are generally made after the decisions are made. In product design, for example, because 

of the lack of knowledge in environmental issues, designers will have difficulties in 

integration of environmental consideration in their design process. Instead, they will 

forward the design altematives to environmental expert for evaluation. This will not only 

make it impossible to make tradeoff among environmental performance and other design 

criteria, which would balance the different design objectives with regard to 

environmental performance, it also requires several round of redesign and re-evaluation 

process since the feedback from the environmental expert will suggest change in product 
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design. This time consuming and costly design process suggests that if we can embed the 

environmental performance in the process of decision-making, these problems could be 

overcome. 

It is necessar> accordingh to embed environmental analysis in decision-making 

process to foster tradeoff It is also imperative to integrate decision-making in other 

operations such as logistic, manufacturing, using, recycling and reverse logistics of the 

product and material required to product design process in order to make environmental 

e\'aluation more confident. In Figure 4-3, a new LCA analysis framework is illustrated, 

which is base on the idea discussed and can solve the problems in current LCA practices 

h> embedding LCA in decision-making processes (Li and Zhang, 2003). 
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Figure 4-3 Embed LCA analysis in decision-making process 

As showed in the figure, in five stages, the effects of the product purchased and 

designed to the logistics, manufacturing processes of the manufacturer, and the 

consuming and recycling of the product are analyze. At last, the outputs from these five 

stages will be aggregated. 
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In supplier selection, the information about current and new suppliers is collected 

and analyzed. The input of this stage is information about suppliers' environmental 

metrics such as emission, energy used, water used, and hazardous waste generated. The 

environmental specification of the components purchased will also be analyzed. The 

output of this stage is environmental performance of the supplier and the evaluation of 

the product provided by this supplier. 

Stage analysis 

In Figure 4-4, a model of environmental analysis in each stage is illustrated. 
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Figure 4-4: Model of stage analysis 

In each operation that is controlled by one or several decision makers, byproduct 

such as CO2 emission, hazardous emission, solid waste, and hazardous waste will be 

generated in the forms of solid, gas, or liquid in the operation. Their overall impacts to 

the environment can be classified into categories such as global warming potential 
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(GWP), ozone depletion potential (ODP), photochemical ozone creation potential 

(POCP), acidification potential (AP). and nutrient enrichment potential (NEP). Since 

each categor>' has dilTerent impoi'tance to the overall impact, a weighting process is 

required to get the overall \alue of the environmental impact expressed as: 

n 

I = Z Pil^i (4-14) 
/ = l 

where Ei stands for enxironmental impact to category /, and p. is the importance 

of category /. According to Li and Hong (2003), Ei can be calculated by equation: 

m 

Ei=Y^a\xi (4-15) 
/=! 

where X/ is the total amount of hazardous material / and a', is the enviromnental 

impact of category / produced by per unit of hazardous material / . 

a'l can be calculated by many methods (Bascietto et al., 1990; Harris et al., 1994; 

Varis, 1996; Kessler and Dorp, 1998; Yeo et al., 1998). The present model employed the 

method developed by the Danish Environmental Design of Industry Products (EDIP) 

(Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998). 

The determination of fuzzy weighting factors will be discussed in details below. 

Figure 4-5 illustrates the general procedure in calculation of impact in one stage. 

In determination of the category weights, usually experts will be consulted to 

assign weights to different category of environmental impact. We proposed a fiizzy 

weight to reflect the vagueness of experts when they assign weight. 
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Figure 4-5: General procedure in calculation of stage impact 

Weights to all categories can thus be defined as a vector 

JV = [y9|. . . . y5„} with U{M'J) -> (0,1) that maps the weight element/• to a 

membership value in the interval [0,1] (Li and Zhang, 2003). Aggregation operation is 

then applied to the weights assigned by different experts, in such a way that the 

importance of an expert's opinion is determined by the degree of hs similarity to others' 

opinions. If we use triangular fuzzy number, similarity can be expressed by the following 

similarity equations: 

Similarity of center b: 

Shp {Ey,E2) = l / | l - | * i -b2 (4-16) 

and similarity of width a 
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^ap {E\,E 2) = \ /|l - \h] - h2 -a^ + a2 ||^ (4-17) 

For expert /, his/lier total degree of agreement with other experts in the center 

point can be expressed as: 

Ai,{Ei) = 
n-\ 

and 

Y.^bpiEi,E j) (4-18) 

'^^^^'^ = ~ T f.Sap{Ei,Ej) (4-19) 
/ = ! , ; > /• 

which stands for agreement in width a. The weight to each expert's opinion is 

determined by M'^,, = Ai,{Ei)/Y,Ai,{Ei) and ŵ y = ^ ( £ , ) / ^ ^ „ ( £ , ) . The aggregated 

opinion can be obtained as: 

Wi = {w^i, w,,i} = {ZJ^afli, Zi^fi A } (4-20) 

Since Wi is ftizzified weight factor of environmental impact, before we can use it, 

a defuzzification and normalization process is required. Here, a defuzzification method is 

developed: 

yg, = (1 x w , , ) n / (4-21) 

and X = ( X ŵ y 1) / Z w /̂ ̂ ai (4-22) 

After stage analysis, the overall impact can be computed by aggregating impacts 

from all stages by: 
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.1 n 

/= Z aXPiEi (4-23) 

where or, is a weight factor of impact in stage s. the same process can be used in 

determination of or ̂  for each stage. 

Since we consider two manufacturers and their decision model in this research, 

the life e>'cle anah sis should firstly be decomposed into two parts. Then five-stage 

analysis should be conducted with each manufacturer. In practical implementation, the 

decision problem can be further decomposed, and the life cycle analysis will be 

decomposed into e\ en smaller tasks. This will be discussed in conclusion part as the 

work of the fiiture research. So here, we will only decompose the life cycle analysis to 

environmental analysis of the OEM and the environmental analysis of the secondary 

manufacturer. 

4.4.2.2 Analysis of OEM's environmental performance 

The problem here is how to firstly map the decision variables from decision pace 

to the environmental attribute space and then map the environmental attributes into a 

utility value. If the first step can be done successfully, then it designates that the life cycle 

analysis is embedded into the decision process. This is because the decision space will be 

evaluated by environmental attribute and any change of the decision variables will 

directly change the environmental attribute and this change will feedback directly to the 

decision maker in his decision making process. If second step can be conducted 

successfully, it follows that the life cycle analysis is integrated in the decision process 
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since decision maker can make tradeoff between environmental attribute and other 

different atfributes according to its utility and the decision maker's preference. 

The first step is achieved by using the result of previous section: 

n m 

1= Z « . .ZAZ«/X; (4-24) 
.vtot;i'=l /=! /=l 

To map the design variables to /, we need to figure out what is the relationship of 

design \ ector x and the x/ in the equation. This should be obtained from the real 

processes of the manufacturer in manufacturing, delivering, using and recycling of the 

product which is ftilly analyzed in section 3.4. Suppose we get the function that maps the 

decision variables in .v/ as: 

x / = / / ( x ) (4-25) 

the environmental impact can be rewrite as 

s n m 

1= Z « .ZAZ«; / / ( ^ ) (4-26) 
stage=\ 1=1 /=] 

Through these equations, the environmental impact can be evaluated that provides 

the decision maker the level of environmental attribute associated with the decision 

variable selected. In the next step, we will try to map the environmental attribute into 

utility. 

As suggested in utility analysis, the decision maker can be asked to assign an 

objective to the environmental performance such as reduce the impact generated from the 

processes by some percentile or reduce the impact by some amount. This will generally 

set the minimum impact he/she desired of the product designed. He can also provide the 
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information such as the least level that he expected in the design. This information will be 

used in elicitation of the utility function of the environmental attribute. The same method 

can be applied to other utility function elicitation process regarding other attributes such 

as cost and qualit\. We will discuss this in section 4.5. 

4.4.2.3 Anahsis of secondary manufacturer's environmental performance 

Same as en\ironmental analysis of OEM, similar approach can be applied to the 

analysis of the secondary manufacturer's environmental performance. But for secondary 

manufacturer, the influence of the difference outcomes of OEM's design space will be 

made in a different way on the secondary manufacturer's environmental performance. 

The design of the component will only affect the manufacturing process of the other 

components used in the same product of secondary manufacturer. For example, the size 

of the modular shared with OEM will affect the size of the toy manufactured by the 

secondary manufacturer, and thus change its environmental performance when 

manufacturing other components contained in the toy. 

The logic here is same as cost analysis of the secondary manufacturer. We have to 

map the OEM's design variable to the environmental attribute of the secondary 

manufacturer. With the same approach, let x designates the value of the design variables 

selected by the OEM regarding the component to be shared, and x' designates the design 

variables selected by the secondary manufacturer associated with the other components 

of product of the secondary manufacturer, let x' = trans{\) designates the relationship 

between x and x' , where trans designates the function that relates the design variable x 
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to \ . The environmental performance of the secondary manufacturer can be expressed 

as a function of the design variables of the OEM, which is: 

/= Z «.VZAZ«;.//"(^''«"^(X)) (4-27) 
,v/</i,v=l ; = ! /=1 

4.4.3 Analysis of quality performance 

Another important attribute for both the OEM and secondary manufacturer is 

product quality. Although the name of the attribute is same, to OEM and secondary 

manufacturer, its meaning is different. In OEM's prospect, quality means the 

manufacturing qualit}' of modular that will be used by their customer. On the other hand, 

to the secondary manufacturer, it means the remanufacturing quality, i.e., they do not 

want the modular they will share with the OEM is damaged by the consumer of the OEM 

in the first stage of its life cycle and is not detected in the remanufacturing process. 

This property of the quality of the modular determines which decision variables 

should be mapped to the quality attribute of OEM and secondary manufacturer 

respectively. It follows that we have to map the design variables to the OEM's quality 

and map the test time in the remanufacturing process to the quality of the secondary 

manufacturer. 

So the quality of modular to the OEM should be modeled as: 

Qoen,=M^) (4-28) 
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The exact expression of this equation is impossible to determine here, it depends 

on the available manufacturing processes and the definition of the quality and its desired 

level. 

On the other hand, the quality to the secondary manufacturer should be modeled 

as 

Q.II = S.,iTu-J (4-29) 

This is because the test time of the remanufactured components will affect the 

secondary quality of the remanufactured components. In general, the longer the test time 

the better the quality. It should be pointed out that other issues could also affect the 

secondary quality, for example the remanufacturing process selected. 

4.4.4 Analysis of Life Cycle Allocation 

Life cycle allocation is a special attribute the secondary manufacturer may want to 

control. Generally secondary manufacturer will always try to get the component as soon 

as possible. As we have discuss in previous section, the time a customer will retum the 

product can be modeled as a random variable conditioned on the retum policy set by the 

OEM, if we suppose the basic distribution of the retum time as normal distribution, the 

retum time can be modeled by (4-8) and (4-9). 

4.5 Multi-attribute expected utility for OEM 

After the attributes of the decision problem are determined, the next step is to map 

them into utilhy values using the method we have discussed in utility theory. 
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There are sets of utility function families from which we can choose to describe 

the decision maker's preferences. To determine the parameters of the utility function of 

the decision maker, usually we have to ask some questions about his preferences to 

different attributes. In this way the utility functions regarding each attribute can be 

elicited. 

Here we will use the following type of utility function: 

w(x) = a-bx (x-I-f)' for decreasing utility 

w(x) = bx (v-I-cY for Increasing utility 
(4-30) 

where r' < 1 and r >\. 

Applying this utility function family to the attributes function generated in 

previous section, the unidimensional utility functions of the relevant attributes are given 

as follows: 

Utility function of cost: 

u{C) = a^.-b^{C{x) + cJ' 

where C(x) is given by (4-12). 

Utility function of environmental performance 

(4-31) 

u{E) = a^-b^ 

Utility function of quality 

.\lage II III 

=1 7=1 /=1 
ZZ .̂sZAZ«/y;H^)+ .̂ (4-32) 

"(0 = ̂ (/,+^,) (4-33) 

no 
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After the unidimensional utility functions of the OEM's attributes are obtained, 

then anahsis is required to check if the utility independence condition holds for these 

attributes. Since onh life allocation attribute of the secondary manufacturer is subjected 

under uncertaint>, and all the other attributes are for sure, so if the attributes are 

preference independent or UI, then they are additive utility independent. It is sufficient to 

see that normally all these atttibutes are UI, it follows that the multi-attribute utility 

function should have the form: 

u{C,Q, E) = (uiE) + u{Q) + u(E))/3 (4-34) 

If some of the attributes are not independent, it generally means that we should merge 

those attributes into one attribute. Comparing (4-34) with (3-10), the it, s of (3-10) is not 

included in (4-34). The reason will be discussed in future research section in the last 

chapter. 

4.6 Multi-attribute expected utility for Secondary Manufacturer 

The same approach can be applied to the elicitation of the secondary 

manufacurer's utility fiinction, so here, the unidemensional utility functions for each 

attribute are listed as follows: 

Utility function of cost: 

u'iO = a; - b: (g_„ (transix)) + g„„,_, {trans(x)) - < f (4-35) 

Utility function of environmental performance 
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v'l'ji!!' n III 

u'(E') = a'^.~h 

Utility function of quality 

Z Z «'̂  Z /^ ' Z«/.// '^ i'ransix)) - c',. 

"(c?')=/',:(^';(7;.,)+c,r 

Utility function of life-cycle allocation 

u{Ti) = a,-b,\og{T,+c,)''' 

In the same way, the multi-attribute utility function of the secondary 

manufacturer's utility function can be written as, 

u{C'. Q', E', T,) = u{E') + u{Q') + u{E') + u{T,) 

(4-36) 

(4-37) 

(4-38) 

(4-39) 
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CHAPTER 5 

SYSTEM DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTED NEGOTIATION WITH IMPERFECT 
INFORMATION 

5.1 Distributed negotiation based decision making process 

In this chapter the system design and the algorithm of the negotiation process for 

negotiation based distributed decision-making will be discussed. The flow chart of the 

system is illustrated in Figiue 5-1. 

The process starts from the utility analysis of each decision agent as discussed 

before, and the utility ftmctions of each decision agents are elicited by the decision 

makers. Notice that the decision models of the negotiating agents are not known to each 

other. This step is important in the quality of the negotiation process. This usually 

includes utility analysis of objectives, transforming the decision variables from decision 

space into utility space, constraint analysis, and utility aggregation. 

After utility fiinctions are determined, the proposing agent will decide its initial 

aspiration level. A Proposer will generate one or several solutions (proposals) which are 

near a small domain of the solution space and on the indifferent curve of the proposing 

agents. These proposals will then be put to the negotiation module. According to the 

feedback (different utility level with different proposals) from the opponent decision 

agent, the negotiation module will ask the Proposer to generate other proposals and put to 

the negotiation module. This loop process will continue till the change in proposal will 

not increase the utility level of the opponent agent. The Pareto point (solution) and utility 

level of each agent will then be recorded by the Pareto set data store. 
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In the next step, the system will ask the proposing decision agent to change their 

aspiration le\ el. using the same process as we discussed, other Pareto point in the Pareto 

set can be determined. 
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Figure 5-1 Flow chart of the decision making process 
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Once enough Pareto points ai-e available in the data store, the information 

contained in these Pareto points will be used in prediction of other Pareto points. The 

Pareto set prediction module will help the system in locating initial solution for other 

Pareto points. The prediction will then be put into the negotiation module. Since the 

quality of tiiese initial proposals is improved, it will reduce the number of rounds in the 

following negotiation process and save negotiation effort and time. 

It is not realistic to try to find all the points in the Pareto set. The final form of the 

Pareto surface will look like grids instead of a smooth surface. Once the grids are 

a\'ailable, the optimal Pareto module can be used in determination of the optimal Pareto 

point in the grids that will maximize the overall system performance. 

In the following parts we will first elicit the negotiation protocol for agent base 

distributed cooperative decision-making with imperfect information through the tradeoff 

process. We will focus our discussion in the negotiation process of two-agent cooperative 

negotiation with imperfect information 

5.2 Two-agent cooperative negotiation with imperfect information 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the negotiation process is to maximize the utility of 

participants through suitable tradeoff process. 

Intuitively, a trade-off is where one party lowers its value on some negotiation 

decision variables and simultaneously demands more on others. Thus, an agent may 

accept a service of lower quality if it is cheaper or a longer deadline if it receives a higher 

quality. Such movements are intended to generate an offer that, although of the same 
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value to the Proposer, may be of greater benefit to the negotiation opponent. This, in turn, 

should make agreement more likely and increase the overall joint gains of the two agents. 

It is inevitable that conflict will occur in this tradeoff process. When conflict 

occurs, it generally means the negotiation process has reached a Pareto point. The utilhy 

of the participants cannot be increased without the loss of others. On the other hand, the 

new solution should also be located on the Pareto surface. 

5.2.1 Mathematical presentation of the negotiation process 
with imperfect information 

If the agents knew their opponent's utility function, then they could compute 

solutions that lie on the Pareto optimal line. 

However, in most practical situations, this information is simply not available. 

This means agents have to approximate the preference stmcture of their opponents by 

their observable negotiation behaviors. This approximation can then be used in selection 

of the outcomes that are closer to, or ideally on, the Pareto optimal line. If more 

information is allowed in the negotiation process, we may assume that the preference of 

the opponent agent can be communicated between the negotiating agents. But still this is 

imperfect information. 

Since the preference of an agent to different proposals will change according to its 

utility function, at every point of negotiation, an approximation of the agent's preference 

at that point had to be made in order to predict the next round proposal that will increase 

the satisfaction level of the opponent agent. 
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Suppose the indifferent curve of agent a at desire utility level Fa be expressed by 

"„(x) = /(.V|,.v..---,.v„) = Ffl (5-1) 

By doing some transition to (5-1) the indifference curve can be expressed in 

another form; 

M , ( x ) = A.V|..V2.---..v„)-Fa = 0 (5-2) 

The preference of agent to different levels of decision variables at any solution 

point can be expressed b> the flowing n dimension vector: 

Pr(x:x = p^) = 
dujj dui, duij 

y 5xj 5x2 dx. n J 

(5-3) 

PA 

Where p .̂ = X| ,X2 ,...,x„ is the proposal submitted by proposing agents that 

satisfies (5-2). 
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Figure 5-2 Estimation of Preferences 

As illustrated in Figure 5-2, this vector can be approximated by 

Aujj Aŵ  Aŵ  

Ax] Ax2 Ax„ 
(5-4) 

The vector of possible change in the next round negotiation should satisfy this 

constraint: 

dlnd^ dind, 
• + - ^+,. . , + ̂ ^ = 0. 

dXi 5X2 ^n 
(5-5) 

According to theorem 3.1, following theorem can be elicited that can be used in 

conducting the negotiation process with more than two decision variables 
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Theorem 5.1: There is an improvement in the utility level of opponent agent, if 

and only if the absolute value of the inner product of the unit normal vector of the 

Proposer's indifference curve (surface) and the unit gradient vector of the utility function 

of the opponent agent is smaller than I. 

The theorem can be illustrated in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3 Illustration of Theorem 5.1 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1 

The normal vector of the indifference curve and the gradient vector of the utilhy 

function can expressed as ( d\\,dX^). wher A',,.V-, stands for the utility of 

conimodit> x,, .v,. According to Theorem 3-6, - ^—^ ^ —L ^ if and only if there is no 

ii.\ I dX^ 

improvement of the utilit\ of negotiation agents. It follows thattiY^ x dX^ + dX^ x dX'^ = 1. 

Since (ciV,. <iV,) stands for the unit vector of utility increase, we can obtain theorem 5.1. 

The negotiation should be stopped whenever the change in the offer of the 

Proposer will not improve the opponent's utility level. According to the theorem, 

negotiation will be stopped if: 

P ^ O p ; = l (5-6) 

where p''^ designates the unit normal vector of the Proposer's indifferent curve, 

and p / ' designates the unit gradient vector of the utility function of the opponent agent. 

5.2.2 Approximation of agent preferences 

If the negotiation process has been conducted for several rounds, the previous 

information of the offer and the opponent's feedback (utility level) can also be used in 

prediction of the following proposal or offer that will have a better utility value to the 

negotiation opponent. 

Suppose in each round when the proposing agent submit a proposal p, two 

proposals pi = xf ,XP',...,XP' and p, = x f ^ x f ,...,xf that are to the left and right ofp 
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on the indifferent curve and only with small difference top, and if the feedback from the 

opponent agents are u ui,u,. respectively, the preference vector of the opponent agent to 

different decision vaiiables can be approximated by the following equation: 

p^ = norm • 
Hp,-"p 

p^^ = norm 

p^ = norm 

V'2 

" p / - " p 

v '̂' ~xP 
V-Vi n J 

U„ -U, 
PI Pr 

V « -^n J , xPi •X, n J 

(5-7) 

5.2.3 Noise filtering and approximation of utility fiinction 
by Kalman filter 

As we mentioned before the feedback of participant decision agent in the 

negotiation process may be subjected to noises that is added into the decision process, 

either by the process or the decision makers. 

We have also showed that Kalman filtering can be used in optimal estimation of 

the noisy signal and the system model. It is pretty straightforward that we can regard the 

decision maker as a discrete time nonlinear dynamic system. After transformation of the 

decision process to a nonlinear dynamic system, the system state can be regarded as 

utilhy level with regard to different proposals, and proposals can be viewed as the control 

vector as in a general model. And the noise in the decision-making process can be 
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modeled by a Gaussian random \ariable. Ihe mapping of decision process to a dynamic 

nonlinear s> stem is illustrated in Figure 5-4. 

Utility level 
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Figure 5-4 Mapping decision making process to nonlinear dynamic system 

In the negotiation process, since the utility function is not knowoi to the Proposer 

or even the opponent agent, Kalman filter can not only be directly used to filter the noise 

added in the decision process, but also to estimate the utility function model by Dual 

Estimation. The state transfer function of the decision maker can be illustrated by Figure 

5-5. 
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Figure 5-5 Viewing the decision process as a dynamic stochastic system 

5.2.3.1 Estimation and Prediction using Dual Extended Kalman Filtering 

The task here is to estimate both the state and model of the decision-making 

model of the opponent agent from only noisy feedback of hs utility level. To do this, 

essentially, two EKFs are rim concurrently. In every round of negotiation, an EFK utility 

level (state) filter estimates the utility level of the opponent decision maker in this round 

using the current model estimate w^, while the EFK parameter filter estimates the 

parameter of the utility model using the current utility state estimate u^. 

Suppose the utility function of opponent agent be described as: u = / ( p , w ) , 

where p stand for the proposal vector and w stands for the utility function model 

parameters, the state transfer function of decision model of the opponent participating in 

the negotiation process can be modeled by following equation: 

«/i+l=^("/t'P/t'W) + r̂  ^^_g^ 

Hfk = ^k 
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where, r̂  is the noise \ ector added into the utility of the agent and is assumed to 

be Gaussian random \ ariables. 

As we mentioned, since the Proposer or even the opponent agent himself does not 

generalh know the utility function of the opponent agent, the state transition function is 

unknown. The Kalman Filter can thus be used to estimate the parameters of utility 

function b\ this state-space representation. 

n k + \ = W;. + r̂ . 

d;. =G(p;,,w^) + e^ 
(5-9) 

where »^ corresponds to a stationary process with identity state transition matrix, 

dri\en b> process noise r .̂. The output d^ corresponds to a nonlinear observation on 

wz . 

This whole system is shown schematically in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6 The Dual Extended Kalman Filter 

The dual extended Kalman filter equations are listed in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1 The dual extended Kalman filter 

Initialize with: 

wo = £hv] , p^ = ^ ( w - W o ) ( w - W o ) ' 

Uo = £[uo]. "o ("()-"o)("o-"of 

For yt e {1. • • •, n], the time update equation for the model parameter filter are: 

^ ^ • A + I = ' » ^ ' A 

p ; , , - P w , + R l - . = ^ P w , 

and those for the utility state filter are: 

"A+i = F ( " A ' P A + 1 ' W ^ + I ) 

The measurement update equations the state fiher are 

KLt = Pu;.c^(cp„-,,c^+R"r' 

UA+1 = "A+1 + ^l+\ (^^k - Cu^+i) 

P u , , = ( i - K L , c ) p ; , , 

Measurement update for equations for the model parameter fiher are: 

Kr.,=p;.,(cr.,f[cr.,p„;,(cr.tf+R^ 

(5-10) 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 

(5-13) 

(5-14) 

(5-15) 

(5-16) 

(5-17) 

(5-18) 
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Table 5-1 Continued 

Where: 

A . ^ . 
5F ( " ' " A + l ) 

Â+i -nfku ^^'^ *+i 
Cw 

A+1 5w 
f2^^k+\ 

5w 
(5-19) 

' 'A+l 

5.2.3.2 Preference determination by dual Kalman filter 

After parameter of the utility function of the opponent agent is obtained with Dual 

Kalman filter, we can also use the parameter to determine the preference stmcture of the 

opponent to different attributes. It follows that in each round of negotiation, the 

preference vector of opponent agent can be expressed as: 

Vn = 
5w(x) 

dx 
Xk 

Phi^k) 

Pfki^k) (5-20) 

[pfkix,^). 

where M(X) is the utility function of the opponent agent approximated by the EFK 

parameter filter. If the parameter is not accurate enough, we still have to use the 

preference approximation discussed before. 

5.2.3.3 Determination of the next round proposal 

In determination of the next round proposal, one objective is to reach the Pareto 

optimal point in relatively fewer rounds. To do this, information about the opponent 
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agent's preferences, the current and previous proposals, will be used as the input to 

generate the next round proposal. 

As discussed earlier, fuzzy inference can be applied in control of the negotiation 

process b>- prediction of the next round proposal that will improve the satisfaction of the 

opponent agent using the information that is made available thought previous negotiation 

process. Fuzzy rules can thus be designed in such a way that the negotiation process will 

lead the proposal to the Pareto Point as quick as possible. 

On the other hand, the theorem presented in 5.2.1 provides us the condition on 

how new proposal should be elicited in next round proposal and how it can be used in 

judgment of the Pareto point. In addition the Kalman filter used in the system will 

pro\ide us the information about the utility fiinction of the opponent agent. So we can 

obtain the preference of the agent at current proposal. All the information can be an 

effective input of the fuzzy inference engine and be used in control of the negotiation 

process. 

Using theorem 5.1 the potential increase in the current proposal will be 

l - P r , O N , ( g ( p ) ) (5-21) 

where N^ (g(p)) refers to the umt normal vector of the indifferent curve of the 

Proposer at current proposal, and Pr^ refers to the preferences of opponent agent to the 

unit change of current proposal. 
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5.2.3.4 Design of the inference engine 

Three linguistic variables are used in the fuzzy rules that guide the negotiation 

process and the new proposals generation. Figure 5-7 shows the Linguistic terms for 

linguistic \ ariable/70/c'/?r/a/ utility increase. Other variables, including old delta proposal 

increase and new delta proposal increase, are expressed in the same way and compose 

sixteen inference rules. 

Normalization of linguistic variables 

In order to get the linguistic variable of delta proposal increase," the linguistic 

variable should first be normalized according to its constraint. Suppose that there is a 

constraint function for agent 1 asg(x,a), which defines the boundary of the proposal as. 

Z?! < X| < «! 

^2 < X2 < ^2 

b„<x„<a„ 

(5-22) 

Suppose we want the negotiation process to be completed in about 100 rounds, we 

may set the maximum step of two consecutive proposals as big as: 

^Ofi-Z), 02-b2 Cln-K (5-23) 
, 50 50 50 

The scale of the change in proposal in each round may also be configured with 

regard to other considerations such as the linguistic variable potential utility increase, and 

old delta proposal increase. 
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Fuzzification of linguistic terms: 

After we get the normalized linguistic variables, their related terms can be 

fuzzified into different fuzzy sets. The method of fuzzyfication can be Linear Triangle, 

Trapezoid, Sigmoid, or Pi. 

In Figure 5-7. linguistic terms for linguistic variable ''•potential utility increase'' 

are illustrated. Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 illustrate the linguistic terms for linguistic 

variable "'old delta proposal change" and linguistic terms for linguistic variable ''new 

delta proposal change." respectively. 
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Figure 5-7 Linguistic terms for linguistic variable "Potential utility increase' 
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Figure 5-8 Linguistic terms for linguistic variable "Old delta proposal increase" 
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Figure 5-9 Linguistic terms for linguistic variable "new delta proposal increase' 

Sixteen fiizzy rules are used to predict the next round proposal as listed in Table 

5-2. 

Table 5-2 Fuzzy mles used in the inference engine 

pi: if (Potentiallncrease is HIGH and 
HIGH) 

then 

p2: if 
lyiEDiuiyi) 

then 

p3: if 
LOW) 

then 

p4: if 
is HIGH) 

then 

p5: if 
is MEDIUM) 

then 

p6: if 
is LOW) 

then 

newDeltaPolicylncrease is 

(Potentiallncrease is HIGH 

newDeltaPolicylncrease is 

(Potentiallncrease is HIGH 

newDeltaPolicylncrease is 

OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 

HIGH; 

and OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 

HIGH; 

and OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 

MEDIUM; 

(Potentiallncrease is MEDIUM and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

newDeltaPolicylncrease is HIGH; 

(Potentiallncrease is MEDIUM and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

newDeltaPolicylncrease is MEDIUM; 

(Potentiallncrease is MEDIUM and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

newDeltaPolicylncrease is MEDIUM; 
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Table 5-2 Continued 

p7: if (Potentiallncrease is LOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 
HIGH) 

then newDeltaPolicylncrease is MEDIUM; 

p8: if (Potentiallncrease is LOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 
MEDIUM) 

then newDeltaPolicylncrease is LOW; 

p9: if (Potentiallncrease is LOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 
LOW) 

then newDeltaPolicylncrease is VLOW; 

plO: if (Potentiallncrease is VLOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 
is VLOW) 

then newDeltaPolicylncrease is VLOW; 

pll: if (Potentiallncrease is LOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease is 
VLOW) 

then newDeltaPolicylncrease is VLOW; 

pl2: if (Potentiallncrease is MEDIUM and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

is VLOW) 
then newDeltaPolicylncrease is LOW; 

pl3: if (Potentiallncrease is HIGH and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

is VLOW) 
then newDeltaPolicylncrease is MEDIUM; 

pl4: if (Potentiallncrease is VLOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

is LOW) 
then newDeltaPolicylncrease is VLOW; 

pl5: if (Potentiallncrease is VLOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

is MEDIUM) 
then newDeltaPolicylncrease is LOW; 

pl6: if (Potentiallncrease is VLOW and OldDeltaPolicylncrease 

is HIGH) 
then newDeltaPolicylncrease is MEDIUM; 

5.2.3.5 Negotiation Algorithm 

The negotiation algorithm to find one Pareto point is listed in Table 5-3. The 

system will first determine the Proposer's initially desired utility level. 
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Table 5-3 Negotiation algorithm 

Initialize the decision model of each agent 

Initialize the negotiation module 

Agent A define its aspire level such as Fa, 

Generate an initial proposal giving this utility level arbitrarily, 

Send this proposal to the mediator, the mediator broadcasts this to all the 
participating agents, 

Fb. 
The participating agents feed back to the mediator its satisfaction of this solution 

Initialize the Kalman filter 

Initialize the inference engine 

Setup the loop condition 

Loop 

Compute the preferences structure of the proposer and other agents 
according to (5-3) (5-20)or(5-7) 

Compute the potential utility increase for each opponent agentaccording 
to (5-21) 

Input these information to the input buffer of the inference engine 

According to its fuzzy inference rule sets, the fuzzy inference engine 
generate a new proposal 

Record the old proposal and the new proposal into the system 

Estimation: 

Kalman filter record estimation the utility level of the other agent 
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Table 5-3 Continued 

according to:(5-I2) and (5-13) 

Kalman filter record estimation the parameter of the utility 
function of the other agent according to (5-10). 

Get the feedback from opponent agent 

Update: 

Time update of Kalman state estimation according to (5-15) 

Time update of Kalman parameter estimation according to (5-18) 

Compute the Fuzzy linguistic variables 

Compute the potential utility increase according to (5-21) 

Compute the old utility increase 

Compute the old delta proposal change 

Check loop condition according to (5-21) 

End loop 

Proposer change its aspire level and find other Pareto point 

Pareto sensitivity analysis and Pareto point prediction : Call negotiation part 

Optimal Pareto point generation: Grid analysis 

5.2.4 Determination of the entire Pareto sets / Pareto frontier 

As mentioned before, the Pareto point generated in this maimer will form a so-

called "Pareto frontier" which is generally a surface or line that all the Pareto points are 
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located. Another problem for us is to pick up the optimal point that will give the system 

the best performance. If the Pai-eto surface is monotonic, we can design a kind of 

algorithm that will lead us to the optimal Pareto point. But if it is not, we have to find all 

the Pareto points and compare among them. 

It is ob\ ious that the increase in the number of decision makers, the dimension of 

the Pareto frontier will increase linearly. It will require a lot computing power in order to 

locate all the point in the Pareto sets by the method discussed before. A better way is to 

use the Pareto points generated to predict the possible Pareto points, and then put them to 

the negotiation process. The point generated in this way will be very near to the Pareto 

point after it is put to the negotiation process, which will save the time and rounds 

required in the negotiation process. 

Another consideration in this process is that it is better to find the grid that covers 

the Pareto surface instead of all the possible points. Comparison of Pareto point in the 

grid will give us a basic idea where the best solution is located. We may further try to 

fine-tune the point on that grid only. This will also save the computing power. 

5.2.4.1 Pareto point prediction and Pareto senshivity analysis 

Suppose we have some Pareto points available that were generated in previous 

rounds of negotiation process, these points can be used in prediction of the new Pareto 

point around one Pareto point generated. 
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Pareto Point Prediction 

The Pareto point prediction uses second order Taylor series in prediction of new 

Pareto points. Suppose the Pareto frontier expressed in decision variables is modeled by 

the following equation: 

Pn = frontier{p^ ,p2,--- p„_|) (5-24) 

where p,, z?,'"' • < P„ designate the decision variables or proposal vector. 

Suppose we ha\ e one available Pareto point p , the second order Taylor series 

for the frontier around Pareto point p is: 

Pn = PI+H-T^P' +^11 ^Pi^iJ^Pj 
'=1 '̂ '̂ ^ '=7=1 (5-25) 

where - ^ designates the partial derivative of p„ to/?,-, Apj designate a delta 
dPi 

increase of the new Pareto point to the old Pareto point in dimension i < n 

and Hy is given by : 

H.. ^ ^ ^" (5-26) 
''J '^ dPidp, 

Since the frontier fiinction is not available, in order to use the second order Taylor 

prediction of the nearby Pareto point, we have to use the information contained 

several Pareto points developed in previous negotiation processes. Suppose we have 

series in 

in 

two Pareto points p* and p*"', the - ^ can be approximated as: 
dpj 
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dPi ^ Sp, 

dPj cSp* p 

* •_ 

Pi -Pi 

J Pj 
(5-27) 

and H, can be approximated as: 

H. 
d~p^ 

dp J dp J 

* • _ ! 

A -Pi 
* *-l 

* 
P, 

* - l *-2 
Pi - Pi 

*-l *-2 
Pj -Pj 

*-2 
-Pj 

(5-28) 

Pareto Sensitivity Analysis 

Before we predict the nearby Pareto point, it is to be noted that some dimensions 

may be \ery sensitive to the increase in other dimensions, a little change in one 

dimension can cause a big change in the other dimensions. This may probably make the 

step out from current Pareto point too big for this prediction to be accurate. To solve this 

problem we may always set the sensitive dimension in the current Pareto point as the 

variables and the other insensitive dimension as the value to be predicted. 

Let — ^ that reflects the sensitive of the p, to change in p , 
dPj 

i,j = \,---,m-\,m, the sensitive matrix can be expressed as. 

T = 

dp\ 

dp2 

dPn dp„ 

dp\ ' dp2 

dp\ ^ 

dPn 
(5-29) 
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In order to predict the nearby Pareto point we will pick up the sensitive 

dimensions as variable. 1 hat is: 

find permusion (1,2.-••/',«') 

ordered by Max{tjj)i = \,--• n ^̂ "̂ -̂̂  

Then the prediction of the new Pareto point can be conducted by the following 

procedure. 

Procedure of Pareto point prediction: 

After new Pareto point is estimated by (5-25), new proposal can be put to both 

agent and the system will record the relative utility level of the proposal. Note that this 

proposal is only an approximation of nearby Pareto point to the current Pareto point. This 

is because we only used second order approximation of the Taylor series, and because of 

the Taylor remainder, the new Pareto point may not be the real Pareto point. 

This new proposal will be put as the seed in the negotiation process, which will 

take shorter time because the quality of the initial proposal selected. 

5.2.5 Selection of the optimal Pareto point 

After the frontier is available through the negotiation processes discussed, the 

final step is to pick the optimal Pareto point from the Pareto set. As discussed in Chapter 

3, there are several techniques that can be used such as maximization of the joint gain or 

Nash bargaining solution. 
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Here a special case is considered in determination of the optimal Pareto point. The 

concern here is to maximize the utility of the OEM based on the probability 

characteristics of the secondary manufacturer. Suppose the probability of the secondary 

manufacturer using the component of the OEM in its secondary life cycle is dependent on 

the utility le\ el the secondai-y manufacturer can get. So symbolically, the probability of 

secondary manufacturers to use the component in its extended life cycle is 

PstayW] = f{u') (5-31) 

where w' is the utility level of the secondary manufacturer. 

If the loss of the OEM if the secondary manufacturer will not use that component 

is M/Q̂ ^ , the expected gain of the OEM will be: 

E{u) = uP,,^y {u') + {u- ui^^^ )(1 - P^^^y («')) (5-32) 

where u is the utility level of the OEM. 

The problem in selection of the optimal Pareto point can be expressed as: 

Maximize: E(u) = uP.^^y {u') + (u - W/„,, )(1 - P.^^y{u')) (5-33) 

Subject to: {u,u') e Pareto Set 

If we know the value of PstayW] ^ this problem is very easy to be solved since the Pareto 

frontier expressed in grids is already available. 

If OEM wants to improve the precision of the Optimal Pareto point, he/she can 

further conduct negotiation within the grid composed by the Pareto points around the 

point selected as illustrated in Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-10 Illustration of the selection of the optimal Pareto point 
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CHAPTER 6 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

6.1 System Introduction 

The decision agents studied in this research is modeled as Java beans, which can 

be easih and d\ namically deployed in a distributed a framework discussed before. The 

framework developed here is a smaller one that is aimed to test the negotiation algorithms 

developed. It has all the basic ftmctions required in validation of the research 

methodology. 

The first function of the system is to load template of the decision agent that will 

participate in the decision problems via loading the special designed decision beans into 

the system, and decision agent can be created and implemented based on these system-

defined beans. By modify the Java beans in to decision agent, the user can create an agent 

that has its ovra utility function, decision boundary and other parameters. 

After the decision agents are successfully deployed, the framework can conduct 

the negotiation process between two agents and more than two agents. In this 

dissertation, only two-agent situation is considered. The negotiation among three or more 

than three agent is discussed in the conclusion and future research section. Different 

negotiation mechanism is supported in the framework. One is to conduct the negotiation 

while the utility level of the Proposer is not changed. The other mechanism is to change 

the aspired utility level of the Proposer and locate the Pareto frontier by the algorithm 

discussed in Chapter 5. 
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The final result is saved in Microsoft Excel in a well-organized format, so that 

data analysis can be conducted using Excel. 

6.2 System function and class diagram 

The softwaie is composed by 7 function modules: 

• Agent deploMuent module: This module provides the container and methods to 

install, \ isualize, and modify the agents developed. 

• Agent module: The system provides an agent template on which decision agent 

can be implemented. By extending this template class, the user of the system can 

concentrate only on figuring out the utility fiinction of the decision agent 

participating in the negotiation process. The template has already finished other 

works such as communication and agent visualization. 

• Negotiation module: The negotiation module provides the negotiation algorithm 

discussed in Chapter 5. It will conduct the negotiation process among the decision 

agents, predict other Pareto points based on the current Pareto set, and output the 

results of the negotiation process to Excel. 

• Kalman filtering module: This module will process the noisy utility feedback 

from the opponent agent and provide the negotiation module a best estimation of 

the opponent's current utility level. It takes the noisy feedback as its input and 

after filtering the noise in the utility feedback from the opponent, it will update hs 

estimation of the state parameter and other prediction parameters as discussed in 
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chapter 5. The Kalman filter we used in this research is a Dual Extended Kalman 

Filter with unknown state parameters. 

• Utilit\- module: Utility Module provides the basic computation procedures 

required b\ the negotiation process and the decision agents. These computation 

procediues include the partial differentiation algorithm developed in the system, 

function generation and evaluation, root finding and the matrix algorithm from 

third party Java libraries. 

• Fuzzy inference engine: This module provides the inference engine that will 

control and fine-tune the negotiation process. The inference engine used in this 

research is developed based on IBM Agent Rule. 

• System configuration module: This module provides the forms to input some 

setup parameters of the negotiation process to the system. The parameters include: 

the number of Pareto points, the length of the grid on the Pareto frontier. 

The overall function modules and their DFD (Data Flow Diagram) can be 

illustrated in Figure 6-1: 
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Figure 6-1 System function modules and the data flow diagram 

The system is composed by 17 classes, and their relationship with the 7 modules is 

showed in Figure 6-2. The Agent editor is the biggest class in this system, which provides 

the function of the negotiation, agent deployment, and some utility classes that is used by 
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itself and other classes. Decision Bean provides the template for decision agent that can be 

easily built up by extending the decision bean class. The Proposer and Opponent are two 

classes developed by extending the decision agent. MainCanvas and ViewObject class 

provide the visualization of the decision agents developed so that it can be customized by 

the decision maker. ShowFuntion class provides a three-dimensional interactive graphic 

user interface to show the utility function defined by the decision maker. KalmanFilter 

class is for Kalman Filter module. All the other class is for system configuration. 

MainApp 
AgentEditor 

DecisionBean 
Dec is io nBeanB eani US' 
Opponent 
OpponentBeanlnlo 
Proposer 
ProposerBeanlnfo 

Negotiation Module 

Agent deploy 
framework 

MainCanvas -
ViewObject ' 
ShowF unction-
ShowF unc tio nF rame" 

KalmanFilter 

MainFrame_AboutBox 
NoOfDecisionVariables-
SetupNe gotiatio n 
Configuration 

•*| Agent Visualization 
Module 

KahnanFilter Module 

Configuration Module 

Figure 6-2 Java class and its relation ship with function modules 

The details of these classes can be found in Appendix A. 
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6.3 User interface and software 

Figure 6-3 Illustrates the user interface for the distributed negotiation based 

decision-making framework developed in this research. There are two agent templates 

available in the s>'stem. the Propser and the Opponent respectively. There is also a tab for 

setup of the negotiation inference engine. Two types of button are provided, one is to 

conduct negotiation to find one Pareto point with the utility level defined by the Propser, 

and the other one is to conduct a set of negotiation processes to find the grids of the whole 

Pareto frontier. 
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^^Distributed Decision Mdking Frame Work 

Figure 6-3 Ul for agent deploy framework 

If the add agent buttons are clicked, two agent will be deployed in the system as 

illustrated in Figure 6-4. You can deploy only one Proposer in the system and many 

opponents. The Propser is the only agent that can provide negotiation proposals to other 

agents. 
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^^DistribulGcl Dcciiclon Mdlting trdme Work 

File Deploy Agent Inspect Control Help 

Decision Agent Negotlatior 

Figure 6-4 Two agent deploy in the framework 

Figure 6-5 illustrates the customizer of the Proposer. With h, the proposing 

decision maker can customize his decision model. 
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.gent Negotlatior 

^Proposer 

General Function | Noise | Negotiation j 

Input the l.1lli^ Function 

|50-(2*u«2*0.7V2) 

Input the Contstrainttothe decision variables 

Variable Name 
ul 
U2 

MIn Value 1 
0: 
0: 

Max Value 
10 
10 

Shov; Function OK 

Figure 6-5 Illustration of the decision agent customizer 
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The negotiation tab of the custimizer allows the decision maker to set up the 

negotiation parameters for the Proposer. As illustrated in Figure 6-6, the parameters 

include the initial utility le\el, the initial values for the n-1 decision variables, the 

software will compute the \alue of the nth decision variable according to the initial utility 

le\ el set b\ the decision maker. 

^^Proposer 

General j Function Noise Negotiation 

MM 

Initial Aspire |10 NoofGricls| 

Initail Proposal for n-1 dimensions 

Variable Name Initall Value 

u1 3.0 

Show Function OK 

Figure 6-6 Tab for customize the negotiation parameters of the Proposer agent 
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In the function tab of the custimizer the utility function of this proposing decision 

maker can be configured. 1 le/she can also set up the upper and lower bound of the 

decision \ ariables. 

^Opponent 

General Function Noise 

Input ttie Utility Function 

|50-((u-10r2*(v-10r2) 
Input ttie Contstraint to ttie decision vanables 

B^ 

Vanable Name 

ul 
u2 

Mm Value 
0 
0 

l«flax Value 
10 
10 

Show Function OK 

Figure 6-7 Tab to customize the utility function of the Proposer agent 

Figure 6-8 illustrates the customizer of the opponent agent. The opponent decision 

maker can set up his utility model such as utility function, lower and upper botmd and 

other general information. 
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^1 Opponent 

General I Function Noise 

Input the Noise Level 

31 

Show Function OK 

Figure 6-8 Customizer of the opponent decision agent 
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In the agent customizer, the "Show function" button will visualize the utility 

function set b> the either the Proposer or the opponent agents as illustrated in Figure 6-9. 

The three-dimension surface shows the utility function defined by the decision maker, ft 

is interacti\ e. and user can rotate, scale, and select different perspective of the decision 

function surface. 

file 0*pii?> *yenl In9p#il CO'il'OI Help 
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Customlzt Axis with Chds 
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j Bounding Boa A«s 
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Figure 6-9 Utility function visualization 
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Figure 6-10 shows another perspective of a utility function. 
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Figure 6-10 Another perspective of the utility function 
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The user can also view the iso-curves of the utility function as showed in Figure 
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Figure 6-11 Indifference curve for the utility function 
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The negotiation process is controlled by fuzzy inference engine. The fuzzy set and 

fuzzy inference rule base can be setup in Able Rule editor as illustrated in Figure 6-12. 

User can \erify the syntax of the inference engine and test it with some buih in data 

blocks. 

^^ Able RulcSct Edhor s 
Src: Negotiation.arl j Ser: UntHled.arl_ser j XML: Urrtttled.arml (unverified) 

File Edit Insert Ruleset Help 

kl d ^ 1 X 1^ fc. d 
ruleset Negociacion { 

variables { 

Fuzzy Potentiallncrease - new FUZZY(0, 1 ) { 

Sigmoid HIGH new Sigmoid (0.1,0.2,0,3, ARL.Up ); 

Trapezoid MEDIUM = new Trapezoid(0.1, 0.012, 0.1, 0.17); 

Trapezoid LOU = new Trapezoid( 0.001, 0.005,0.01,0.015 ), 

Sigmoid VLOU= new Sigmoid (0,0.001,0.005,ARL.Down); 

}; 

Fuzzy OldDeltaPolicylncrease » new Fuzzy(0, 1) ( 

Linear HI(JH = new Linear (0.6, 1, ARL.Up ); 

Pi MEDIUM = new Pi (0.4, 0.3 ); 

Trapezoid LOU = new Trapezoid( 0.03, 0.05,0.1,0.2 ); 

Figure 6-12 Editor of the fuzzy inference engine 

The system also provides a visualization module for the fuzzy sets used in the 

inference engine. The fuzzy set used in the negotiation process is illustrated in Figure 

6-13. User can modify the inference engine before conducting the negotiation process. 
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Figure 6-13 The visualization of the fuzzy sets used in the inference engine 

6.4 Examples of the system 

In this section, two examples are tested in the system in order to verify and 

improve the algorithm developed. In the first example, the decision problem has two 

decision variables, whereas in the second one, the number of the variables is increased to 

four. In each example, the negotiation process is analyzed, and the Kalman filter state 

estimation process is also evaluated. 
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6.4.1 The first example 

In this exaiuple, the utility function of the decision agent is bivariate polynomial, 

i.e., the number of decision variables of decision problem for both agents is two. Constant 

coefficient of the Proposer's utility function is to 2 for u and 0.7 for v respectively. There 

is also a summand that is the multiplication of u and v in the function. The utility fiinction 

for the opponent agent is in the same form as the Proposer's. 

The decision problem: 

• Objective Function: 

For Proposer: 50-(2xx^ +xx>; + 0.7xj;M (6-1) 

For Opponent agent: 50-((jc-10)^-h(;;-10)^) (6-2) 

• Initial Solution (0, 7.559289) 

Data analysis 

Figure 6-14 illustrates the utility fiinction of the Proposer agent in this example. 

The iso-curve of this function is illustrated in Figure 6-15. 
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Figure 6-14 The three-dimensional surface of the utility function of Proposer agent 

Figure 6-15 The indifference curve of the Proposer 
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The three- dimensional surface and indifference curve of the opponent agent are 

illustrated in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17,respectively. 

Figure 6-16 Three-dimensional surface of the opponent 

Figure 6-17 Indifference curve of the opponent 
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For aspire level 10, and initial proposal u=0, the system will first generate the v of 

the initial proposal which satisfy the initial aspire level set by the decision maker. With 

this initial proposal as a seed, the Proposer will compute the preference of the opponent 

(or as we discussed in chapter 6, the gradient of the opponent's utility with regards to the 

current proposal). The negotiation process when the Proposer's utility level keeps at 10 is 

illustrated in Figure 6-18. We can see that in relatively small number of rounds, the 

Proposer will reach the optimal solution for the opponent while keep its aspire level (or 

utility level) unchanged. Another advantage of this algorithm is that the bigger the 

distance of the current proposal to the optimal solution the bigger the step the Proposer 

will take in change of his proposal. This is achieved by the special design fuzzy inference 

engine discussed early, which guide the Proposer how to make its next round proposal. 
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Figure 6-18 Illustration of the negotiation process when Proposer's utility level is 10 
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The change of the opponent's utility level in this negotiation process is illustrated 

in. The noisy utility feedback, the real utility and the Kalman filter predicted utility is 

compared. As showed in the figure, in the first several rounds of negotiation, the error of 

predicted utility is big. which is because the process of estimation of the system 

parameter, since the utility ftmction of the opponent is not available to the Proposer. With 

increase in information of the opponent's preference to different proposals, the prediction 

error is very small comparing with the real utility of the opponent. The figure also shows 

that the noise of the feedback utility is effectively filtered out in the last several rounds 

when the parameter of the decision problem is determined. 

A problem observed to this algorithm is that the estimation of the parameter of the 

utility fiinction of the opponent agent is not very accurate, and actually is not the constant 

coefficient of the opponent's utility fiinction. One reason of this problem is that in the 

state space function of opponent, there is no relationship between the current state and the 

former state, and the parameter estimation of the opponent's function thus is not 

recursive. This means that it will only consider the current prediction error of the Kalman 

measurement update process and try to update the parameter to reduce it. The second 

reason is that the negotiation process is along the two-dimension indifference curve of the 

Proposer. The information contained in the negotiation process is not enough for the 

Kalman filer to generate a good estimation of the overall shape of the utilhy ftmction of 

the opponent, which in this example is three dimensional. 
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Although the Kalman filter is not effective in guessing the exact value of the 

parameters of the opponent's utility function, it is effective in prediction of the utility 

level and filter out the decision noise. As long as this hold, the error of the parameter 

prediction error is negligible. 
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Table 6-1 is the output of the negotiation process when the Proposer keeps it's 

aspire-lexel at 10. The negotiation process takes 26 rounds to reach the Pareto point. 

Table 6-1 Output of the negotiation process with the Proposer's aspire-level 10 

Round 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

X 

0 

0.390244 

0.710522 

0.977491 

1.201614 

1.390214 

1.548862 

1.682065 

1.793613 

1.886754 

1.964304 

2.028696 

2.082032 

2.126114 

2.162479 

2.19243 

2.217065 

2.237303 

2.253914 

2.267536 

2.2787 

2.287845 

2.295332 

2.30146 

2.306473 

2.310574 

2.313928 

y 

7.559289 

7.256865 

6.972994 

6.711272 

6.473427 

6.260055 

6.070899 

5.90504 

5.761053 

5.637168 

5,531421 

5.441779 

5,366244 

5.30292 

5,250063 

5,206106 

5,169661 

5.139522 

5,114651 

5,094164 

5,077313 

5,063468 

5.052106 

5.042787 

5.035151 

5.028896 

5.023775 

Noisy Utility 

-49,9258 

-45,3554 

-42,2391 

-40,0548 

-38,1925 

-36,8747 

-36,0659 

-35,2027 

-34,8437 

-34,57 

-34,1647 

-34,2811 

-34,0897 

-34,0436 

-33.8899 

-33.8006 

-33.9407 

-33.7417 

-33.781 

-33.7923 

-33.8544 

-33.8623 

-33.9366 

-33.9654 

-33.6479 

-33.7678 

-33.8767 

Predicted Utility 

-51.4658 

-46,0856 

-41.9996 

-39,2836 

-37,4468 

-35,9114 

-34,8844 

-34.3317 

-33.7099 

-33.5592 

-33.4712 

-33.2347 

-33.4928 

-33.4266 

-33.4889 

-33.4282 

-33.4176 

-33.6228 

-33.4793 

-33.5646 

-33.614 

-33.7076 

-33.7416 

-33.8374 

-33.8839 

-33.5819 

-33.7135 

Real Utility 

-49.8722 

-45,4572 

-42,2214 

-39,8483 

-38.1156 

-36.8596 

-35.9567 

-35.3135 

-34.8591 

-34.5406 

-34.3191 

-34.1659 

-34.0606 

-33.9886 

-33.9396 

-33.9063 

-33.8837 

-33.8685 

-33.8582 

-33.8513 

-33.8467 

-33.8436 

-33.8415 

-33.8401 

-33.8391 

-33.8385 

-33.8381 

In the second step, i.e., the Pareto optimal prediction, the level of the Proposer's 

utility is changed, the prediction of the potential Pareto point under this utility level is 
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generated by the prediction module of the algorithiTi. Using this initial proposal, number 

of the negotiation rounds in each Pareto point finding process is dramatically reduced. 
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Figure 6-21 Illustration negotiation process and Pareto point prediction when the 
Proposer's utility level is reduced 
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Figure 6-20 shows the Kamlman estimation of utility of the opponent agent in 

each set of negotiation processes. Again, the Kalman filter is effective in catching the real 

utilit) le\ el of the opponent agent and filter out the decision noise of the opponent. 

Figure 6-21 gi\es us an illustration of the negotiation process in the first step, then the 

utility le\el of the Proposer is lowered step by step. As showed in the figure, the Pareto 

prediction process is \ er> effective, and in each step, the following negotiation process in 

reaching the Pareto point is reduced to around 3. 

The output of the negotiation process and the Pareto point prediction is listed in 

Table 6-2. Total rounds of negotiation is 32 in calculate the 8 Pareto points. 

Table 6-2 Output of the negotiation process and Pareto point prediction when the 
Proposer's utility level goes up 

Round 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

X 

0 

0.585367 

1.4478 

1,896143 

2.124039 

2.234229 

2.285717 

2.309336 

2.320074 

2.324935 

X 

2,027132 

2.058033 

2.071757 

y 

7.559289 

7.08779 

6.192432 

5.624493 

5.305919 

5,144112 

5.066694 

5,030785 

5.014377 

5.006932 

y 

4.807825 

4.762027 

4.741543 

Noisy Utility 

-47.1699 

-37.5359 

-34.8353 

-34.2716 

-33.9637 

-33.8628 

-33.9486 

-33.7269 

-33.822 

-33.8666 

Noisy Utility 

-40.5403 

-40.5634 

-40.4582 

Predicted 
Utility 

-49.0899 

-35.959 

-30.946 

-31.0677 

-32.2909 

-32.9889 

-33.4033 

-33.7367 

-33.6304 

-33.7784 

Predicted 
Utility 

-40.4083 

-40.2192 

-40.421 

Real Utility 

-47.1163 

-37.6377 

-34.8176 

-34.0652 

-33.8869 

-33.8477 

-33.8394 

-33.8377 

-33.8373 

-33.8373 

Real Utility 

-40.5112 

-40.5084 

-40.5079 
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Table 6-2 Continued 

Round 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

' 

X 

2,077826 

2,080504 

1.781684 

1,817116 

1.832257 

1,838703 

1.841443 

X 

1.542607 

1.54829 

X 

1.250531 

1.259504 

1.262601 

X 

0.96367 

0,973436 

X 

0.676004 

0.695095 

X 

0.397272 

0.431453 

0.430021 

0.424407 

y 

4.732456 

4,728441 

4,52667 

4,475502 

4,453445 

4,44402 

4,440008 

y 

4.064745 

4.056694 

y 

3.641602 

3.62936 

3.625123 

y 

3.146954 

3.134185 

y 

2.584629 

2.560963 

y 

1.890844 

1.851088 

1.852781 

1.859396 

Noisy Utility 

-40,4021 

-40.5648 

-47,4207 

-47.4841 

-47.4944 

-47.5707 

-47.6009 

Noisy Utility 

-56.7928 

-56.798 

Noisy Utility 

-66.8945 

-66.9337 

-67.0005 

Noisy Utility 

-78.7154 

-78.6666 

Noisy Utility 

-92.0711 

-91.7968 

Noisy Utility 

-107.972 

-107.972 

-108.057 

-108.005 

Predicted 
Utility 

-40.3951 

-40.3742 

-47.1151 

-47.012 

-47.3096 

-47.4197 

-47.5389 

Predicted 
Utility 

-58.367 

-56.7342 

Predicted 
Utility 

-69.2809 

-66.8083 

-66.8947 

Predicted 
Utility 

-82.0212 

-78.6543 

Predicted 
Utility 

-96.1141 

-92.0291 

Predicted 
Utility 

-114.034 

-108.15 

-108.249 

-108.046 

Real Utility 

-40.5078 

-40.5077 

-47.4797 

-47.4763 

-47.4757 

-47.4756 

-47.4755 

Real Utility 

-56.7543 

-56.7542 

Real Utility 

-66.9813 

-66.9812 

-66.9812 

Real Utility 

-78.6183 

-78.6182 

Real Utility 

-91.9205 

-91.9205 

Real Utility 

-107.962 

-107.962 

-107.961 

-107.961 
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The system was also tested b> reducing the utility level of the Proposer. The 

output of the overall negotiation process is listed in Table 6-3. The average round of 

negotiation in reaching each Pareto point is lower than 2, and the overall rounds is 19. 

In Figure 6-22, the entire Pareto frontier is also illustrated. The light line stands 

for the real Pareto fiontier. w hereas the dark dots are the Pareto points generated by the 

algorithm. 

Table 6-3 Output of the negotiation process and Pareto point prediction when the 
Proposer's utilit> level is reduced 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

Round 

1 

2 

X 

2,325 

X 

2,62608 

2,614614 

2.597962 

2.590399 

2,586952 

X 

2.885379 

2.863088 

2.848326 

X 

3.146204 

X 

3.44785 

3.452983 

3.455305 

X 

3.756354 

4,056771 

y 

5.006833 

y 

5,200913 

5,219061 

5,245314 

5,257197 

5,262605 

y 

5.456379 

5.492276 

5.515936 

y 

5.807652 

y 

6,084865 

6.076333 

6.07247 

y 

6.316332 

6.553251 

Noisy Utility 

-33.8909 

Noisy Utility 

-27.6078 

-27.474 

-27.4115 

-27.5054 

-27.2853 

Noisy UtiUty 

-21.1007 

-21.3688 

-21.3082 

Noisy Utility 

-14.6073 

Noisy Utility 

-8.19961 

-8.26628 

-8.27725 

Noisy Utility 

-2.36124 

2.754165 

Predicted Utility 

-33,6793 

Predicted Utility 

-27.9939 

-27.8637 

-27.5893 

-27.4635 

-27.5291 

Predicted Utility 

-21.8009 

-21.2207 

-21.3072 

Predicted Utility 

-14.6353 

Predicted Utility 

-8.23938 

-8.18737 

-8.26071 

Predicted Utility 

-2.70132 

2.755446 

Real Utility 

-33.8373 

Real Utility 

-27.4013 

-27.3972 

-27.3964 

-27.3962 

-27.3961 

Real Utility 

-21.2551 

-21.2536 

-21.2532 

Real Utility 

-14.5503 

Real Utility 

-8.25859 

-8.25852 

-8.2585 

Real UtUity 

-2.55252 

2.797965 
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Table 6-3 Continued 

Round 

1 

1 

3 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

X 

4,357759 

4,659745 

4,662004 

X 

4,96289 

X 

5,263149 

X 

5,56392 

X 

5.865373 

X 

6.16676 

X 

6.467614 

y 

6.781997 

6,999171 

6.995164 

y 

7.200108 

y 

7.40203 

y 

7,598391 

y 

7,786704 

y 

7.96835 

y 

8,146126 

Noisy Utility 

7,896416 

12,40349 

12,38002 

Noisy Utility 

16,90534 

Noisy Utility 

20,9365 

Noisy Utility 

24.54291 

Noisy Utility 

27.96224 

Noisy Utility 

31,25252 

Noisy Utility 

34,18065 

Predicted Utility 

7,793187 

12,45558 

12.40172 

Predicted Utility 

16.74162 

Predicted Utility 

20.66074 

Predicted Utility 

24.49125 

Predicted Utility 

27.904 

Predicted Utility 

31.38946 

Predicted Utility 

34.10565 

Real Utility 

7.809619 

12.47676 

12.47677 

Real Utility 

16.78813 

Real Utility 

20,8128 

Real Utility 

24.55349 

Real Utility 

28.0062 

Real Utility 

31,17867 

Real UtiUty 

34.08541 

6.4.2 The second example 

In this example, both the Proposer and the Opponent have a utility function with 

four decision variables. The result from this example proved that this algorithm is capable 

and effective in multi-variable decision problem. The number of negotiation rotmds keeps 

the same as in two or three variable decision problem. 

Problem setup 

• Objective Function: 

Proposer: 50 - (MQ" -t- M̂  ̂  M, -I- U^ 4- u-^ -t- u^) (6-3) 

Opponent: 50 - [{u^ - 5f +u,xu,+ (w, - 5)' + (u, - 5f + (u, - 5f) (6-4) 
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• Initial Proposal (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 5.064852), and initial utility level of Proposer is 10; 

Data Analysis 

For aspire le\cl 10, and initial value of the 3 variables: ul=1.5,u2=1.5, u3=1.5, 

the initial proposal generated by the system is (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 5.064852), which satisfy the 

initial aspire level 10 of the Proposer. With this as a seed, the negotiation process is 

conducted. As the dimension of the possible decision solution is 4, h is not possible for us 

to illustrate tiie negotiation process in a 2-D space about the proposals generated in 

different roimds of negotiation. However, we still can show this process by the utility 

change of the Opponents. As illustrated in Figure 6-23, we can see that in relatively small 

nimiber of rounds (24 rounds), the negotiation process will reach the Pareto point. 

The noisy utility feedback, the real utility and the Filter predicted utility is also 

compared. Same as the first example, in the first several rounds of negotiation, the error 

of predicted utility is big, which is because the lack of information in the estimation of 

the system parameters. With increase of negotiation rounds and increased information of 

the opponent's preference to different proposals, the prediction error is very small 

comparing with the real utility of the opponent. Again, we can also see that the noise of 

the feedback utility is effectively filtered out in the last several roimds when the 

parameter of the decision problem is determined. 
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Table 6-4 Output of the negotiation process with the Proposer's 

ul 

1,5 

1,982038 

2,357638 

2,648 

2,871205 

3,041824 

3.171046 

3.267268 

3.336987 

3.385626 

3.418026 

3.438516 

3.450763 

3.457633 

3.461197 

3.462842 

3.463446 

3.463527 

3.463377 

3.46315 

3,462918 

3.462715 

u2 

1.5 

1.486343 

1.520052 

1.592683 

1.694535 

1.815623 

1.946317 

2.077834 

2.202768 

2.315631 

2.413183 

2,494351 

2,559763 

2,611115 

2.650587 

2.680422 

2.702676 

2.719102 

2,731128 

2,739877 

2.746211 

2.75078 

u3 

1,5 

1,639232 

1,807487 

1,99107 

2,177687 

2,357064 

2,521209 

2,664601 

2,784384 

2.880331 

2.954391 

3.009853 

3.050452 

3.079707 

3.100575 

3.115376 

3.125844 

3.133241 

3.138469 

3,142168 

3,144788 

3,146646 

u4 

5,064852 

4,823698 

4,544259 

4.246429 

3.943849 

3.646818 

3,364215 

3,104194 

2,873688 

2.677256 

2.516216 

2,388711 

2,290649 

2.216928 

2.162438 

2.12265 

2.09384 

2.0731 

2.058225 

2.047583 

2.039981 

2.034555 

Noisy Utility 

9.99696 

13.70233 

16,45583 

18.57179 

20.51099 

21,94682 

22.85122 

23.76047 

24.1156 

24.35059 

24.70009 

24.5251 

24.66361 

24.66603 

24.78578 

24.84976 

24.69122 

24.87718 

24.82872 

24.81106 

24.7446 

24.73376 

aspire level at 10 

Predicted 
Utility 

5.266236 

9.031497 

12.19592 

14.51972 

16.36229 

18.15872 

19.70699 

20.94141 

22.18259 

22.97837 

23.53929 

24.09161 

24.16677 

24.37616 

24.47296 

24.63101 

24.74044 

24.64628 

24.8028 

24.79759 

24.78961 

24.73784 

Real Utility 

10.05061 

13.60054 

16.47354 

18.77823 

20.58783 

21.96192 

22.96042 

23.64966 

24.10029 

24.37994 

24.54569 

24.64027 

24.69266 

24.72104 

24.73615 

24.74411 

24.74825 

24.7504 

24.7515 

24.75207 

24.75236 

24.75251 
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Figure 6-23 Illustration of utility estimation process using Kalman filter in the negotiation 
process when the Proposer's utility level is 10 

Same as the two-variable example, in Pareto optimal prediction, the level of the 

Proposer's utility is changed, the prediction of the potential Pareto point under this utility 

level is generated by the prediction module of the algorithm. This is illustrated in Figure 

6-24 and Figure 6-25. 

An unexpected zigzag pattem 

An unexpected phenomenon was observed when the proposals reach to either the 

small domain of the point (5, 5, 5, 5), which is the optimal point for the opponent agent, 

or the small domain of point (0, 0, 0, 0), which is the optimal point for the proposing 

agent. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 when the utility of 
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the opponent lowers down and goes up respectively. As we can see from these two 

figures, the number of negotiation rounds around these two small domains is relatively 

high. 

It is also clear that the utility of the opponent does not change very much in these 

negotiation processes, and the negotiation process is in a zigzag pattern. The reason why 

this happened is because the high sensitivity of the opponent's utility gradient to the 

small change of the proposal near its optimal point (5, 5, 5, 5), and the same reason for 

tiie Proposer when the proposal is near hs optimal point. A detailed analysis is given in 

sensitivity analysis section. The algorithm is also modified accordingly. 

The output of the negotiation process and the Pareto point prediction is listed in 

Table 6-5 and Table 6-6. The total roimds of negotiation are 150 in calculation of the 14 

Pareto points. The average rounds of negotiation in getting one Pareto point are much 

higher than the results in Example 1. 
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Table 6-5 Output of the negotiation process and Pareto point prediction when the 
opponent's utility Ie\el goes up 

Round 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Round 

1 

ul 

1,5 

2,223057 

3,175015 

3,370572 

3,473944 

3,459028 

3.465194 

3.460471 

ul 

3.760963 

3.782132 

3.85154 

3.839348 

3.800482 

3.807341 

3.829519 

3.825604 

3.813057 

3.815275 

3.822419 

3.821156 

3.8171 

3.817817 

3.820126 

ul 

4.119717 

u2 

1.5 

1,479514 

1.664954 

2.202984 

2.574335 

2.733619 

2.755025 

2,763118 

u2 

3,002325 

2,980611 

2.913462 

2.926917 

2.970765 

2.963266 

2.939354 

2,94367 

2,957596 

2.955153 

2.947323 

2,948719 

2.95321 

2.952416 

2.94987 

u2 

3.181979 

u3 

1,5 

1,708849 

2,260034 

2,824425 

3,075848 

3,136662 

3,150353 

3,150331 

u3 

3,511373 

3.524876 

3.570195 

3.562607 

3.538788 

3.543123 

3.557205 

3.554724 

3.546814 

3.548229 

3.552789 

3.551982 

3.549395 

3.549855 

3.551334 

u3 

3.919164 

u4 

5,064852 

4,684432 

3,698688 

2,807157 

2.231544 

2.062574 

2.024646 

2,023012 

u4 

2,334461 

2.31534 

2.246411 

2.257117 

2.289427 

2.283476 

2.263686 

2.26713 

2.277977 

2.276034 

2.269723 

2.270835 

2.274383 

2.273753 

2.271718 

u4 

2.589925 

Noisy 
Utility 

11,97917 

20,28972 

23.77815 

24.4694 

24.67329 

24.73749 

24.64345 

24.86347 

Noisy 
Utility 

28.30875 

28.0408 

28.13026 

28.10466 

28.21036 

28.26653 

28.10419 

28.28804 

28.23858 

28.22037 

28.15365 

28.14267 

28.06631 

28.03613 

28.35272 

Noisy 
Utility 

30.67053 

Predicted 
Utility 

5,014422 

8,389679 

15,58249 

21.09865 

23.61217 

24.49803 

24.69146 

24.64902 

Predicted 
UtUity 

28.37162 

28.40337 

28.05127 

28.05654 

28.11138 

28.23673 

28.25756 

28.09674 

28.27531 

28.25325 

28.22112 

28.15286 

28.1447 

28.07671 

28.03895 

Predicted 
Utility 

30.99672 

Real Utility 

12.03282 

20.18792 

23.79586 

24.67585 

24.75013 

24.75258 

24.75266 

24.75266 

Real Utility 

28.15435 

28.15597 

28.15931 

28.15967 

28.16074 

28.16087 

28.16122 

28.16126 

28.16137 

28.16138 

28.16142 

28.16142 

28.16144 

28.16144 

28.16144 

Real Utility 

30.71433 
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Table 6-5 Continued 

Round 

2 

_1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

ul 

4,144484 

4,211381 

4.191068 

4,140062 

4.155209 

4.195386 

4,183253 

4.152485 

4,161668 

4.185749 

4.178487 

4.159951 

4.165502 

4.17996 

4.175603 

4,164438 

4.167788 

4.17648 

4.173862 

4.167137 

4.169157 

4.174386 

4.172812 

4.168761 

4.169978 

4.173126 

4.172179 

4.169738 

4.170472 

u2 

3.147024 

3,055334 

3,080482 

3,147552 

3,127977 

3,078141 

3,093138 

3,132398 

3.120655 

3.090655 

3.09971 

3.123259 

3.116192 

3.098075 

3,103539 

3.1177 

3.113444 

3.10251 

3.105806 

3.114329 

3.111766 

3.105171 

3.107157 

3.11229 

3.110746 

3.106769 

3.107967 

3.111058 

3.110128 

u3 

3,93903 

3 992989 

3.975913 

3,933964 

3,946592 

3,980383 

3.970104 

3,94434 

3,952067 

3.972437 

3,966268 

3.950636 

3.955332 

3.9676 

3.963893 

3.954435 

3.957279 

3.96467 

3,96244 

3.956726 

3.958445 

3.962898 

3.961556 

3.958107 

3.959145 

3.961829 

3.96102 

3.95894 

3.959566 

u4 

2,568931 

2.507525 

2.529192 

2.578424 

2.563583 

2.52159 

2.534524 

2.565622 

2.55639 

2.531206 

2.538873 

2.557824 

2.55217 

2.53709 

2.54166 

2.553147 

2.549707 

2.540657 

2.543392 

2.550338 

2.548254 

2.542814 

2.544455 

2.548649 

2.547389 

2.544116 

2.545103 

2.547633 

2.546872 

Noisy 
Utility 

30.64867 

30.70003 

30,79955 

30.76469 

30.69582 

30.64464 

30.61986 

30.62108 

30.6691 

30.83571 

30.64931 

30.56809 

30.84204 

30.57254 

30.66211 

30.70817 

30.70852 

30.62326 

30.67477 

30.67661 

30.93395 

30.79267 

30.66398 

30.74274 

30.81405 

30.51622 

30.76825 

30.85344 

30.85326 

Predicted 
UtiUty 

30,76859 

30,64441 

30,65161 

30,80041 

30,79323 

30,69542 

30.62629 

30.62676 

30.6362 

30.66229 

30.80995 

30.66502 

30.58405 

30.82073 

30.58339 

30.65858 

30.71013 

30.70696 

30.62498 

30.67246 

30.67965 

30.91455 

30.79885 

30.67469 

30.73984 

30.80803 

30.53617 

30.75195 

30.84733 

Real Utility! 

30.70853 

30.7163 

30.71276 

30.71723 

30.71511 

30.71791 

30.71662 

30.71826 

30.71748 

30.7185 

30.71803 

30.71863 

30.71834 

30.71871 

30.71854 

30.71876 

30.71866 

30.71879 

30.71873 

30.71881 

30.71877 

30.71882 

30.71879 

30.71882 

30.71881 

30.71883 

30.71882 

30.71883 

30.71883 
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Table 6-5 Continued 

Round 

1 

2 

-> 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Ul 

4.472368 

4.459032 

4,463683 

4,474357 

4,470458 

4,46186 

4.465056 

4,472147 

4,469459 

4,463619 

4,465843 

4.470701 

4.468834 

4.464808 

4,466357 

4.46971 

4.468413 

u2 

3.23018 

3.205437 

3.209659 

3.221774 

3.219465 

3.213299 

3.214679 

3.218026 

3.217153 

3.215196 

3.215795 

3.217032 

3,216607 

3.215766 

3.216085 

3.216689 

3.216448 

u3 

4.31705 

4.324637 

4.320316 

4,312547 

4,316237 

4,323407 

4.320259 

4.314063 

4,316662 

4.321926 

4.31976 

4.315374 

4.31715 

4.3208 

4.31933 

4.316315 

4.317521 

u4 

2,788696 

2,808009 

2.806088 

2,797571 

2,798336 

2,801808 

2.801669 

2.800253 

2,800248 

2,800706 

2.800813 

2.800691 

2.800603 

2.800564 

2.800658 

2.800723 

2.800658 

Noisy 
Utility 

32.19144 

32.51179 

32,10143 

32.28966 

32,2691 

32.07358 

32.25347 

32.18494 

32.39738 

32.33386 

32.27063 

32.31405 

32.15657 

32.16876 

32.22318 

32.27085 

32.08669 

Predicted 
Utility 

32.66148 

32,22995 

32,49547 

32.11686 

32.26361 

32.27899 

32.10517 

32.23487 

32.17006 

32.39093 

32.35371 

32.26923 

32.2972 

32.17129 

32.18069 

32.21576 

32.25744 

Real UtiUty 

32.22506 

32.22524 

32.22518 

32.22528 

32.22523 

32.22529 

32.22526 

32.2253 

32.22527 

32.2253 

32.22528 

32.2253 

32.22529 

32.2253 

32.22529 

32.2253 

32.2253 

Table 6-6 Output of the negotiation process and Pareto point prediction when the 
opponent's utility level is lowered down 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

ul 

3.143625 

3.080073 

3.085531 

3.105871 

3.104295 

3.09845 

u2 

2.532607 

2.565035 

2.56032 

2.542491 

2.543625 

2.547788 

u3 

2,783317 

2,758335 

2.759212 

2.762331 

2.761945 

2.760489 

u4 

1.728087 

1.793665 

1.791159 

1.782042 

1.783123 

1.787181 

Noisy 
UtUity 

20.36319 

20.44998 

20.42467 

20.52936 

20.58545 

20.42277 

Predicted 
Utility 

20.50095 

20.39375 

20.4956 

20.42982 

20.50543 

20.57702 

Real UtiUty 

20.47836 

20.47904 

20.47968 

20.47974 

20.47979 

20.4798 
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Table 6-6 Continued 

Round 

1 

• ) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Round 

1 

•) 

-> 

4 

5 

6 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

ul 

2,798922 

2,781941 

2,718438 

2,723022 

2,740535 

2,739509 

2,735629 

ul 

2.435887 

2,435704 

2,435007 

2.13505 

2.134762 

ul 

1.833691 

1.834288 

ul 

1.534276 

1.533962 

1.532874 

ul 

1.233008 

1.233285 

1.23434 

1.234258 

u2 

2.300734 

2.305926 

2,32309 

2,319774 

2.306749 

2.307203 

2,308853 

u2 

2,101993 

2.100755 

2.095825 

1.876384 

1.87562 

u2 

1.645164 

1.63837 

u2 

1.398515 

1.397754 

1.394997 

u2 

1.148697 

1.146998 

1.14117 

1.141965 

u3 

2,406786 

2.402836 

2.386042 

2.385453 

2,382916 

2,382813 

2.382366 

u3 

2,075083 

2,075917 

2,07912 

1.781371 

1,781937 

u3 

1.495083 

1.499989 

u3 

1.219118 

1,220047 

1,223566 

u3 

0,952996 

0.954412 

0.959592 

0.959161 

u4 

1.480231 

1,498014 

1,566886 

1,565833 

1.562322 

1.563081 

1.566065 

u4 

1.389726 

1.39003 

1.391331 

1.221522 

1.22185 

u4 

1.059038 

1.059102 

u4 

0.896094 

0.896092 

0.895854 

u4 

0.73394 

0.733725 

0.732494 

0.7323 

Noisy 
Utility 

15.41769 

15.3618 

15.35127 

15.27545 

15.24529 

15.5619 

15.44131 

Noisy 
Utility 

10.45665 

10.50028 

10.60336 

5.033319 

5.009858 

Noisy 
UtUity 

-0.72103 

-0.90695 

Noisy 
Utility 

-7.51839 

-7.42861 

-7.38277 

Noisy 
Utility 

-14.4872 

-14.4854 

-14.228 

-14.3693 

Predicted 
Utility 

15.48309 

15.36094 

15.3731 

15.39913 

15.29151 

15.2461 

15.5185 

Predicted 
Utility 

10.81823 

10.52031 

10.50371 

5.860995 

5.20361 

Predicted 
Utility 

0.699674 

-0.51137 

Predicted 
UtUity 

-10.7243 

-7.84077 

-7.44391 

Predicted 
Utility 

-20.1345 

-14.9892 

-14.5014 

-14.2549 

Real Utility 

15.3587 

15.36956 

15.37002 

15.37057 

15.37059 

15.37062 

15.37062 

Real Utility 

10.5165 

10.51656 

10.51656 

5.106589 

5.106614 

Real UtiUty 

-0.83825 

-0.83824 

Real UtUity 

-7.37222 

-7.37219 

-7.37219 

Real Utility 

-14.4432 

-14.4432 

-14.4431 

-14.4431 
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Table 6-6 Continued 

Round 

1 

• ) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

ul 

0.933905 

0,932529 

0.933318 

0.935059 

0.934308 

0.932509 

0.933155 

0.934797 

0,934266 

0,932881 

0.933301 

ul 

0,634419 

0,62973 

0,632195 

0.635994 

0.633908 

0.630811 

0.632521 

0.635135 

0.633686 

0.631504 

0.632702 

0.634552 

0.633541 

0.631989 

0.632828 

0.63414 

u2 

0.889021 

0.871867 

0,875573 

0,886802 

0.88441 

0,877205 

0,878748 

0,883387 

0.882383 

0.879381 

0.880038 

u2 

0.612869 

0.598682 

0.604295 

0,616208 

0.611555 

0,601771 

0,605551 

0,613588 

0,610481 

0.603929 

0.606454 

0.611811 

0.60974 

0.605378 

0.607063 

0.610625 

u3 

0.695628 

0,710178 

0,707593 

0,699926 

0,701638 

0,706587 

0,705417 

0,702035 

0,702848 

0,705182 

0,704616 

u3 

0.4535 

0.470866 

0.465928 

0.454924 

0.458711 

0.466439 

0.463505 

0,457568 

0.459967 

0.464645 

0.462713 

0.45891 

0.460508 

0.463596 

0.462295 

0.459755 

u4 

0,566172 

0,568385 

0,566857 

0,562537 

0.563782 

0.567205 

0,566336 

0,563846 

0.564481 

0.566262 

0.565815 

u4 

0.395718 

0.39587 

0.393254 

0.389297 

0.392061 

0.39653 

0.394273 

0.390002 

0.392019 

0.395659 

0.394051 

0.390942 

0.392323 

0.39488 

0.393773 

0.391638 

Noisy 
Utility 

-22.0279 

-22,3252 

-22.0733 

-21.9879 

-21.9881 

-22.1028 

-21.9734 

-22.156 

-21.8359 

-22.2461 

-22.058 

Noisy 
UtUity 

-30.3907 

-30.4579 

-30.2463 

-30.3088 

-30.3726 

-30.3286 

-30.4864 

-30.4738 

-30.4197 

-30.3717 

-30.556 

-30.2602 

-30.3383 

-30.5613 

-30.4103 

-30.2738 

Predicted 
Utility 

-25.7549 

-22.2695 

-22.4726 

-22.0452 

-21.8927 

-22,0089 

-22.1655 

-21.9608 

-22.1144 

-21.8475 

-22.2744 

Predicted 
UtiUty 

-33.6228 

-30.6003 

-30.661 

-30.1682 

-30.1408 

-30.439 

-30.4685 

-30.4314 

-30.3595 

-30.4642 

-30.4657 

-30.5191 

-30.1857 

-30.3679 

-30.6238 

-30.3869 

Real UtUity 

-22.1231 

-22.1226 

-22.1227 

-22.1225 

-22.1225 

-22.1224 

-22.1225 

-22.1224 

-22.1224 

-22.1224 

-22.1224 

Real Utility 

-30.4189 

-30.4175 

-30.4184 

-30.4174 

-30.418 

-30.4173 

-30.4177 

-30.4173 

-30.4175 

-30.4173 

-30.4174 

-30.4172 

-30.4174 

-30.4172 

-30.4173 

-30.4172 
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6.5 Sensitivity analysis 

In order to e\'aluate the robustness of the algorithm, suitable sensitive analysis 

procedures has to be conducted to make sure that the decision-making frame work is not 

subject to some unwanted behaviors in some conditions. 

6.5.1 Sensiti\it>' to constant coefficients of the utility function 

The first sensitivity we have to evaluate is the sensitivity to a small change in the 

system parameters such as a little change in the constant coefficients of the both agents' 

utilh> ftmction. Here we take the decision problem in example 1 in this sensitivity 

analysis. The new utility ftmctions of the two agents are given by: 

Proposer: 5 0 - ( 2 . 0 0 0 1 * M ^ 2 + M*V + 0 . 6 9 9 9 * V ^ 2 ) (6-5) 

Opponent: 50.0001-(1.00001 x(w-10) ^2 + 0.9998 x(v-l 0)^2) (6-6) 

While keeping all the other conditions the same as the problem in example 1, the 

result of the negotiation process is showed in Table 6-7. We can see that there is almost 

no difference between the two final Pareto points generated by the negotiation process. 

( I AM 1=0.000163 | Av | =0.000036 as showed at the end of the table). The number of 

rounds is also the same. 
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Table 6-7 Sensiti\e analysis of utility function constant coefficient 

Round 

0 

1 

-> 
-> _> 

Round 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Difference 

x' 

0 

0.390213 

0,710473 

0,977434 

x' 

1,201558 

1,390165 

1,548824 

1,682043 

1,793607 

1,886766 

1,964332 

2,028741 

2,082092 

2,126189 

2.162567 

2.19253 

2.217175 

2.237423 

2.254042 

2.267671 

2.278841 

2.287991 

2.295483 

2.301614 

2.306631 

2.310735 

2.314091 

0.000163 

y' 

7,559829 

7,25739 

6,973499 

6,711755 

y' 

6,473883 

6.260479 

6.071288 

5.905391 

5.761365 

5.637441 

5.531657 

5.44198 

5.366412 

5,303058 

5,250175 

5,206193 

5,169727 

5.13957 

5.114684 

5.094183 

5.077319 

5.063464 

5.052093 

5.042767 

5.035124 

5.028864 

5.023739 

0.000036 

X 

0 

0,390244 

0,710522 

0.977491 

X 

1,201614 

1,390214 

1,548862 

1,682065 

1.793613 

1.886754 

1.964304 

2.028696 

2.082032 

2,126114 

2,162479 

2.19243 

2.217065 

2.237303 

2.253914 

2.267536 

2.2787 

2.287845 

2.295332 

2.30146 

2.306473 

2.310574 

2.313928 

y 

7,559289 

7.256865 

6.972994 

6.711272 

y 

6,473427 

6,260055 

6.070899 

5.90504 

5.761053 

5.637168 

5.531421 

5.441779 

5.366244 

5.30292 

5.250063 

5.206106 

5.169661 

5.139522 

5.114651 

5.094164 

5.077313 

5.063468 

5.052106 

5.042787 

5.035151 

5.028896 

5.023775 

Predicted 
Utility 

-51,4658 

-46.0856 

-41.9996 

-39.2836 

Predicted 
Utility 

-37.4468 

-35.9114 

-34.8844 

-34.3317 

-33.7099 

-33.5592 

-33.4712 

-33.2347 

-33.4928 

-33.4266 

-33.4889 

-33.4282 

-33.4176 

-33.6228 

-33.4793 

-33.5646 

-33.614 

-33.7076 

-33.7416 

-33.8374 

-33.8839 

-33.5819 

-33.7135 

U predict 

-51.699 

-45,9759 

-42,14 

-39,168 

U predict 

-37,2651 

-36,03 

-34,9375 

-34,2352 

-33,9172 

-33.4588 

-33.4217 

-33.4087 

-33.2193 

-33.5067 

-33.456 

-33.5253 

-33.4662 

-33.4539 

-33.656 

-33.5082 

-33.5892 

-33.6343 

-33.724 

-33.7545 

-33.8472 

-33.891 

-33.5866 
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6.5.2 SensitixilN to initial proposal 

We also ma> want to see whether the initial proposal will affect the final optimal 

result. 

Using result from example 2, we change the initial point from (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 

5.064852) to (3.5. 0.5. 2.5, 3.526243) while keep the ufility level of the Proposer the 

same as in example 2. other parameters are also the same. As we can see in Table 6-8, 

although two negotiation processes with different initial proposals are different, the final 

Pareto points generated in each process have only minor difference, which is 8.46708E-

05. 0.00172. 0.0007. and 0.002033 for ul, u2 ,u3 ,u4, respectively. 

Table 6-8 Senshi\ity 

u'l 

1.5 

1.982038 

2.357638 

2.648 

2.871205 

3.041824 

3.171046 

3.267268 

3.336987 

3.385626 

3.418026 

3.438516 

3.450763 

3.457633 

3.461197 

3.462842 

u'2 

1,5 

1.486343 

1.520052 

1.592683 

1.694535 

1.815623 

1.946317 

2.077834 

2.202768 

2.315631 

2.413183 

2.494351 

2.559763 

2.611115 

2.650587 

2.680422 

to initial proposal 

u'3 

1.5 

1.639232 

1.807487 

1.99107 

2.177687 

2.357064 

2.521209 

2.664601 

2.784384 

2.880331 

2.954391 

3.009853 

3.050452 

3.079707 

3,100575 

3,115376 

u'4 

5,064852 

4,823698 

4.544259 

4.246429 

3.943849 

3.646818 

3,364215 

3,104194 

2.873688 

2.677256 

2.516216 

2.388711 

2.290649 

2.216928 

2.162438 

2.12265 

ul 

3.5 

3.380121 

3.344824 

3.350647 

3.372923 

3.398473 

3.42089 

3.437865 

3.449397 

3.456529 

3.460544 

3.46256 

3.463398 

3.463603 

3.463503 

3.463284 

u2 

0.5 

1.086095 

1.507725 

1.811693 

2.036289 

2.206847 

2.338838 

2.441696 

2.521618 

2.583174 

2.630054 

2.665351 

2.69165 

2.711067 

2.725296 

2,73566 

u3 

2.5 

2.514903 

2.586541 

2.679783 

2.77473 

2.860813 

2.933224 

2.990897 

3.035014 

3.067798 

3.091686 

3.108872 

3.121142 

3.129867 

3.136058 

3.140448 

u4 "'** 

3.526243 

3.501921 

3.345832 

3.143969 

2.937282 

2.745958 

2.579929 

2.442838 

2.334067 

2.250421 

2.187595 

2.141206 

2.107364 

2.082877 

2.065257 

2.052623 
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Table 6-8 Continued 

u'l 

3.463446 

3.463527 

3,463377 

3,46315 

3,462918 

3.462715 

u'2 

2.702676 

2.719102 

2.731128 

2,739877 

2,746211 

2,75078 

u'3 

3.125844 

3.133241 

3.138469 

3,142168 

3,144788 

3,146646 

u'4 

2,09384 

2,0731 

2.058225 

2.047583 

2.039981 

2,034555 

Deference of the Tinal result 

ul 

3.46304 

3,462817 

3,46263 

8.46708E-05 

u2 

2,74317 

2,748593 

2.752496 

u3 

3.143563 

3.145773 

3.147343 

0.00172 0.0007 

u4 

2.043585 

2.037129 

2.032522 

0.002033 

6.5.3 Sensitivity to negotiation proposals 

As we have discussed in example 2, the negotiation process is in a zigzag form 

when proposals reach the small domain that is near the optimal solution area of either 

agent s utility function. 

For negotiation process near point (4.468413 3.216448 4.317521 2.800658), the 

negotiation goes into a back and forth process as showed in Figure 6-26 . 
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Figure 6-26 Zigzag pattem of the negotiation process near point (4.468413 3.216448 
4.3175212.800658) 

This happened because the negotiation process have moved to the area where the 

domain of the opponent's indifference curve is very small when it is near the optimal 

point of the opponents utility function, which is (5,5,5,5) in example 2. As showed in 

figure, when the indifference curve of the Proposer is very near the optimal point of the 

opponent, for example at point a, the calculation of the potential utility increase of the 

opponent is still relatively high, guided by this vector the change in next round proposal 

will also be high compared with the small domain of the indifferent curve of the 
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opponent. This will lead the next round proposal to point b, bypassing the Pareto point c 

as showed in the figure, fhe same situation will happen when the negotiation process 

reached b, and this will result in the back and forth pattern. 

Figure 6-27 llustration of the reason of zigzag pattem 

For negotiation process near point (0.633, 0.609, 0.461, 0.39256), the negotiation 

process, as illustrated in figure, goes into the same process as we discussed. 
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Figure 6-28 Zigzag pattem of the negotiation process near point ( 0.633, 0.609, 0.461, 
0.39256 ) 

To overcome this zigzag problem, two methods are considered. First we can 

reduce the precision of the condition (i.e., (5-21)) to stop the negotiation process, whereas 

this will not affect the precision of Pareto point. The second method is to multiply the 

stepsize of the new proposal with a factor that is smaller than 1 when zigzag happened. 

This will reduce the chance of this situation. 

The algorithm used both methods to overcome this problem. Three new inference 

mles are added into the inference engine, the input to the inference engine is the change 
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between the potential inerea.se \ eett>rs in two neighboring round, if dot product of the two 

vectors is negatix e. i.e. Â  O A^ ,̂ < 0. the inference engine will output a multiplier m<I 

and apply it in generation of the next round proposal 

The inference rules are also listed in Table 6-9. 

Table 6-9 Fuzz\ inference rules for zigzag problem 

pi: if (DeltaPolicylncrease is HIGH) 
then Multiplier is VLOW; 

p2: if (DeltaPolicylncrease is MEDIUM) 
then Multiplier is VLOW; 

p3: if (DeltaPolicylncrease is LOW) 
then Multiplier is MEDIUM; 

p4: if (DeltaPolicylncrease is VLOW) 
then Multiplier is MEDIUM; 

The output of the updated algorithm in example 2 is listed in Table 6-10. 

Table 6-10 Comparison of output of the improve algorithm for negotiation process of one 
Pareto point near point (4.468413 3.216448 4.317521 2.800658) 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

u'l 

4.472368 

4.459032 

4.463683 

4.474357 

4.470458 

4.46186 

4.465056 

4.472147 

4.469459 

4.463619 

u'2 

3.23018 

3.205437 

3.209659 

3.221774 

3.219465 

3.213299 

3.214679 

3.218026 

3.217153 

3.215196 

u'3 

4.31705 

4.324637 

4.320316 

4.312547 

4.316237 

4.323407 

4.320259 

4.314063 

4.316662 

4.321926 

u'4 

2.788696 

2.808009 

2.806088 

2.797571 

2.798336 

2.801808 

2.801669 

2.800253 

2.800248 

2.800706 

ul 

4.470004 

4.470994 

4.46635 

4.468435 

u2 

3.213948 

3.206989 

3.225688 

3.221249 

u3 

4.311287 

4.341247 

4.314898 

4.318315 

u4 

2.815643 

2.784686 

2.807164 

2.804232 
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Table 6-10 Continued 

Round 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

u'l 

4,465843 

4.470701 

4.468834 

4.464808 

4.466357 

4.46971 

4.468413 

u'2 

3.215795 

3.217032 

3.216607 

3,215766 

3.216085 

3.216689 

3,216448 

u'3 

4.31976 

4.315374 

4.31715 

4.3208 

4.31933 

4.316315 

4,317521 

u'4 

2,800813 

2,800691 

2.800603 

2.800564 

2,800658 

2,800723 

2,800658 

ul u2 u3 u4 

It is clear from the table that with relative smaller rounds (4 rounds) the 

negotiation process is stopped, there is only very minor deference between the final 

results, which is 0.000022, 0.004801, 0.000794, and 0.003574 for the four decision 

variables, respectively. Compared with result in example 2, for the new algorithm h only 

takes 30 rounds of negotiation to get the 10 Pareto points as illustrated in Table 6-11. 

Table 6-11 Output of the improve algorithm for negotiation process of the Pareto set 
when opponent's utility level goes up 

Round 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

ul 

1.5 

2.946114 

3.284387 

3.446284 

3.467231 

3.462019 

3.462622 

u2 

1.5 

1.459028 

1.952726 

2.42155 

2.683267 

2.750659 

2.760248 

u3 

1.5 

1.917697 

2.594767 

2.988425 

3.119732 

3.146311 

3.150656 

u4 

5.064852 

4.182501 

3.21372 

2.450557 

2.111489 

2.035702 

2.02277 

Noisy 
Utility 

17.03467 

22.46569 

24.55912 

24.72106 

24.54588 

24.67582 

24.73757 

Predicted 
UtUity 

3.993393 

12.66016 

18.87733 

23.10202 

24.36703 

24.50114 

24.65376 

Real Utility 

16.97179 

22.51934 

24.45732 

24.73877 

24.75233 

24.75266 

24.75267 
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Table 6-11 Continued 

Point 2 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Point 3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Pouit4 

15 

16 

Point 5 

17 

18 

Point 6 

19 

20 

Point 7 

21 

22 

Point 8 

23 

24 

ul 

3,161807 

3,072116 

3.087348 

3,09437 

ul 

2,797603 

2.711985 

2,72417 

2,730225 

ul 

2,433243 

2,435052 

ul 

2.134944 

2.127844 

ul 

1.828726 

1.833192 

ul 

1.532533 

1.527185 

ul 

1.228424 

1.234317 

u2 

2.523165 

2.571656 

2,558829 

2,552719 

u2 

2,302269 

2.327069 

2,318545 

2,313998 

u2 

2.104812 

2.095815 

u2 

1.869172 

1.869376 

u2 

1.644669 

1.635974 

u2 

1.395062 

1.391334 

u2 

1.147187 

1.138209 

u3 

2.790446 

2.756929 

2.759559 

2,76066 

u3 

2,406769 

2,386501 

2,385084 

2,384123 

u3 

2.077698 

2.079497 

u3 

1.774983 

1,779699 

u3 

1.492262 

1.497555 

u3 

1.215244 

1.220862 

u3 

0.952378 

0.957541 

u4 

1.709783 

1.79842 

1,790977 

1,787786 

u4 

1.47938 

1.568453 

1.565253 

1.564187 

u4 

1.386041 

1.389956 

u4 

1.220258 

1.221913 

u4 

1.060114 

1.057552 

u4 

0.891753 

0.894431 

u4 

0.733812 

0.730656 

Noisy 
Utility 

20,59082 

20.49755 

20.45336 

20.63721 

Noisy 
Utility 

15.33558 

15.31101 

15.41599 

15.47212 

Noisy 
UtiUty 

10.63869 

10.58912 

Noisy 
Utility 

5.013651 

5.002675 

Noisy 
Utility 

-1.0108 

-0.69419 

Noisy 
Utility 

-7.50351 

-7.50872 

Noisy 
UtUity 

-14.5105 

-14.4073 

Predicted 
Utility 

20.14623 

20,58536 

20,52708 

20.47096 

Predicted 
Utility 

15.23129 

15.3543 

15.33358 

15.4146 

Predicted 
UtUity 

10.79122 

10.66236 

Predicted 
Utility 

5.802237 

5.162813 

Predicted 
Utility 

0.596304 

-0.80114 

Predicted 
Utility 

-11.2944 

-7.94726 

Predicted 
Utility 

-19.8331 

-15.0217 

Real Utility 

20.48001 

20.48224 

20.48272 

20.48282 

Real UtUity 

15.36463 

15.36601 

15.36637 

15.36646 

Real Utility 

10.51191 

10.51191 

Real UtUity 

5.021416 

5.021425 

Real UtUity 

-0.88549 

-0.88547 

Real Utility 

-7.46495 

-7.46492 

RealUtility 

-14.4942 

-14.4941 
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Table 6-11 Continued 

Point 9 

25 

26 

27 

Point 10 

28 

29 

30 

ul 

0.932775 

0,924217 

0,9284 

ul 

0,628857 

0.635867 

0,632057 

u2 

0,878441 

0,873838 

0,876351 

u2 

0,613608 

0.594049 

0,608144 

u3 

0,693476 

0,704324 

0,70067 

u3 

0.453347 

0,467578 

0.460443 

u4 

0.563806 

0,565266 

0.56256 

u4 

0.395698 

0.392527 

0.390361 

Noisy 
UtiUty 

-22.2702 

-22.3238 

-22.3473 

Noisy 
UtiUty 

-30.5113 

-30.3438 

-30,5298 

Predicted 
Utility 

-26,0874 

-22,5075 

-22,3292 

Predicted 
Utility 

-33,2463 

-30,8279 

-30.3376 

Real Utility 

-22.2509 

-22.2505 

-22.2505 

Real Utility 

-30.4629 

-30.4611 

-30.461 

The output of the improved negotiation process near the optimal area of Proposer 

is also given b\ Table 6-12. There is also only very minor difference between the final 

results. 

Table 6-12 Output of the improve algorithm for negotiation process of one Pareto point 
near point (0.633, 0.609, 0.461, 0.39256) 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

u'l 

0.634419 

0.62973 

0,632195 

0.635994 

0,633908 

0.630811 

0.632521 

0.635135 

0.633686 

0.631504 

0.632702 

u'2 

0.612869 

0.598682 

0.604295 

0.616208 

0.611555 

0.601771 

0.605551 

0.613588 

0.610481 

0.603929 

0.606454 

u'3 

0.4535 

0.470866 

0.465928 

0.454924 

0,458711 

0.466439 

0.463505 

0.457568 

0.459967 

0.464645 

0.462713 

u'4 

0.395718 

0.39587 

0.393254 

0.389297 

0.392061 

0.39653 

0.394273 

0.390002 

0.392019 

0.395659 

0.394051 

ul 

0.628857 

0.635867 

0.632057 

u2 

0.613608 

0.594049 

0.608144 

u3 

0.453347 

0.467578 

0.460443 

u4 

0.395698 

0.392527 

0.390361 
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fable 6-12 Continued 

Round 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

u'l 

0.634552 

0,633541 

0,631989 

0.632828 

0.63414 

0.633435 

U'2 

0,611811 

0.60974 

0,605378 

0.607063 

0.610625 

0,609246 

u'3 

0.45891 

0.460508 

0.463596 

0.462295 

0.459755 

0.460832 

u'4 

0.390942 

0.392323 

0,39488 

0,393773 

0.391638 

0,392573 

ul u2 u3 u4 

In conclusion, the algorithm is very robust to minor changes in utility fiinction. 

The algorithm is sensiti\e in the area near the optimal point of either agent's utility 

function, where the algorithm has a zigzag pattern that results in longer negotiation 

rounds. The improved algorithm successfully remedies this drawback. The number of 

negations is reduced greatly. 
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CHAPTER 7 

A CASE STUDY 

7.1 Introduction 

In several recent business visits to a major electronic product recycling business. 

Image Microsystems Incorporation (IMl), located in Austin TX, and Dell Computer, 

located also in Austin, we have presented the research idea to people in both companies. 

We were encouraged by IMl and Dell to develop a prototype model that will be 

implemented in IMl and Dell as an application of this research. 

The major idea of IMFs participation in this system is to provide a link or bridge 

to different OEMs, such as Dell, who could probably participate in this business model. 

Because their experiences in product design, recycling, remarketing and reverse logistics, 

they have the advantages in fostering the research idea and inviting the potential 

manufactures into the model. This agent based negotiation model will then be 

implemented in OEMs who want to share their components. Although it still needs more 

work in development of this model, the case study will demonstrate how the software and 

the functions of the prototype that will be implemented. The OEMs here are not from real 

implementation. But once the system is developed, the OEMs can be invited and use the 

function provided in the system, a potential product chain will be established and the 

strategy of this innovative business model can be implemented. 
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Figure 7-1 The relationship between IMl and OEM A and OEM B 

As illustrated in Figure 7-1, IMl will serve as the recycler and reverse logistic 

pro\ider in the proposed extensible product life cycle model. OEM A is the manufacture 

of the computer product, for example Dell, and components of which will be used in 

OEM B, which is an electronic toy producer. IMl will provide the information that is 

required b> the OEM A and OEM B. After discussion with president and marketing 

officers in IMI, the decision problem is modeled as follows. 

In order to reach an agreement between OEM A and OEM B, three sides have to 

negotiate on following issues related to EPLC model: 

Take-Back Policy: The bonus OEM A will give to the customer if they retum the 

product on time. As analyzed in chapter 4, the bonus will affect the pattem of the product 

retum process. 

L,: Life cycle allocated to OEM A, which refers to the time span of the 

components that will be used by OEM A's product, ft follows that at contiacted time I , , 
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OEM A will provide a stable material flow for OEM B. L, is affected by the take back 

policy OEM A provided. 

Ttcsi: Time used in testing the returned component. Test time will affect the 

qualit> of the remanufactured components, which should be of concern to the secondary 

manufacturer. 

/, d, design parameters, which is length and width respectively of the PCB 

modular that will be shared between two OEMs A and B. Because OEM A and B's 

different cost structure in regard to the design parameters, they have to negotiation to 

make an optimal design to both sides. 

7.2 Formulation of the multi-attribute utility base decision models 

At this time, it is not possible to get the real data from the industry. The data used 

in this case study are fictional data based on our initial analysis and discussion with IMI. 

But this will give us a good example on how a decision model can be elicited in line with 

what we discussed in Chapter 4. The equations listed in this section are also based on the 

discussion in Chapter 4. Since we have elaborated how these equations are generated, we 

will not repeat the elicitation process. 

7.2.1 Utility fiinction of OEM A 

Before we could get the utility fiinction of OEM A, we have to analyze the 

attributes fiinctions of OEM A. Then we can map the attribute fiinction to utility function 

with the utility fiinction family provided in chapter 4. 
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7.2.1.1 Cost function of OEM A: 

Suppose OEM A has following cost components: 

Material and manufacturing cost: 0.0004x ((/ -40)^ +id-30)^) 

Remanufactiuing cost: O.OlxT. 

Reverse Logistic Cost: 0.14- 0.2 x Bonus 

The Total Cost is: 

C = 0.0004 X ((/ - 40)^ +{d- 30f J + 0.001 X T,^^, + 0.2 x Bonus (7-1) 

According to the utility analysis in chapter 4, the utility fimction of OEM A can 

be expressed as: 

uiC) = I-i0.0004x(il. 40)^+(d.30f) + 0.0\xT,^^,+0A + 0.2xBobus)^ (7-2) 

7.2.1.2 Quality for OEM A 

Major Quality concemed here is working temperature of the component. It is 

expressed as: / x J /1600 and the associated utility function is as follows: 

u<^Q) = (lxd/\600f (7-3) 

7.2.1.3 Environmental performance of OEM A 

The equation of environmental performance in Chapter 4 is complicated. Here, a 

simple approximation of the environmental impact is used, which can be expressed as: 

(I + d)/300. Its associated utility function is: 
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u{E) = \.04-{{I+ d)f300f (7-4) 

7.2.1.4 Muhi-attributed utility funcfion of OEM A 

Since these attributes are additive utility independent, the multi-attribute utility 

function is: 

z/(C\a£) = l-(0.0004x((/-40)-+(( /-30) ' ) + 0.01x7;„,.-+0.1 + 0.2x50/7^)2 
(7-5) 

+ (/x<//1600)°-^^+1,04-((/ + c/)/300)-

7.2.2 Utility function of OEM B 

The utility functions of OEM B are analyzed as follows. 

7.2.2.1 Cost function of OEM B 

The material and manufacturing cost of OEM M is: 0.001 x ((/ -10)^ + (J -10)^). 

The utility function of cost is: 

u'(C) = \-0.5x(0.00lx({l-\0f+id-l0)^))^ . (7-6) 

7.2.2.2 Quality ftmction of OEM B: 

T 
Quality ftmction of OEM B is: 1 - - ^ ^ and its utility ftmction is: 

"'(0 = 1 1 '̂ •̂ ^ 

20 ) 
(7-7) 
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7.2.2.3 Environmental performance of OEM B 

The environmental impact generated in OEM B's process is- The 
700 • 

associated utility fiuiction is: 

l + d / , , , N 2 

u'{E) = \.Q4-
7 0 0 ; 

(7-8) 

7.2.2.4 Life Cycle Allocation of OEM B 

Since OEM B may want to get the component before a specific time, this attribute 

ma}- also be of concem to the OEM B. Generally he/she will want OEM A give more 

bonus to customer in order to encourage them to retum the obsolete product as soon as 

possible. As discuss in chapter 4 the time OEM B can get the component is not only 

determined by the performance life span of the product but also by the customer retum 

process which is generally random. And the time at which the customers retum their 

product is a random number. Since we assume that the bonus OEM A offers to customer 

will affect the distribution of the random retum time, OEM B may want OEM A to give 

the customer a bigger bonus so that that can get the product at a shorter expected time. 

Suppose the bonus of the OEM can provide ranges from 0 to 20 cents to the 

component. The distribution of the expected return time, which is supposed to be a 

normal distribution, is a fiinction of the bonus and the performance life cycle. As 

analyzed in Chapter 4, the expected time OEM B can get the component is: 

Bonu^ (7-9). 
' ^ 20 
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Its associated utility function is: 

;/'(L,) = l - 1- Bonus 

20 

\2 

(7-10) 

7.2.2.5 Multi-attributed utility function of OEM A 

Since these attributes are utility independent, and only utility function of the life 

c> ele allocation is an expected utilit> function, these attributes are additive utility 

independent. The Associated multi-attribute utility function for OEM B is: 

i /{C.g>,£.I,) = l -0 .5x^0.001 x((/-10)2 ^ ( ^ 10)2))^ + l - ( l 
20 

+ 1.04-
l + d 

1, 700 
+ 1 -

Bonus ^ 

20 

(7-11) 

7.3 Negotiation process 

The negotiation process is listed in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2. 

Table 7-1 Negotiation process of OEM A and OEM B (Part 1) 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Ttest 
(minute) 

2.5 

5.542446 

8.394313 

10.9618 

13.16767 

14.93616 

16.19011 

16.91185 

Bonus 
( cent) 

2.5 

5.542446 

8.394313 

10.9618 

13.16767 

14.93616 

16.19011 

16.91185 

/ 

(cm) 

29.5 

32.67786 

34.22938 

34.57627 

34.12173 

33.20618 

32.12149 

31.16238 

d 
(cm) 

16.21429 

15.98063 

16.71859 

18.01568 

19.66538 

21.51813 

23.37532 

24.92382 

Utility of 
O E M B(/40) 

28.38784 

31.61403 

34.02635 

35.72692 

36.80425 

37.37853 

37.61067 

37.67422 

Utility of 
O E M A(/30) 

24 
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Table 7-1 Continued 

Round 

9 

10 

11 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

2 

Round 

1 

2 

3 

(minute) 

17.22389 

17.32461 

17,35036 

Ttest 
(minute) 

17,85584 

17,7863 

Ttest 
(minute) 

18,27881 

18,15637 

Ttest 
(minute) 

18,65739 

Ttest 
(minute) 

19.11868 

19.02412 

Ttest 
(minute) 

19.53947 

19.38621 

19.44817 

Bonus 
( cent) 

17,22389 

17,32461 

17,35036 

Bonus 
( cent) 

17.85584 

17,7863 

Bonus 
( cent) 

18,27881 

18.15637 

Bonus 
(cent) 

18.65739 

Bonus 
( cent) 

19.11868 

19.02412 

Bonus 
( cent) 

19.53947 

19.38621 

19.44817 

/ 
(cm) 

30.53587 

30.22618 

30.10003 

/ 
(cm) 

29.02229 

28.97743 

/ 
(cm) 

27.93904 

27.88004 

(cm) 

26.33827 

/ 
(cm) 

24.60715 

24.52133 

/ 
(cm) 

22.11314 

21.97969 

22.03962 

d 
(cm) 

25,90218 

26.36454 

26.54228 

d 
(cm) 

25.73502 

25.70886 

d 
(cm) 

24.82428 

24.75519 

d 
(cm) 

23.42511 

d 
(cm) 

21.70508 

21.70595 

d 
(cm) 

19.5198 

19.52109 

19.51292 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

37.68582 

37.68739 

37.68757 

Udlity of 
OEM B(/40) 

38.25224 

38.25226 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

38.72946 

38.72947 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

39.25966 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

39.70361 

39.70367 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

40.07185 

40.07236 

40.07245 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

23.5338 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

23.04204 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

22.31416 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

21.40632 

Utility of 
OEMA(/30) 

20.08302 
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Table 7-2 Negotiation process of OEM A and OEM B (Part 11) 

Round 

1 

1 

Round 

1 

Round 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Ttest 
(minute) 

17,35 

16,65576 

Ttest 
(minute) 

15,98794 

Ttest 
(minute) 

15,28661 

14,55462 

13,81701 

13.0936 

12.38773 

11.69047 

10.99051 

10.2822 

9.567616 

8.852855 

8.14277 

Bonus 
( cent) 

17,35 

16,65576 

Bonus 
( cent) 

15,98794 

Bonus 
( cent) 

15,28661 

14,55462 

13,81701 

13,0936 

12.38773 

11.69047 

10.99051 

10.2822 

9.567616 

8.852855 

8.14277 

/ 
(cm) 

30.1 

31.49921 

/ 
(cm) 

32.89694 

/ 
(cm) 

34.12847 

35.21494 

36.21371 

37.14893 

38.03151 

38.87776 

39.70222 

40.50535 

41.27599 

42.00626 

42.70104 

d 
(cm) 

26,5419 

27.81845 

d 
(cm) 

29.10746 

d 
(cm) 

30.44241 

31.62472 

32.58495 

33.4168 

34.23473 

35.08358 

35.93911 

36.75659 

37.51566 

38.22707 

38.91287 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

37,68757 

36.72966 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

35.56233 

Utility of 
OEM B(/40) 

34.20361 

32.73901 

31.22531 

29.65207 

27.96929 

26.1325 

24.13367 

22.00185 

19.77539 

17.47248 

15.08331 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

24 

24,61813 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

25.19723 

Utility of 
OEM A(/30) 

25.72891 

26.19468 

26.59825 

26.95863 

27.29516 

27.61893 

27.93162 

28.22967 

28.51006 

28.77341 

29.02322 
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Change oil and d in the negotiation and prediction process of part I is illustrated 

in Figure 7-2. 

Figure 7-2 negotiation and prediction process of part 1 
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The Kalman filtering and prediction process of OEM B's utility in the negotiation 

process is also illustrated in Figure 7-3 
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rhe \alue of the Pareto optimal points are listed in Table 7-3. The relationship 

between utilit> le\el of A and B (so called Pareto frontier)is also illustrated in Figure 7-4. 

Table 7-3 Lists of the \alues of the Pareto optimal points 

Round 

0 

1 

2 
-, 
J 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Utility of O E M A(/30) 

20.07937 

21.40555 

22.3131 

23.04192 

23.53369 

24 

24.61863 

25.19758 

25.73198 

26.21712 

26.62699 

26.97972 

27.30581 

27.61768 

27.9221 

28.22062 

28.51086 

28.78863 

29.05032 

Utility of O E M B(/40) 

40.07314 

39.70397 

39.26031 

38.72958 

38.25238 

37.68752 

36.72874 

35.56151 

34.19478 

32.66075 

31.10757 

29.55285 

27.91234 

26.13997 

24.19803 

22.07005 

19.76856 

17.33216 

14.81052 
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The Pareto optimal frontier 
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utilitu of A 

25 27 29 

Figure 7-4 Illustration of the Pareto optimal frontier 

In order to find the optimal solution according to the Pareto frontier we have to 

analyze the associated probability distribution using the method discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Suppose the probability that the OEM B will use the component in its second life cycle is 

linear to the utility le\cl of OEM B. so symbolically it is: 

\au', for u' <\f a 
Ps,ayW\ = 

1, for / / '> l /a (7-12) 

where a is a constant coefficient and a>\. 

Here we suppose a=\, the utility loss of the OEM A if the secondary 

manufacturer will not use the component is 1/3, according to equation (5-32) the 

expected utilhy of OEM A is listed in Table 7-4. 

Table 7-4 Expected utility of OEM when a=\ 

Utility of O E M A 

0,669312 

0.713518 

0.74377 

0.768064 

0.784456 

0,8 

0,820621 

0.839919 

0.857733 

0.873904 

0.887566 

0.899324 

0.910194 

0.920589 

0.930737 

0.940687 

0.950362 

0.959621 

0.968344 

Utility of O E M B 

1.0 

0.992599 

0.981508 

0,968239 

0.95631 

0.942188 

0.918219 

0.889038 

0.85487 

0.816519 

0.777689 

0.738821 

0.697808 

0.653499 

0.604951 

0.551751 

0.494214 

0,433304 

0,370263 

Expected utility of O E M A 

0,669922 

0.711051 

0.737606 

0.757477 

0.769893 

0.780729 

0.79336 

0.802932 

0.809356 

0.812744 

0.813463 

0.812265 

0.809463 

0.805089 

0.799053 

0.791271 

0.781767 

0.770722 

0.758432 
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As marked in the table, the optimal Pareto point OEM A should select is 

(0.887566. 0.777689) with highest expected utility of 0.813463 for OEM A. The value of 

decision \ariables corresponding to this Pareto point is (13.78725, 13.78725, 36.29148, 

32.67652. and 31.07144) for Ticsi, Bonus, I, and af respectively. 

If OEM w ant to further fine-tune the result, he/she should conduct negotiation in 

the grid compose b> Pareto point (0.873904, 0.816519), (0.887566, 0.777689), and 

(0.899324. 0.738821) as marked in the table. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

8.1 Conclusion 

In this research, a new business strategy of extensible product life cycle is 

proposed and investigated. It advocates product component sharing by recognition and 

utilization of the mismatch between product performance life cycle and functional life 

c}.cle. In order to optimize the design parameters for this extended life cycle, a distributed 

multi-agent negotiation based decision framework is developed and proved effective in 

solving the decision problem associated with EPLC strategy. Decision problems in EPLC 

are modeled and validated by modified MAUA method that has wide applications in 

various areas. Its special capability in dealing with multi-issue and uncertainty associated 

in the decision problems make it a good theoretical method in modeling of the decision 

problems including design, remanufacturing and reverse logistics. The tree step MAUA 

based decision modeling is an improvement to current research effort in decision-based 

design. Most importantly, the fiizzy inference guided negotiation algorithm developed is 

proved to posses the several important advantages: 

• Through preference approximation and Kalman parameter estimation, the 

algorithm has the capability of negotiation of multiple continuous issues with 

imperfect information. 

• By fuzzy inference guided negotiation, the algorithm is time efficient, and the 

negotiation process is shortened greatly compared with non-fuzzy inference 
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guided negotiation. Through Pareto prediction using second order Taylor series, 

the overall number of negotiation rounds required in getting the Pareto frontier is 

reduced dramatically. The algorithm is also proved insensitive to increase of the 

decision dimension. By applying dual EKF in the algorithm, it is capable to filter 

the decision noise added into the decision model during the negotiation process 

and is potential in elicitation of preference structure of the negotiating agents. 

• The algorithm is also robust through sensitivity analysis, and a zigzag pattem of 

the negotiation process near the small domain around the optimal point of each 

decision agent is observed in the sensitivity analysis. This problem is then 

corrected by the modified fiizzy inference rule base. 

The distributed embedded life cycle assessment tool is also developed in the dissertation. 

It remedies theoretical and practical problems associated with current LCA approaches 

such as eco-indicator. The case study in the dissertation illustrates how we can use the 

decision framework in design of a PCB modular that can be shared by an OEM and E-toy 

producer. Other issues are also considered in the case study such as the reverse 

manufacturing and reverse logistics policies. 

In conclusion, the research solved the problem stated and achieved the research 

objective, although some future research work are still required. 

8.2 Contribution of this research 

From the application point of view, this research for the first time proposed an 

innovative business model that provides a possible answer to the problems in sustainable 
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development and environmental hazards challenging the society and industries. The 

advocated EPLC strategy will create brainstorming in research in product design, 

manufacturing, and other industrial activities. 

Theoretical contributions include decision modeling by multi-attributes utility 

anahsis methodology and the distributed negotiation algorithm with imperfect 

information, and the embedded decision-based LCA tool. 

8.2.1 Decision modeling and negotiation algorithm 

The research for the first time modeled the environmental attributes by utility 

theory, provided a solution to the problems of integration of environmental issues in the 

decision problem, and made it possible to conduct tradeoff between environmental issues 

with other decision attributes. The three step MAUA analysis in decision modeling of 

product design provided an improvement to current model of DBD. 

The negotiation algorithm developed is proved to be powerful. It overcomes some 

crucial problems inhabited in current available negotiation approaches with improved 

efficiency. Fuzzy inference guided negotiation process and second order Taylor 

prediction is also the first try in this research area. The dissertation also for the first time 

integrated EKF in filtering decision noise and preference prediction. It also should be 

pointed out that the indifference curve of the proposing agent doesn't have to be 

monotonic which is required by other negotiation approaches. As long as h is continuous 

the algorithm will still work. The author has tested the negotiation algoritimi with the 

proposing agent's indifferent curve having the pattem showed in Figure 8-1, the 
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negotiation process does not have any difference from other process when the proposing 

agent's indifferent ciir\e is monotonic. 
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Figure 8-1 A non-monotonic indifferent curve of a proposing agent 

The negotiation algorithm can also be applied to other decision problems such as 

optimization of manufacturing system, simulation based optimization, and economics. 

8.2.2 Distributed embedded decision based LCA tool 

The distributed embedded decision based LCA tool developed in the research, 

reduced the requirement of cost and time in conducting LCA assessment, since this tasks 

is decomposed into smaller ones and embedded in the decision process. It also overcomes 
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some problems discussed in the dissertation. The new method in determination of the 

impact weight factors is also elicited using fuzzy similarity. 

We have also presented the research idea of the dissertation through presentations 

in relevant industries. The feedback convinced us that the research conducted in this 

dissertation is potential to influence industry by providing direction in supply chain 

management, product design, and manufacturing. Successfully implementation of the 

EPLC strategy will help industry deliver to the market a more cost saving and 

environmentally benign products and services. 

8.3 Future research work 

Some important research work has been covered in the dissertation, but they 

deserve fiirther research efforts and investigations. Possible research works are 

summarized as follows: 

• Three or more than three agent negotiation with imperfect information 

This research only discussed distributed negotiation process for two agents under 

imperfect information. It should be possible that, in some cases, three and more 

agent negotiation with imperfect information is required. Author is currently 

working on this research topic. 

• Hierarchical-negotiation and distributed problem solving 

In case of more complicated problem solving, the negotiation process may also 

have to be conducted hierarchically. Higher-level negotiation process may need 

the result of negotiation process conducted in lower level according to the 
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decision hierarchy in an organization. This generally requires a mechanism to 

decompose the big problem into smaller ones and assign it to different decision 

agents. In (Li Jianzhi, Zhang I long-Chao, 2003), a decomposition approach was 

discussed. But application of the negotiation algorithm to hierarchical negotiation 

still need further research endeavors. 

• lUility function automated selection and elicitation by unscented Kalman filter 

As we have pointed out in the dissertation that the utility functions for modeling 

of the decision problem are selected according to the decision maker's attitudes to 

risk associated with the decision problem. Although we have not covered how this 

selection process is conducted, it is important to the quality of decision modeling. 

Initial study suggested that we could apply a procedure to automatically select the 

utility fimction from a database of utility templates according to the preference 

stmcture. Since EKF is also applied in approximation of the preference stmcture, 

it follows that EKF might be able to select its state function fi-om the database and 

choose the best one that has the least residual error. It was also pointed out in the 

research that although EKF is good in noise filtering, it is not ideal in case more 

precision is required. Initial study showed that unscented Kalman filter has a 

better performance compared with EKF. It is advisable to test this in the algorithm 

and in automated utility function elichation. 

• Some misconceptions and problems to utility theory 

Amid the process of this research, the author also observed and discovered some 

incorrect concepts in utilhy analysis in (Keeney and Raiffa 1976). One problem is 
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in its development and use of the kj and kjj in the elicitation of multi-attribute 

utilit) functions in (3-8) through (3-11). kj and k^j in these functions are the 

scaling constant generated in order to maintain the consistence of the decision 

maker in its preference to different attributes of the decision problem. An imtial 

study showed that some constant coefficients of the utility function could also 

cause inconsistence, which are not a scaling constant. For example suppose the 

utilitN function has the form: 

1/ 
u(x) = h + kx^'') 

The \ alue selected in the function for either h, k or a, can influence the 

consistence of the preference to the different attributes. While inconsistence 

cause by h and k can be remedied by a scaling constant, the inconsistence cause 

by a can not be solved in the same way. But in checking for consistence, a should 

also be considered. Another problem to MAUA is that theorem 3-4 and 3-5 do not 

hold in some cases. We can only give a brief discussion here since this is not the 

focus in this dissertation. But further research to correct these problems is highly 

recommended since the wide application of the book and MAUA theory covered 

in that book. 
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package jamesdissertation; 

/** 

* <p>Title: Disseration of James On Muiti-AgL-nt NL-L;otiation</p> 

* <.p~"Description: This software Illustrate how coupled conflicting agents negotiate with one another to 
reach a eqilibbrium of the system </p> 

* <p>Copyright: Copxright (c) 2003--/p> 

* <p>Company: < p^ 

* @author Jianzlii Li 

* @,version 1.0 

*/ 

import com.ibm.able.*; 

import Java.awt.*; 

import java.awt.event.*; 

import java.io.PrintStream; 

import java.util.*; 

import javax.swing.*; 

import javax.swing.event.PopupMenuEvent; 

import javax.swing.event.PopupMenuListener; 

import javax.swing.tree.*; 

// Referenced classes of package com.ibm.able.editor: 

// ViewObject, AbleSelectPropertyDialog, AgentEditor, AbleEditor, 

// AbleGuiPreferences 

public class MainCanvas extends JPanel 

implements MouseListener, MouseMotionListener, PopupMenuListener 

{ 

public boolean connectionlnProgress; 

public JFrame frame; 
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private DecisionBean myAgenl; 

private ViewObject myAgontView; 

private VicwObjocl niyl-ocusObj; 

private ViewObject mxSclectedObj; 

private JTree m\ TreeView; 

private int nnConnectionModc; 

pri\ate boolean nn DraglnProgressFlag; 

private Point myStartDragPoint; 

private transient Point myOldAgentPoint; 

private String mySourceProperty; 

private String myDestProperty; 

private String mySourceEvent; 

private String myDestEvent; 

private int myViewType; 

private String workingDirectory; 

transient ViewObject connectionSource; 

transient int oldXl; 

transient int oldX2; 

transient int oldYl; 

transient int oldY2; 

public MainCanvasO 

{ 

connectionlnProgress = false; 

frame = null; 

myAgent = null; 

myAgentView = null; 

myFocusObj = null; 
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mySeicctcdObj = null; 

myTreeView = null; 

myConnectionModc = 0; 

niN'DraglnProgressFlag = false; 

' myViewT>pe = AbleEditor.Preferences.getConnectionsView(); 

workingDirectory = Abie.ProductDirectory + "examples"; 

connectionSource = null; 

oldXl =-1 ; 

addMouseListener(this); 

addMouseMotionListener(this); 

addKe\Listener(new KeyAdapter() { 

public void keyPressed(KeyEvent keyevent) 

{ 

int i = keyevent.getKeyCodeO; 

if(i = 127) 

//{ 

if(mySelectedObj != null && keyevent != null) 

mySelectedObj.actionPerformed(new ActionEvent(mySelectedObj, 1001, "delete")); 

//} 

/* else 

if(i == 27 && connectionSource != null && connectionlnProgress) 

try 

{ 

endConnection(null); 

} 

catch(AbleException ableexception) { } 
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} * / 

} 

[); 

public void setViewObject(ViewObject viewobject) 

{ 

if(myAgentView != null) 

myAgentView.setVisible(true); 

myAgentView.setLocation(myOldAgentPoint); 

} 

myAgentView = viewobject; 

myAgent = viewobject.getBean(); 

myAgentView.setVisible(false); 

add(myAgentView); 

myOldAgentPoint = myAgentView.getLocation(); 

myAgentView.setLocation(0, 0); 

} 

public Object getAgent() 

{ 

retum myAgent; 

} 

public void setFrame(JFramejframe) 

{ 

lrame=j frame; 

} 

public DecisionBean getSelectedObject() 
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if(mySelectedObj == null) 

return m\ Agent; 

else 

return mySelectedObj.getBean(); 

} 

public Component add(Component component) 

I \ 

reposition(component); 

super.add(component); 

invalidate(); 

repaintO; 

retum component; 

} 

public void remove(Component component) 

{ 

super.remove(component); 

invalidateO; 

repaintO; 

} 

private void reposition(Component component) 

{ 

Component acomponent[] = getComponents(); 

for(int i = 0; i < acomponent.length; i++) 

{ 

Point point = component.getLocation(); 

if(point.equals(acomponent[i].getLocation())) 
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component.setLocation(point..\ + 15, point.y + 60); 

public ViewObject getSelectedViewObject() 

I \ 

retum mySeiectedObj; 

} 

public void setSelectedViewObject(ViewObject viewobject, boolean flag) 

I \ 

if(mySelectedObj != null) 

mySeiectedObj.setSelected( false); 

mySelectedObj = viewobject; 

mySeiectedObj.setSelected(true); 

if(mySelectedObj != null && flag) 

selectTreeNodeO; 

repaintO; 

} 

public void setNoSelectedViewObject() 

{ 

if(mySelectedObj != null) 

mySeiectedObj.setSelected(false); 

mySeiectedObj = null; 

requestFocusO; 

repaintO; 

} 

private void selectTreeNode() 
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if(myTrocView' = null) 

I 

V 

return; 

} else 

TreeModel treemodel = mvTreeVie\v,getModel(); 

DefaultMutableTreeNode defaultmutabletreenode 
(DefaultMutableTreeNode)treeniodel.getRoot(); 

tlndTreelMode(defaultmutabletreenode); 

retum; 

} 

} 

private void findTreeNode(DefaultMutableTreeNode defaultmutabletreenode) 

{ 

Enumeration enumeration = defaultmutabletreenode.children(); 

ViewObject viewobject = (ViewObject)defaultmutabIetreenode.getUserObject(); 

if(viewobject == mySeiectedObj) 

{ 

TreePath treepath = new TreePath(defaultmutabletreenode.getPath()); 

myTreeView.setSelectionPath(treepath); 

myTreeView.scroIlPathToVisible(treepath); 

retum; 

} 

for(; enumeration.hasMoreElementsO; 
findTreeNode((DefaultMutableTreeNode)enumeration.nextElement())); 

} 
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public void mouseCiickcd(Moiisclwcnt mou.sccvent) 

{ 

ViewObject viewobject = m\AgentVie\v; 

requestFocusO; 

Component component = (Component)mouseevent,getSource(); 

if(component instanceof ViewObject) 

\ iewobject = (ViewObjcct)component; 

if(mouseevent.getClickCount() == 1 && SwingUtiiities.isLeftMouseButton(mouseevent)) 

if(viewobject == null) 

setNoSelectedVie\vObject(); 

else 

setSelectedViewObject(viewobject, !(mouseevent.getSourceO instanceof JTree)); 

} 

public void mousePressed(MouseEvent mouseevent) 

{ 

ViewObject viewobject = null; 

myStartDragPoint = new Point(mouseevent.getX(), mouseevent.getY()); 

Component component = (Component)mouseevent.getSource(); 

if(component instanceof ViewObject) 

viewobject = (ViewObject)component; 

else 

if(component instanceof MainCanvas) 

viewobject = myAgentView; 

else 

if(component instanceof JTree) 

{ 

TreePath treepath = ((JTree)component).getPathForLocation(mouseevent.getX(), 

mouseevent.getYO); 
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if(treepath = null) 

return; 

DefaultMutableTreeNode defaultmutabletreenode 
(DefaultMutableTreeNode)trcepath,getLastPathComponenl(); 

viewobject (ViewObjcct)defaultmutabletreenodc.getlJserObject(); 

if(\ iewoltject = null) 

return; 

} else 

{ 

return; 

} 

if(mouseevent.isPopupTriggerO && mouseevent.getClickCount() == 1 && IconnectionlnProgress) 

{ 

showPopup(mouseevent, viewobject); 

retum; 

} 

if(mouseevent.getClickCount() == 2 && (viewobject instanceof ViewObject)) 

viewobject.actionPerformed(new ActionEvent(viewobject, 1001, "open")); 

} 

public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent mouseevent) 

{ 

ViewObject viewobject = null; 

Component component = (Component)mouseevent.getSource(); 

if(component instanceof ViewObject) 

viewobject = (ViewObject)component; 

else 

if(component instanceof MainCanvas) 
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viewobject nnAgcntView; 

else 

if(component instanceof JTree) 

{ 

TreePath treepath = ((J rrec)component),getPathForLocation(mouseevent.getX(), 
mouseevent.get^'()); 

if( treepath == null) 

return; 

DefaultMutableTreeNode defaultmutabletreenode = 
(DefaultMutableTreeNode)treepath.getLastPathComponent(); 

viewobject = (ViewObject)defaultmutabletreenode.getUserObject(); 

if(viewobject == null) 

retum; 

} else 

{ 

retum; 

} 

if(mouseevent.isPopupTriggerO && mouseevent.getClickCountO == 1 && IconnectionlnProgress) 

{ 

showPopup(mouseevent, viewobject); 

retum; 

} 

if(myDragInProgressFlag) 

{ 

myDraglnProgressFlag = false; 

Point point = new Point(mouseevent.getX(), mouseevent.getYO); 

if((Math.abs(point.x - myStartDragPoint.x) > 1 || Math.abs(point.y - myStartDragPoint.y) > 1) && 

viewobject != null) 

{ 
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viewobject.setLocation((viewobiect.getX() i- point.x) - myStartDragPoint.x, (viewobject getYO + 
point.y) - myStartDragPoimy); 

repaintO; 

setCursor(Cursor.gciPredefinedCursor(0)); 

public void mouseEntered(MouseFvent mouseevent) 

if(connectionlnProgress) 

setCursor(Cursor.getPredefmedCursor( 1)); 

} 

public void mouseExited(MouseEvent mouseevent) 

{ 

} 

public void mouseDragged(MouseEvent mouseevent) 

{ 

ViewObject viewobject = null; 

if(connectionInProgress) 

retum; 

Component component = (Component)mouseevent.getSource(); 

if(!(component instanceof MainCanvas)) 

viewobject = (ViewObject)component; 

if(viewobject != null) 

{ 

if(!myDragInProgressFlag) 

myDraglnProgressFlag = true; 

if(! contains(mousee vent. getX(), 
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mouseevent.getYO)) 

setCursor(Cursor.getPrederinedCursor(0)); 

else 

setCursor(Cursor.getPredetlnedCursor( 13)); 

I 

} 

public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent mouseevent) 

{ 

boolean flag = false; 

boolean flagl = false; 

if(connectionSource != null) 

{ 

Component component = mouseevent.getComponent(); 

int i; 

intj; 

if(! (component instanceof MainCanvas)) 

{ 

ViewObject viewobject = (ViewObject)component; 

Point point = viewobject.getInputPos(); 

i = point.x; 

j = point.y; 

} else 

{ 

i = mouseevent.getXO; 

j = mouseevent.getYO; 

} 
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/* ifi[component != null) 

{ 

paintConnection(i, j); 

connectionlnProgress = true; 

}*/ 

I 

} 

public void removeListenersO 

{ 

removeMouseListener(this); 

removeMouseMotionListener(this); 

} 

public void showPopup(MouseEvent mouseevent, ViewObject viewobject) 

{ 

JPopupMenu jpopupmenu = viewobject.getPopupMenu(mouseevent, viewobject); 

ifQpopupmenu != null) 

{ 

jpopupmenu.addPopupMenuListener(this); 

jpopupmenu.show((Component)mouseevent.getSource(), mouseevent.getXO, mouseevent.getYO); 

} 

} 

public void popupMenuWillBecomeVisible(PopupMenuEvent popupmenuevent) 

{ 

} 

public void popupMenuWillBecomeInvisible(PopupMenuEvent popupmenuevent) 

{ 

repaintO; 
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public void popupMenuCanceled(PopupMenuEvent popupmenuevent) 

{ 

} 

public String getWorkingDirectoryO 

{ 

return workingDirectory; 

public void setWorkingDirectory(String s) 

{ 

workingDirectory = s; 

} 

public void setStatus(String s) 

{ 

((Agent_Editor)fTame).setStatus(s); 

} 

} 
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package jamesdissertation; 

//Swing Components 

import com.borland.jbcl.layout.*; 

import javax.swing,border.*; 

import Java.awt,*; 

import Java,awt.datatransfer.*; 

import Java,aw t.event,*; 

import Java,beans.*; 

import Java.io.*; 

import java.langreflect.Modifier; 

import java.net.URL; 

import Java.rmi.RemoteException; 

import java.text.DateFormat; 

import java.util.*; 

import javax.swing. *; 

import javax.swing.event.TreeSelectionEvent; 

import javax.swing.event.TreeSelectionListener; 

import javax.swing.tree.*; 

import java.util. Vector; 

//import inference.RuleSetEditor; 

import com.ibm.able. Able; 

import com.ibm.able.AbleException; 

import com.ibm.able.mles.AbleRuleSet; 

import com.ibm.able.mles.AbleRuleSetEditor; 

import com.ibm.able.rules.AbleRuleSetEditorLauncher; 

//package from Able 

import com.ibm.able.data.AbleData; 
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import com.ibm.able.dataAbleDoublcLiteral; 

import com.ibm,able.data.AbleExpression; 

import com.ibm.able.data.AbleRd; 

import com,ibm.able.data,AbleStringLitcral; 

import com.ibm.able.data. AbleVariable; 

import com.ibm.able.rules. AbleAssertionClause; 

import com.ibm.able.rules. AbleAssertionRule; 

import com.ibm.able.data.AbleFuzzyVariable; 

import com.ibm.able.rules.AbleRuleBlock; 

//package from Numerics 

import jvx.numeric.PnRootFinder; 

import jv.vecmath.PdVector; 

import jv.fiinction.PuFunction; 

//import jvx.numeric.PnRootFinder; 

//package for diferentiation 

import symbolic.Mathinterpreter; 

import symbolic.*; 

//package for Kalman 

import kalmanfilter.*; 

//package form colt 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleMatrix2D; 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleMatrix ID; 

import cem.CO It.matrix.linalg.Algebra; 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleFactory 1D; 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleFactory2D; 

//package for output analysis 

import org.apache.poi.hssf.usermodel.*; 
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import Java.io.FileOutputStream; 

import Java. io.lOException; 

/** 

* <p^Title: Jianzhi's Disertation</p> 

* <p>Description: Wp^ 

* --p^CopN right: Cop\ right (c) 2003-/p ~ 

* <p>Company: IE Texas fcch-- p 

* @author James Jianzhi Li 

* (^version 1.0 

*/ 

public class AgentEditor extends JFrame 

implements PropertyChangeListener 

{ 

//private member 

private Proposer pa; 

private int NumberOfOpponents=0; 

private final String DEClS10N_AGENT="Decision_Agent"; 

private final String NEGOTIATOR="Negotiator"; 

private boolean fiD=false; 

private Opponent!] oa=new Opponent! 10]; 

//Rule Related 

AbleRuleSet ruleSet; 

//Kalman Filter related 

KalmanFilter kf= new KalmanFilter(2,5); 

//negotiation related members 
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String rules = "c;/Negotiation,arl"; 

Vector vProposals=new Vcctor(); 

Object[] inputBf=new Object[l]; 

DoubleMatrix 1D nVectorProposer; 

DoubleMatrix 1D unitVectorOpp; 

DoubleMatrix ID unitVectorOppOld; 

//DoubleMatrix 1D unitVectorOppChange; 

double[] deltalncrease= new double[Configuration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

PuFunction gradientOfProposer=new PuFunction(Configuration.getNumberOfPara(), 1); 

PuFunction gradientOfOpponent=new PuFunction(Configuration.getNumberOfPara(),l); 

double innermult; 

//private SwingComponents 

private JPanel contentPane; 

private JScrollPane leftCanvas; 

private JScrollPane rightCanvas; 

private JMenuBar jMenuBarl = new JMenuBar(); 

private JMenu jMenuFile = new JMenu(); 

private JMenuItem jMenuFileExit = new JMenuItem(); 

private JMenu jMenuHelp = new JMenu(); 

private JMenuItem jMenuHelpAbout = new JMenuItem(); 

private JMenu Inspect = new JMenu(); 

private JMenu jMenul =newJMenu(); 

private JMenuItem Delete_Agent = new JMenultem(); 

private JMenuItem AddAgent = new JMenuItem(); 

private JMenuItem jMenuIteml = new JMenuItem(); 

private JMenuItem jMenuItem2 = new JMenuItem(); 

private JMenu jMenu2 = new JMenu(); 
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private JMenuItem jMenulteni3 = new JMeiuillem(); 

private JMenuItem jMenultem4 new JMcnultem(); 

private J Button bRun = new JButlon(); 

private J Button bRunNStep = new JButtonO; 

private J Button bRunOneStep =̂  new JButlon(); 

private JButton bStop = new JButton(); 

private JButton bAddNegotiator = new JButton(); 

private JButton bAddAgentButton = new JButton(); 

private JToolBar jToolBar2 = new JToolBar(); 

private TitledBorder titledBorderl; 

private JPanel jPanell = new JPanel(); 

private GridLayout gridLayoutl = new GridLayout(); 

private JSplitPane jSplitPanel = new JSplitPane(); 

private JPanel WorkPane = new JPanel(); 

private JPanel TreeView = new Panel(); 

private JTabbedPane jTabbedPanel = new JTabbedPane(); 

private JPanel jDecisionAgentPane = new JPanel(); 

private JPanel jNegotiatorPanel = new JPanel(); 

private TitledBorder titledBorder2; 

private JPanel jPanel4 = new JPanel(); 

private BorderLayout borderLayout 1 = new BorderLayout(); 

private BorderLayout borderLayout2 = new BorderLayout(); 

private JPanel jPanel2 = new JPanel(); 

private JButton jbAddOpponent = new JButton(); 

private JLabel jLabell = new JLabel(); 

private JLabel jLabel2 = new JLabel(); 

private FlowLayout flowLayoutl = new FlowLayout(); 
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private JLabel jLabel3 new JLabel(); 

private short sheetNo=0; 

DoubleMatrix ID para; 

//customized Cna\as 

private MainCanvas mainCanvas = new MainCanvas(); 

//The out put exi 

FileOutputStream out; 

// create a new workbook 

HSSFWorkbook wb; 

// create a new sheet 

HSSFSheet s, s2; 

// declare a row object reference 

HSSFRowr = null; 

HSSFRowrl = null; 

// declare a cell object reference 

HSSFCell c = null; 

// create 3 cell styles 

HSSFCellStyle cs; 

// create 2 fonts objects 

HSSFFontf; 

private JFileChooser jFileChooserl = new JFileChooser(); 

private JPanel Parameters = new JPanel(); 

private JButton jButtonl = new JButton(); 

private JLabel jLabeW = new JLabel(); 

private JButton jButton2 = new JButton(); 

private JLabel j Labels = new JLabeI(); 

//Construct the frame 
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public AgentEditorO { 

enableEvents(AWTEvent.WlNDOW_EVENT_MASK); 

trv̂  ! 

jblnitO; 

I 
I 

catch(Exception e) { 

e.printStackTrace(); 

} 

} 

/Component initialization 

private \oid jblnit() throws Exception { 

DoubleFactory 1D fl =DoubleFactory 1 D.dense; 

nVectorProposer=fl.make(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp01d=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

//unitVectorOppChange=fl .make(Configuration,getNumberOfPara()) 

titledBorder2 = new TitledBorder(""); 

jPanel 1 .setLayout(gridLayout 1); 

Tree_View.setBackground(Color.white); 

WorkPane.setBackground(Color. white); 

contentPane = (JPanel) this.getContentPane(); 

JTabbedPane 1 .setTabPlacement(JTabbedPane.BOTTOM); 

JTabbedPane l.setToolTipTextC'"); 

jDecision_Agent_Pane.setToolTipText("decision agent"); 

jDecision_Agent_Pane.setLayout(flowLayoutl); 

jNegotiator_Panel.setToolTipText("Setup Fuzzy Rules"); 

jNegotiator_Panel.setActionMap(null); 
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jPanel4.setLayout(borderLayout2); 

jPanel4.setMinimumSize(new Dimension(2l)4, 55)); 

jPanel4.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(2()4, 75)); 

bAdd AgentButton.setTool ripText(""); 

bAddAgentButton.setlcon(ncw lniagelcon(Agent Editor.class.getResource("proposer.GIF"))); 

jbAddOpponent.setlcon(new Imagelcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("Opponent.GIF"))); 

jbAddOpponent.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 

jbAddOpponent.addActionListener(new'Java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

jbAddOpponent_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

jLabel 1 .setToolTipText(""); 

jLabell .setText("Add Proposer"); 

jLabel2.setToolTipText(""); 

jLabel2.setText("Add Opponents"); 

JButton l.setIcon(newImageIcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("ftizzy32.gif'))); 

JButtonl.addActionListener(newjava.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

JButton l_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

jLabel4.setToolTipText(""); 

jLabel4.setText("No of variables"); 

jButton2.setIcon(newImageIcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("filter32.gif'))); 

jButton2.addAcfionListener(new java.awt.event.AcfionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
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jButton2_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

jLabel5,setToolTipText(""); 

jLabel5.setText("Negotiaon Parameters"); 

Parameters.setToolTipText("Setup System"); 

jDecision_Agent_Pane.add(jLabel 1, null); 

jDecision_Agent_Pane.add(bAddAgentButton, null); 

jDecision_Agent_Pane.add(jLabel2, null); 

jDecision_Agent_Pane.add(jbAddOpponent, null); 

jNegotiator_Panel.add(bAddNegotiator, null); 

JTabbedPanel .add(Parameters, "Configuration"); 

JTabbedPanel.add(jDecision_Agent_Pane, "Decision Agent"); 

JTabbedPane 1 .add(jNegotiator_Panel, "Negotlatior"); 

jToolBar2.setLayout(new FlowLayout()); 

jTooIBar2.add(bRunOneStep, null); 

jToolBar2.add(bStop, null); 

jToolBar2.add(bRunNStep, null); 

jTooIBar2.add(bRun, null); 

jPanel4.add(jToolBar2, BorderLayout.WEST); 

jPanel4.add(jTabbedPanel, BorderLayout.CENTER); 

titledBorderl = new TitledBorder(""); 

this.setSize(new Dimension(552, 445)); 

this.setTitle("Distributed Decision-Making Frame Work"); 
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jMenuFile.setTe\t("File"); 

jMenuFileExit.sctText("E\it"); 

JMenuFileExit.addActionLislencr(new' ActionLi.sleiicr() { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

jMenuFileExit_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

jMenuHelp.setText("Flelp"); 

jMenuHelpAbout.setText("About"); 

JMenuHelpAbout.addActionListener(new ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

jMenuHelpAbout_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

Inspect.setText("Inspect"); 

jMenu 1 .setText("Deploy Agent"); 

Delete_Agent.setText("Remove Agent"); 

Add_Agent.setText("Insert Agent"); 

JMenuItem 1 .setText("Negofiafion Process"); 

jMenuItem2.setText("Prediction"); 

jMenu2.setText("Control"); 

jMenultem3.setText("Start Negotiation"); 

jMenuItem4.setText("Stop Negotiation"); 

bRunOneStep.setIcon(newImageIcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("step32.gif'))); 

bRunOneStep.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 

bRunOneStep.addActionListener(newjava.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
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bRunOneStep_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

bRunNStep.setlcon(newlmagelcon(Agent_Editor,class.getResource("mn32.gif'))); 

bRunNStep.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 

bRunNStep,addActionListener(ncwjava.awt,cvent.ActionListener() { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

bRunNStep_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

bRun.setlcon(new lmageIcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("run32F.gif'))); 

bRun.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 

bRun.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

bRun_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

bStop.setIcon(newImageIcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("stepF32.gif'))); 

bStop.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 

bStop.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

bStop_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

contentPane.setLayout(borderLayoutl); 

bAddNegotiator.setIcon(new ImageIcon(Agent_Editor.class.getResource("negotiator.GIF"))); 

bAddNegotiator.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 
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bAddNegotiator.addActionListener(new Java.awt.event,ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPcrformed(ActionEvcnt e) { 

bAddNegotiator actionPerformcd(c); 

} 

}); 

bAddAgentButton.setMargin(new lnsets(0, 0, 0, 0)); 

bAddAgentButton.setActionCommand(DL-ClS10N_AGENT); 

bAddAgentButton.addActionListener(new Java.awt.event,ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

bAddAgentButton_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

jMenuFile.add(jMenuFileExit); 

jMenuHelp.add(jMenuHelpAbout); 

jMenuBarl .add(jMenuFile); 

jMenuBarl .add(jMenul); 

JMenuBarl.add(Inspect); 

JMenuBarl .addQMenu2); 

JMenuBarl .add(jMenuHelp); 

jMenul .add(Add_Agent); 

jMenu 1 .add(Delete_Agent); 

Inspect.add(jMenuIteml); 

lnspect.add(jMenuItem2); 

jMenu2.add(jMenuItem3); 

j Menu2. add(j Menultem4); 

this. set JMenuBar(j MenuBar 1); 

contentPane.addOPanel 1, BorderLayout.CENTER); 
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contentPane.addOPanel4, BorderLayout.NORTil); 

jPanel 1 .add(jSplitPaneI, null); 

jSplitPanel.add(Tree_View, JSplitPane,LI'FT); 

Tree_View,add(^iLabel3, null); 

contentPane.add(,jPanel2, BorderLayout.SOUTH); 

JSplitPane 1 .setDi\ iderLocation(90); 

rightCanvas=new JScrollPane(); 

// mainCanvas=new' MainCanvas(); 

rightCanvas.getViewport().add(mainCanvas,null); 

jSplitPanel.add(rightCanvas, JSplitPane.RlGHT); 

rightCanvas.getViewport().add(mainCanvas, null); 

Parameters.add(jLabel4, null); 

Parameters.addQButtonl, null); 

Parameters.add(jLabel5, null); 

Parameters.add(jButton2, null); 

// create a new workbook 

wb = new HSSFWorkbookO; 

// create a new sheet 

} 

//File I Exit action performed 

public void jMenuFileExit_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

System.exit(O); 

} 

//Help I About action performed 

public void jMenuHelpAbout_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
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MainFrameAboutBox dig = new MainFrame_AboutBox(this); 

Dimension dlgSize = dlg.getPrefcrrcdSizeO; 

Dimension fi-mSize =̂  gctSizeO; 

Point loc = getLocationO; 

dlg.setLocation((fTmSize.width - dlgSize.width) / 2 i- loc.x, (frmSize.height - dIgSize.height) / 2 + loc.y); 

dlg.setModal(true); 

dlg.packO; 

dlg.show'(); 

} 

//Overridden so we can exit when window is closed 

protected void processWindowEvent(WindowEvent e) { 

super.processWindowEvent(e); 

if (e.getlDO == WindowEvent.WINDOWCLOSING) { 

jMenuFileExit_actionPerformed(null); 

} 

} 

void bRunOneStep_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

if(Configuration.debug) 

for(int i=0;i<NumberOfOpponents; i++) { 

System.out.println(oa[i].getBeanName()); 

} 

//String mles = "C:/ablews2/ableexamples/src/com/ibm/able/examples/rules/trout.arl"; 

//oneStepNegotiationWithFuzzyO; 

oneStepNegotiationOpti 1 (); 

} 
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void bRunNStep_actionPerlbrmed(Actionl-vent c) { 

runNofuzzx'O; 

//runwithFuzz\(); 

void bRun_actionPerformed( Act ion 1-; vent e) { 

runNegotiationwithFuzzyO; 

} 

\oid bStop_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

OneStepNegotiationWithFuzzyO; 

void bAddAgentButton_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

//Proposer_Bean pa; 

ViewObject viewObject; 

try{ 

pa=new Proposer("Proposer"); 

viewObject= new ViewObject(pa,this); 

ProposerBeanlnfo pbl=new ProposerBeanInfo(); 

java.awt.Image image ; 

image=pbI.getIcon(2); 

Imagelcon myBeanlcon = new Imagelcon(image); 

viewObject.setlcon(myBeanlcon); 

viewObject.addMouseListener(mainCanvas); 

viewObject.addMouseMotionListener(mainCanvas); 
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viewObject.setText(pa.getName()); 

mainCanvas.add(viewObjcct); 

mainCanvas.repaintO; 

rightCanvas.repaintO; 

this.repaintO; 

}catch(Exception el){} 

bAddAgentButton.setEnabled(false); 

/'current Agent V iew'=da; 

} 

void bAddNegotiator_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

try{ 

AbleRuleSetEditor ae=new AbleRuleSetEditor(); 

AbleRuleSetEditorLauncher rel=new AbleRuleSetEditorLauncher(); 

///ae. 

rel.getContentPane().add(ae); 

} catch (AbleException exp) { 

if (exp.getExceptionsO == null) { 

System. out.printl n(exp); 

} else { 

Iterator it = exp.getExceptions().iterator(); 

while (it.hasNextO) { 

Exception ee = (Exception)it.next(); 

System.out.println(e); 

ee.printStackTraceO; 

} 
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} 

catch (I-Aception exp) | 

System.out.println(c\p.getLocali/odMessagc()); 

exp.printStackTracc(); 

} 

public \oid propert\Change(PropertyChangeEvent propertychangeevent){} 

//void copy(AbleBean a){ I 

void createInspectorWindow(Object o. String s){} 

String getWorkingDirectoryOJretum "";} 

void setStatus(String s){} 

void removeFromWindowList(Object myCustomizer){} 

JMenuItem addToWindowList(Object myCustomizer, String s){return null;} 

//AbleAgent getCurrentAgentView()(return null;} 

// void setCurrentAgent( Able Agent a){} 

//static void createConnection(Object connectionSource, ViewObject viewobject){} 

void jbAddOpponent_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

ViewObject viewObject; 

//System.out.println("ok opponentO"); 

try{ 

oa[NumberOfOpponents]=newOpponent("Opponent"); 

//System.out.println("ok opponentl"); 

viewObject= new ViewObject(oa[NumberOfOpponents],this); 

//System.out.println("ok opponentl"); 
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OpponentBeaninfo oal new OpponentBcanlnfo(); 

Java,awt.Image image ; 

image oal,getIcon(2); 

Imagelcon myBeanlcon = new Imagelcon(image); 

\iew Object.setlcon(m>'Bean Icon); 

viewObject.addMouseListener(mainCanvas); 

viewObject.addMouseMotionListener(mainCanvas); 

viewObject.setText(oafNumberOtDpponents].getName()); 

mainCanvas.add(\ lew Object); 

//System.out.println("okopponent2"); 

mainCanvas.repaintO; 

rightCanvas.repaintO; 

this.repaintO; 

NumberOfOpponents++; 

}catch(Exception el){} 

//bAddAgentButton.setEnabled(false); 

//currentAgentView=da; 

} 

* 

* Run the negotiaon not giuded by the fuzzy engine 

* 

private void mnNofuzzy(){ 

s = wb.createSheetO; 

// declare a row object reference 
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r = null; 

// declare a cell object reference 

c = null; 

// create 3 cell styles 

cs = wb,createCellSt> le(); 

// create 2 fonts objects 

f = wb.createFont(); 

f.setFontHeightlnPoints((short) 10); 

//make it the color at palette index Oxf (white) 

f.setColor((short)HSSFCellStyle.BLACK); 

cs.setFont(f); 

set the cell format see HSSFDataFromat for a full list 

cs.setDataFormat(HSSFDataFormat.getFormat("#0.000")); 

Vector newProposal =new Vector(); 

//Set up the initial proposal with aspire level a 

double[] initial=new double[Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

double[] initial l=new double[Configuration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

double incStep=Configuration.step; 

m:t'*************** ******* *************************************************** 

* Initialize the Kalman Filter according to the proposals and the udlity 

* feed back. With different number of decision varialbes 

*/ 

kf.KalmanFilterlnitO; 

PuFunction ff =new PuFunction(Configuration.getNumberOfi'ara(),l); 

PdVector vPv; 

Algebra alg=new Algebra(); 

int round =0; 
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double small=l; 

Object[] output; 

//variables for frontier prediction 

Vector solutions =new Vector(); 

Vector unitVectorsPro=ncw Vector(); 

double!] deltaproposal=new' double[Configuration.gctNumberOfPara()]; 

double[] deltaVP=new double [Contlguration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

double[] np=new double[Cont'iguration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

try{ 

s2=wb.createSheet("Negotation Process"); 

mieSet = new AbleRuleSet(); 

mleSet.parseFromARL(rules); 

ruleSet.init(); 

short rownum=(short)0; 

DoubleMatrix ID olddelta, newdelta,npl,np2,np3; 

DoubleFactory 1D f=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

for (int ii=0;ii<7;ii++){ 

double pn=0; 

double!] inc=new double[Configuration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

double pLevel=0; 

double oLevel=0; 

small=l; 

double condition=0.0001; 

if(ii==0){ 

// get initail proposal from the agent 

initial=pa.getInidalProposal(); 
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// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution lor the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined b> the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuralion.getNumberOfPara()-l); 

pn=vPv.getFirstEntryO; 

S>stem.out.println("The initial proposal of the proposer is: "+initial!0]+ " and "+pn ); 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l;!++){ 

np!i]=inidal!i]; 

} 

np!Configuration.getNumberOfi'araO-l]=pn; 

pLevel=pa.getAspireLevel(); 

}else{ 

if(ii<3){ 

inc=oppGoUp(incStep); 

for(int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

initial l!i]=np!i]+inc!i]; 

np!i]=initiall!i]; 

} 

ff.setExpression(pa.getUdlityFunctionO,0); 

pLevel=ffeval(0,initiall); 

pa.setAspireLevel(ff.eval(0,initiall)); 

//System.out.println("new aspire level: "+pa.getAspireLevel()); 

} 

if(ii>2){ 

double!] deltaVPO=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

np 1 =f.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 
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np2=fmake(Configuration.getNumberOtPara()); 

np3=fmake(Configuration,gctNumberOIPara()); 

npl,assign((DoubleMatrixlD)(unitVectorsPro,gct(unitVectorsPro.size()-3))); 

np2.assign((DoubleMatri\lD)(unitVectorsPro,gcl(unitVectorsPro.size()-2))); 

np3.assign((DoubleMatrixlD)(unitVectorsPro.get(unitVectorsPro.size()-l))); 

for (int dim=0;dim^Configuration.getNumberOt?ara();dim++){ 

deltaVP!dim]-(np3,get(dim)-np2.gel(dim))/(np3.get(0)-np2.get(0)); 

System.out.println("differentiation is"+ deltaVPIdimj); 

} 

for (int dim=0;dim<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();dim++){ 

deltaVP0!dim]=(np2.get(dim)-npl.get(dim))/(np2.get(0)-npl.get(0)); 

} 

for (int dim=0;dim<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();dim++){ 

initiall!dim]=np!dim]+deltaVP!dim]*incStep+0.5*(deltaVP!dim]-deltaVP0!dim])*incStep; 

//System.out.println("delta increase is"+0.5*deltaVP!dim]*incStep); 

np!dim]=initial 1 !dim]; 

} 

ff.setExpression(pa.getUtilityFuncdon(),0); 

pLevel=ff.eval(0,initial 1); 

pa.setAspireLevel(ffeval(0,initiall)); 

//System.out.println("new aspire level: "+pa.getAspireLevel()); 

} 

} 

if(Configuration.getDebug()) { 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfParaO;i++){ 

System.out.println("The inidal proposal of the proposer for the "+i+ 

"th variable is: "+np!i]); 
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//get the utility feed back from all the oppoenets agent about this proposal 

for (int i=0;i-^NumberOfDpponents;i i +){ 

if(Configuration.getDebug()){ 

S>stem.out.pnntln(i+"th agent's feedback is:"+oa!i].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

DoubleFactory lDdfl=DoubleFactory I D.dense; 

para=dfl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()*2+l); 

kfsetProposal(np); 

double noisyFbOpp=oa!0].udlityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kfsetUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kf.processO; 

//kf. 

para.assign(kf.getPara()); 

//calculate the unit normal vector of the proposer and opponent, and inner multi 

unitVectorOpp.assign(innerMuld(np)); 

// set up the negotiation Engine, the Maximum deltolncrease of each dimension 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

deltaIncrease!i]=(pa.getParaMax()!i]-pa.getParaMin()!i])/Configuration.getNoOFNegodoan(); 

if(Configuration.debug) { 

//System.out.println("The Maximum delta increase under dimension "+i+" is: "+ 
deltalncreaseli]); 

} 

} 

// System.out.println("ii= "+ii); 

// out put the initial proposal 
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if(ii==0) 

{ 

r=s,createRow(rownum); 

}else { 

r.setRowNum(row num); 

} 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfl'ara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("The prosposal u"+(int)cellnum+"in round"+ii); 

} 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara())); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("Noisy Udlity "+ii); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("Noisy Udlity "+ii); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("Real Utility "+ii); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 
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c.setCellValue("unitVectorOpp " i ii); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4)); 

c.setCellSt>le(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponentPre"+ii); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c ^ r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+5)); 

c.setCellStN le(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponent"+ii); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponentPre"+ii); 

//rownum++; 

int doround=0; 

small=1.0; 

do{ 

int changec=0; 

// create a row 

r = s.createRow((short)(rownum+l)); 

/* if(ii==0){ 

r = s.createRow((short)(rownum+l)); 

}else{ 

r.setRowNum((short)( 1 +rownum)); 

} 

*/ 

// make the row height bigger (in twips - 1/20 of a point) 
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r.setMeight((short) 0x249); 

create the cells in a row 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (shortjConflguration.getNumberOfParaO; cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(np!(int)cellnum]); 

} 

unitVectorOpp.assign( innerMulti(np)); 

if(doround>0){ 

double unitVectorOppChange=alg.mult(unitVectorOpp,unitVectorOpp01d); 

if (unitVectorOppChange<0) { 

if (changec<l){ 

condition=condition* 10; 

changec++; 

} 

inputBfi;0]=newDouble((Math.abs(unitVectorOppChange))); 

//Get the output 

output=(Object!])mleSet.process(inputBf); 

small=small*Double.parseDouble(output!0].toStringO); 

}else small=small; 

} 

System.out.println("small="+small); 

System.out.println("condidon =" +condidon); 

unitVectorOpp01d.assign(innerMulti(np)); 
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//compput the inner multi of the unit noram vector and the normal vector of opponent 

// get the increase direcion unitDeltaIncrease=unit noram vector of oppoent-normal vector of 
proposer 

//compute the new proposal 

// System.out.println("potentialincrease: "+(1 -Math.abs(innermult))); 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l ;i++){ 

inidal!i]=np!i]+unitVectorOpp.get(i)*small*deltalncrease!i]*3; 

// System.out.println("delta increase is XXXXXXXXXX"+(1-
Math.abs(innermult))*unitVectorOpp.get(i)*deltalncrease[i]*3); 

// System.out.println("the ne proposal is"+initial!i]); 

np!i]=initial!i]; 

} 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-1); 

if(vPv.getSize()<l) { 

System.out.prindn("THE SOLUTION OUT BOUND"); 

} 

pn=vPv.getFirstEntry(); 

np!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]=pn; 

//for (int i=0;i<Configuradon.getNumberOfPara();i++) 

// if(Configuration.debug){ 

//System.out.println( "the proposal is"+np!0]+" and "+np!l]); 

// } "the New proposal is "+i+" is: "+ 

//if(Configuradon.getDebug()) { 
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System.out.println("the potential incrcase"+(l-Math.abs( innermult))); 

//} 

round++; 

rownum++; 

if((l-Math.abs(innermult)>0.004)){ 

kfsetProposal(np); 

noisNFbOpp=oa!0].utility LevelFeedBack(np); 

kf.setUtilityLevel(nois> FbOpp); 

// System.out.println("Utilty Feedback is in round "+round+" is: 
"+oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

kf.processO; 

//} 

//output the noisy feedback 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara())); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(noisyFbOpp); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(kf.getStatePredict().get(0)); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

oLevel=oa!0].getUtilityLevel(); 

c.setCellValue(oa!0].getUtilityLevel()); 

para.assign(kf.getParaPredict()); 

DoubleMatrix IDnonnalVectorOfOpponentPre; 

DoubleFactorylDf2=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 
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normalVectorOtDpponentPre t2.niakc(Connguralion.getNumberOfPara()); 

normalVectorOtDpponentPre.set(0,2*(para.get(0))*(np!0]-para.get(l))); 

normalVectorOrOpponentPrc.set(l,2*(para,get(2))*(np!l]-para.get(3))); 

cem.jet.math.Functions I cern.jet.math.Functions.functions; 

comput the unit normal vector of Opponent this will be used in next round nre proposal 

normal VectorOfOpponentPre.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg.norm2(normalVectorOfOpponentPre)))); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfParaO+4)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()+5)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get( 1)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get( 1)); 

doround++; 

} while(l -Math.abs(innermult)>condition); 

rownum++; 

DoubleMatrix IDe; 

e=f.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 
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'/e.assign(nVectorProposer); 

e.assign(np): 

unitVectorsPro.add(e); 

//S>stcni.out,println("Unit Vector"+nVeclorProposer,get(0)+" and "+nVectorProposer.get(l)); 

r=s2.crealeRow((short)ii); 

//out put the result to the excel 

for (int cn=0;cn<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();cn++){ 

c=r.createCell((short)cn); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(np!cn]); 

} 

c=r.createCell((short)Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(pLevel); 

c=r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+I)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(oLevel); 

//System.out.println("The size of the Vector"-i-unitVectorsPro.size()); 

} 

//solutions.add(np); 

} catch (Exception e) { 

System.out.prindn("there is a error: "+e); 

} 

try{ 

if(JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION==jFileChooserl.showSaveDialog(this)) { 

Filef=newFile("D:"); 

JFileChooserl.setCurrentDirectory(f); 
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out - new FilcOutputStream( JFileChooserl ,gctSclecledl'ile0.getPath());} 

wb.write(out); 

out.close(); 

}catch (Exception e) { 

I 
I 

S\stem.out.println("round of negotiation is"+round); 

// }catcli (Exception ablee){ 

S>stem.out.println("negotiation error" i ablec); 

//Put the solution of the last propsal to the start of the new proposal 

public DoubleMatrix ID innerMulti(double!] np){ 

DoubleMatrix 1D normal VectorOfProposer 1 .normal VectorOfOpponent 1, increase Vector; 

DoubleFactory 1D fl=DoubleFactoryID.dense; 

normalVectorOfProposerl=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

normal VectorOfOpponent 1 =f 1 .make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

increaseVector=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

try{ 

Mathinterpreter m=new Math_interpreter(); 

if(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()<4){ 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

switch (i){ 

case 0: 
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gradientOt?roposer,setExpression(m,calculate("DIFI'("fpa,function.getExpression(0)+",u)"),0); 

normalVcctorOtProposerl .scl(i, gradientOIProposer.eval(0,np)); 

gradientOfOpponent.setExpression(m.calculate("DlFF("+oa!0].function.getExpression(0)+",u)"),0); 

System.out.println("Proposers ditT'tgradientOfOpponent.getExpression(0)+" Opponent's 
diff: "+gradientOt?roposer.getExpression(0)); 

normal VectorOtDpponentl.set(i,gradientOfOpponent.eval(0,np)); 

S\ stem.out.pnntln("oppoeent's vect u:"+gradientOfOpponent.eval(0,np)); 

SNstem.out.println("pro'svect u:"+gradientOfProposer.eval(0,np)); 

if(Configuration.getDebug()){ 

System.out.printlnC'the differentiation of proposer's function with v is:" 

+gradientOt?roposer.getExpression(0)); 

} 

break; 

case 1: 

gradientOfProposer.setExpression(m.calculate("DIFF("+pa.function.getExpression(0)+",v)"),0); 

normalVectorOfProposerl .set(i, gradientOfProposer.eval(0,np)); 

gradientOfOpponent.setExpression(m.calculate("DIFF("+oa!0].fiincdon.getExpression(0)+",v)"),0); 

System.out.println("oppoeent's diff+gradientOfOpponent.getExpression(0)H-" Opponent's 
diff: "-t-gradientOfProposer.getExpression(O)); 

normalVectorOfOpponentl .set(i, gradientOfOpponent.eval(0,np)); 

System.out.printIn("oppoeent's vect v:"+gradientOfOpponent.eval(0,np)); 

System.out.printlnC'pro's vect v:"+gradientOfProposer.eval(0,np)); 

break; 

case 2: 

gradientOfProposer.setExpression(m.calculate("DIFF("+pa.funcdon.getExpression(0)+",w)"),0); 

normal VectorOfProposerl .set(i, gradientOflProposer.evaKO.np)); 
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gradientOfOpponent.seli:\pression(m.calculate("DlFF("+oa!0].function.getExpression(0)-H",w)"),0); 

normal VectorOfOpponent l.set(i,gradientOfOpponent.eval(0,np)); 

//System.out.printlnC'oppoeent's vect u:"+gradientOfOpponent.eval(0,np)); 

break; 

default: 

break; 

} 

}else{ 

double ep!]=new double! 1]; 

PuFunction diffp.diffo; 

diffi3=diff(pa.function.getExpression(0),np); 

oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 

diffo=diff(oa!0].fiinction.getExpression(0),np); 

//System.out.printlnC'diff of proposer is: "-t-diffp.getExpression(O)); 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

ep!0]=np!i]; 

normalVectorOfProposerl .set(i, diffp.eval(i,ep)); 

normalVectorOfOpponentl .set(i, diffo.eval(i,ep)); 

System.out.printlnC Vector of proposer"+normal VectorOfProposerl .get(i)); 

System.out.println("VectorofOpponent"+nonnalVectorOfOpponentl.get(i)); 

} 

} 

}catch(Exception e){ 

System.out.println("Error"+e.toString()); 

} 

Algebra alg=new Algebra(); 
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cern.jet.math.Functions I = cern jet,math.Functions,functions; 

//comput the imit normal vector of Opponent this will be used in next round nre proposal 

normal VectorOfOpponentl.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg.norm2(normalVectorOfOpponentl)))); 

normalVectorOfProposer I.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg,norm2(normal VectorOfProposerl)))); 

innermult^ alg.mult(normal VectorOfProposerl,normalVectorOfOpponentl)/ 

Math.sqrt((alg.norm2(normalVectorOfOpponentl)*alg.norm2(normalVectorOfProposerl))); 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i+-i-){ 

increaseVector.set(i,normal VectorOfOpponent l.get(i)+normal VectorOfProposer l.get(i)); 

nVectorProposer.assign(nonnal VectorOfProposerl); 

retum increaseVector; 

public PuFunction diff(String func,double!] dp){ 

PuFunction gradient=new PuFunction(l,dp.length); 

//System.out.printlnC'THe lenth of dp is:"+dp.length); 

String singleParaFunc=func; 

try{ 

Mathinterpreter m=new Math Jnterpreter(); 

for (int i=0;i<dp.length;i++){ 

for(intjj=OuJ<iuJ++){ 

String para="u"+Integer.toStringOJ); 

singleParaFunc=replaceFunctionPara(para.trimO, dpOJ], singleParaFunc); 

//System.out.println("singleParaFunc"+singleParaFunc); 

} 

for (int j=i+l;j<dp.length;j++){ 
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String para="u"+lnteger.toString(j); 

singleParaFunc=replaceFunctionPara(para,trim(), dpO],singleParaFunc); 

//System.out.println("singleParaFunc"+singleParaFunc); 

} 

String replacepara="u"+lnteger.toString(i); 

singleParaFunc=replaceOnePara(singleParaFunc,replacepara.trim()); 

gradient.setExpression(m.calculate("DlFF("+singleParaFunc+",u)"),i); 

singleParaFunc=func; 

System.out.printlnC'THe round of i:"+i+"gradient of i"+gradient.getExpression(i)); 

\ 
t 

}catch(Exception e){ 

System.out.println("Error"+e.toString()); 

} 

retum gradient; 

} 

private double!] oppGoUp(double step){ 

double r!]=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

r!0]=step; 

for (int i=l;i<Configuradon.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

r!i]=nVectorProposer.get(i)*(step)/nVectorProposer.get(0); 

} 

retum r; 

} 

private void oneStepNegodationOptil(){ 

s = wb.createSheetO; 

// declare a row object reference 

r = null; 
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// declare a cell object reference 

c ^ null; 

//create 3 cell styles 

cs = wb.createCellSty leO; 

// create 2 fonts objects 

f = wbcreateFontO; 

f setFontHeightlnPoints((short) 10); 

//make it the color at palette index Oxf (white) 

f setColor((short) HSSFCellStN IcBLACK); 

cs.setFont(f); 

set the cell format see HSSFDataFromat for a full list 

cs.setDataFormat(HSSFDataFormat.getFormat("#0.000")); 

Vector newProposal =new Vector(); 

//Set up the initial proposal with aspire level a 

double!] inidal=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

* Initialize the Kalman Filter according to the proposals and the utility 

* feed back. With different number of decision varialbes 

*/ 

kfKalmanFilterlnitO; 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

PdVector vPv; 
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int round =0; 

double!] npmimis= new double |Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

double!] np=new double[Configuration.gctNumberOfPara()]; 

initial=pa.getlnitialProposal(); 

// initial=pa,getlnitialProposal(); 

pa,setAspireLevel(pa,getlnitial Aspire LevelO); 

vPv=pa,getPProposal(initial,Configuration,getNumberOfPara()-1); 

double pn=vPv.getFirstEntry(); 

//ifi(Configuration,debug)! 

System.out.println("The initial proposal of the proposer is: "+initial!0]+ " and "+pn ); 

//} 

I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* 

* concact the nth variable to the n-1 diciaion variables to a vector and 

* change it to a double array 

*/ 

for(inti=0;i<inidal.length;i++){ 

Double d=new Double(inidal[i]); 

newProposal.add(d); 

} 

newProposal.add(newDouble(vPv.getFirstEntry())); 

short rownum=(short)0; 

for (int i=0;i<Configuradon.getNumberOfParaO-l;i++){ 

np!i]=initial!i]; 
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} 

np!Configuration.getNumberOtPara()-l I pn; 

for (int i=0;i--Configuration.getNumberOtPara();i++){ 

// np!i]=Double.parseDouble(newProposal.get(i).toString()); 

' if(Configuration.getDebug()){ 

System.out.println("The initial proposal of the proposer for the "+i+ 

"th variable is: "+np!i] ); 

intj=0; 

//get the utility feed back from all the oppoenets agent about this proposal 

for (int i=0;i<NumberOfOpponents;i++){ 

if(Configuradon. getDebugO) { 

System.out.println(i+"th agent's feedback is:"+oa!i].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

} 

} 

DoubleFactory 1D dfl=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

DoubleMatrix 1D pProposal 1 ,pProposal2; 

para=dfl.make(5); 

//double!]!] deltalnc=new double!2]!2]; 

// call the KalMan Filtering Class to filter out the utility noise and update 

//the utility function in relation with decision parameters( here the 
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// proposal and the control ol the stale function 

//pProposal l=dfl.make(2); 

//pProposal2=df 1 .make(2); 

//for(int l=0;l<Configuration,getNumberOt?ara();l++){ 

//pProposal l.set(0,np!0]*0.9); 

// double deltaUlnc=0.0; 

//deltalnc!0]!0]=; 

// pProposal 1 ,set( 1 ,np! 1 ]* 1.1); 

// pProposal2.set(0,np!0]* 1.1); 

// pProposal2.set( 1 ,np! 1 ] *0.9); 

kf.setProposal(np); 

double noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utiIityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kf.setUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

//kf 

para=dfl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()*2+l); 

para. assign(kf getPara()); 

for (int i=0;i<5;i++){ 

System.out.println("the parameter is"+ para.get(i)); 

} 

//calculate the unit normal vector of the proposer and opponent, and inner multi 
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DoubleFactor> 1D f 1 =Doublel'actory I D.dense; 

nVectorProposer=fl.makc(Configuration.gctNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=fl.makc(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=innerMulti(np); 

// set up the negotiation Engine, the Maximum deltolncrease of each dimension 

for (int i=0;i-~Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

deltaIncrease[i]=(pa.getParaMax()!i]-pa.getParaMin()!i])/Configuration.getNoOFNegodoan(); 

if(Configuration.debug)! 

System.out.println("The Maximum delta increase under dimension "+i+" is:"+ deltalncreaseli]); 

} 

} 

// double!] increase=new double!Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

//try{ 

r=s.createRow(rownum); 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOiPara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'The prosposal u"); 

} 
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c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOIPara())); 

c,setCellStyle(cs); 

csetCellValueC'noisyFbOpp"); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumber01Para()+1)); 

c.setCellSt>le(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'OppFeedBack "); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'FbOppPredic"); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'unitVectorOpp "); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'VectorOfOpponentPre"); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCelI((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+5)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'VectorOfOpponent"); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()+6)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'VectorOfOpponentPre"); 

//rownum++; 
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do{ 

// create a row 

r = s,createRow((short)(ro\viuim+1)); 

// make the row height bigger (in twips - 1/20 of a point) 

r.setHeight((short) 0x249); 

// create the cells in a row 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfPara(); cellnum ++) 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellVaIue(np!(int)cellnum]); 

} 

//compute the new proposal 

for (int i=0;i<Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()-l;i++){ 

initial!i]=np!i]; 

initial!i]=initial!i]+unitVectorOpp.get(i)*deltaIncrease!i]*2; 

System.out.println("delta increase vector"+unitVectorOpp.get(i)); 

np!i]=np!i]+unitVectorOpp.get(i)*deltaIncrease!i]; 

System.out.printlnC'the new proposl is"+initial!i]); 

} 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-1); 
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itlvPv.getSizeO--l) break; 

pn=vPv.getFirstl:nlr\(); 

nplConfiguration.getNumberOtParaO-1 ] pn; 

for (int i=0;i--Configuration,getNumberOfPara();i++) 

if(Configuration.debug)! 

System.out.println( np!l]); 

} //"the New proposal is "+i+" is: "+ 

if(Configuration.getDebugO) { 

System.out.printlnC'the potential increase"+(l-Math.abs( innermult))); 

/ inputBfI0]=new Double(deltainc); 

VinputBfl 1 ]=new Double( 1); 

//output=(Object!])mleSet.process(inputBf); 

//compput the inner multi of the unit noram vector and the normal vector of opponent 

unitVectorOpp.assign( innerMulti(np)); 

round++; 

rownum++; 

//if((l-Math.abs(innermult)>0.004)){ 

kf.setProposal(np); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 
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kfsetUtilityLcvel(noisyFbOpp); 

//System.out.printlnC'Utilty Feedback is m round "+round+" is: "+oa!0].udlityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

kfprocess(); 

//} 

//output the noisy feedback 

c = r.createCell((short)(Connguration.getNumberOfPara())); 

c,setCellStyle(cs); 

c,setCellValue(noisyFbOpp); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r,createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l)); 

c,setCellStyle(cs); 

c,setCellValue(kfgetStatePredictO.get(0)); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(oa!0].getUtilityLevelO); 

para.assign(kf.getParaPredict()); 

DoubleMatrix ID normal VectorOfOpponentPre; 

DoubleFactorylDf2=DoubleFactorylD.dense; 

nomialVectorOfOpponentPre=f2.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

normalVectorOfOpponentPre.set(0,2*(para.get(0))*(np!0]-para.get(l))); 

nomialVectorOfOpponentPre.set(I,2*(para.get(2))*(np!l]-para.get(3))); 
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cern.jet.math.Functions I' - ccrnjcl,math,Functions,functions; 

Algebra alg= new Algebra(); 

//comput the unit normal vector of Opponent this will be used in next round nre proposal 

nomialVectorOfOpponentPre.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg.norm2(normalVectorOfOpponentPre)))); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Contlguration.getNumberOfPara()+4)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+5)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(l)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(l)); 

}while(I-Math.abs(innermult)>0.1); 

//Save the output data 

//pa.setAspireLevel(pa.getAspireLevel()-5*ii); 

try{ 
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if (JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPT10N== JFileChooserl.showSaveDialog(this)){ 

File f^new File("D:"); 

JFileChooser l.setCurrentDirectory(f); 

out = new FileOutputStream(JFileChooserl.getSelectedFile(),getPath());} 

wb.write(out); 

out.closeO; 

)catch (Exception e) { 

} 

System.out.println("round of negotiation is"+round); 

// }catch (Exception ablee){ 

// System.out.printlnC'negotiation error"+ablee); 

// } 

} 

private void oneStepNegotiadonl(){ 

s = wb.createSheetO; 

// declare a row object reference 

r = null; 

// declare a cell object reference 

c = null; 

// create 3 cell styles 

cs = wb.createCellStyleO; 

// create 2 fonts objects 

f = wb.createFontO; 

fsetFontHeightInPoints((short) 10); 

//make it the color at palette index Oxf (white) 

fsetColor((short)HSSFCellStyle.BLACK); 
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cs.setFont(f); 

//set the cell format see HSSFDataFromat for a full list 

cs.setDataFormat(HSSFDataFormat.gclFormat("#0.000")); 

Vector new Proposal =new Vector(); 

Set up the initial proposal with aspire level a 

double!] initial=pa.getlnitialProposal(); 

* Initialize the Kalman Filter according to the proposals and the utility 

* feed back. With different number of decision varialbes 

*/ 

kf.KalmanFilterlnitO; 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

PdVector vPv; 

int round =0; 

for(intii=0;ii<l;ii++){ 

initial=pa.getInitialProposal(); 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

double pn=vPv.getFirstEntry(); 

if(Configuration.debug) { 
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System.out.printlnC'The initial proposal of the proposer is: "+inilial!0]+ " and "+pn 

1*********************^,^,^1^:^,^,,^,^^,,^^,^,^,,^ 

* 

* concact the nth variable to the n-1 diciaion variables to a vector and 

* change it to a double ana> 

*/ 

for(int i=0;i<inidal.length;i++){ 

Double d=new Double(inidal!i]); 

newProposal.add(d); 

} 

newProposal.add(new Double(vPv.getFirstEntry())); 

double!] np=new double!newProposal.size()]; 

short rownum=(short) 1; 

for (int i=0;i<newProposal.size();i++){ 

np!i]=Double.parseDouble(newProposal.get(i).toString()); 

if(Configuradon.getDebug()) { 

System.out.printlnC'The initial proposal of the proposer for the "+i+ 

"th variable is: "+np!i]); 

} 
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int j=0; 

//get the utilitN feed back from all the oppoenets agent about this proposal 

for (int i=0;i<NumberOfDpponents;i++){ 

if(Configuration,getDebugO)! 

System.out,println(i+"th agent's feedback is:"+oa!i],utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

I 

DoubleFactory lDdfl=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

DoubleMatrixlDpProposall,pProposal2,pProposal3,pProposal4; 

//para=dfl .make(5); 

// call the KalMan Filtering Class to filter out the utility noise and update 

//the udlity function in relation with decision parameters( here the 

// proposal and the control of the state function 

pProposal 1 =df 1 .make(2); 

pProposal2=dfl .make(2); 

pProposal3=dfI .make(2); 

pProposal4=df 1 .make(2); 

kfsetProposal(np); 

double noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kfsetUdlityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 
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kfprocessO; 

pProposal 1 .set(0,np!0]*0.8); 

pProposal 1 .set( 1 ,np! 1 ]); 

kf setProposal(pProposal 1 .toArrayO); 

nois>FbOpp=oa!0].utility LevelFeedBack(pProposal 1 .toArrayO); 

kf setUtility Level(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

pProposal2.set(0,np!0]* 1.1); 

pProposal2.set(l,np!l]); 

kf.setProposal(pProposal2.toArtay()); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(pProposal2.toArray()); 

kf.setUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

pProposal3.set(0,np[0]); 

pProposal3.set(l ,np!l ]* 1.2); 

kf.setProposal(pProposal3.toArray()); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0] .udlityLevelFeedBack(pProposal3 .toArrayO); 

kf.setUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

pProposal4.set(0,np!0]); 

pProposal4.set(l,np!l]*0.8); 

kfsetProposal(pProposal4.toArray()); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].udlityLevelFeedBack(pProposal4.toAn-ay()); 
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kf setUtility Level(noisy I bOpp); 

kf.processO; 

// kf 

para.assign(kfgetPara()); 

for (int i=0;i--5;i++){ 

System.out.printlnC'the parameter is"+ para,get(i)); 

} 

calculate the unit normal vector of the proposer and opponent, and inner multi 

DoubleFactory 1D f 1 =DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

nVectorProposer=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=fl.make(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=innerMulti(np); 

// set up the negotiation Engine, the Maximum deltolncrease of each dimension 

for (int i=0;i<Configuradon.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

deltalncrease!i]=(pa.getParaMaxO!i]-pa.getParaMin()!i])/Configuradon.getNoOFNegotioan(); 

if(Configuration. debug) { 

System.out.printlnC'The Maximum delta increase under dimension "+i+" is:"+ deltalncreaseli]); 

} 

} 

double!] increase=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfParaO-l]; 

//try{ 
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if(ii-=0) 

{ 

r=s.createRow((short)0); 

}else { 

r.setRowNum((short)0); 

} 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOn^ara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'The prosposal u"+(int)cellnum+"in round"+ii); 

} 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

CsetCellValueC'noisyFbOpp round "+ii); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCelI((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'OppFeedBack round "+ii); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'FbOppPredic round "+ii); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3+ii*9)); 
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c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("unitVectorOpp"+ii); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara() K+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponentPre"+ii); 

/output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+5+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponent"+ii); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponentPre"+ii); 

do{ 

// create a row 

if(ii==0){ 

r = s.createRow(rownum); 

}else{ 

r.setRowNum((short)(l+rownum)); 

} 

// make the row height bigger (in twips - 1/20 of a point) 

r.setHeight((short) 0x249); 

// create the cells in a row 
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for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfl^ara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum+ii*9)); 

c.setCellSt>le(cs); 

c.setCellValue(np!(int)cellnum]); 

} 

//compute the new proposal 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l;i++){ 

initial!i]=np!i]+(l-Math.abs(innermult))*unitVectorOpp.get(i)*deltaIncrease!i]*3; 

np!i]=np!i]+(l-Math.abs(innermult))*unitVectorOpp.get(i)*deltaIncrease!i]*3; 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

if(vPv.getSizeO<l) break; 

double oldDeItapp=Math.abs(vPv.getFirstEntry()-np!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]); 

double newDeltapp; 

for (int pi=l;pi<vPv.getSize();pi++){ 

newDeltapp=Math.abs(vPv.getEntry(pi)-np!Configuration.getNumberOfParaO-l]); 

if(newDeltapp<oldDeltapp) { 
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pn=vPv.getEntry(pi); 

} 

} 

// pn=vPv.getFirstEntryO; 

np[Configuration.getNumberOtPara()-l]=pn; 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++) 

// iflJConfiguration.debug)! 

System.out.println( np!l]); 

// } "the New proposal is "-i-i+" is: "+ 

ifi^Configuration.getDebugO)! 

System.out.printlnC'the potential increase"+(l-Math.abs( innermult))); 

} 

//inputBflO]=new Double(deltainc); 

//inputBf!l]=new Double(l); 

//output=(Object!])ruleSet.process(inputBf); 

//compput the inner multi of the unit noram vector and the normal vector of opponent 

unitVectorOpp.assign( innerMulti(np)); 

round++; 

rownum++; 
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pProposal 1 .set(0,np!0]*0.8); 

pProposal 1 .set( 1 ,np! 1 ]); 

kf setProposal(pProposal 1 .toArrayO); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(pProposall.toArrayO); 

kf.setUtility Le\ el(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

pProposal2.set(0,np!0]* 1.1); 

pProposal2,set( 1 ,np! 1 ]); 

kf.setProposal(pProposal2.toArray()); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utility LevelFeedBack(pProposal2.toArray()); 

kfsetUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kf.processO; 

pProposal3.set(0,np!0]); 

pProposal3.set(l,np!l]*1.2); 

kf.setProposal(pProposal3 .toArrayO); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utility LevelFeedBack(pProposaI3.toArrayO); 

kf.setUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

pProposal4.set(0,np!0]); 

pProposal4.set(l,np!l]*0.8); 

kfsetProposal(pProposal4.toArray()); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(pProposal4.toArray()); 

kf setUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kfprocessO; 

//if((I-Math.abs(innermult)>0.004))! 
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kfsetProposal(np); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kf setUtility Level(noisyFbOpp); 

// System.out.println("Utilty Feedback is in round "+roimd+" is: "+oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

kfprocessO; 

//} 

output the noisy feedback 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(noisyFbOpp); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(kf.getStatePredict().get(0)); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfParaO+2+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(oa!0].getUtilityLevel()); 

para.assign(kfgetParaPredict()); 

DoubleMatrix ID normalVectorOfOpponentPre; 

DoubleFactory lDf2=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

normalVectorOfOpponentPre=f2.make(Configuration.getNumberOfParaO); 

normalVectorOfOpponentPre.set(0,2*(para.get(0))*(np!0]-para.get(l))); 
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normalVectorOfOpponentPre,set(l,2*(para.get(2))*(np!l]-para.get(3))); 

cernjet.math.Functions F = cern jet.math.Functions.functions; 

Algebra alg^new Algebra(); 

//comput the unit normal vector of Opponent this will be used in next round nre proposal 

normal VectorOtDpponentPre.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg,norm2(normal VectorOfOpponentPre)))); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfParaO+5+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(l)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfi^araO+6+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(l)); 

}while(l-Math.abs(innermult)>0.00001); 

//Save the output data 

pa.setAspireLevel(pa.getAspireLevelO-5*ii); 
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try! 

if(JFileChooser.APPROVi: OPTION == JFileChooserl.showSaveDialog(this)) { 

out = new FileOutputStream( JFileChooserl ,getSelectedFile(),getPath());} 

wb.\vrite(out); 

out.closeO; 

}catch (Exception e) ! 

} 

System.out.println("round of negotiation is"+round); 

// }catch (Exception ablee)! 

System.out.println("negotiation error"+ablee); 

// } 

/****** ******************************************************^i**,l:sl:St:,^,l::t:^:,l!,i!,j::^ 

* Fuzzy inference: 

* Predict the new proposal change according to the scale of old proposal, the inner 

* multilification of the Normal Vector of indifferent surface of the proposer 

* at aspire level a, and then mutiply with the the direction (normal vector 

* o f t h e u t i l i t y f u n c d o n g e n e r a t e d b y K a l m a n F i l e t e r i n g ) 

***************************************************************************/ 

II set up the inference Engine, the Maximum deltolncrease of each dimension 

private void oneStepNegotiationWithFuzzyO! 
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s ^ wb.createSheetO; 

declare a row object reference 

r = null; 

// declare a cell object reference 

c = null; 

create 3 cell styles 

cs = Wb.createCellStyleO; 

// create 2 fonts objects 

f = wb.createFontO; 

fsetFontHeightInPoints((short) 10); 

//make it the color at palene index Oxf (white) 

fsetColor((short)HSSFCellStyle.BLACK); 

cs.setFont(f); 

//set the cell format see HSSFDataFromat for a full list 

cs.setDataFormat(HSSFDataFormat.getFormat("#0.000")); 

Vector newProposal =new Vector(); 

//Set up the initial proposal with aspire level a 

double!] initial=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

l * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , f p i ^ : , ^ i i : 

* Initialize the Kalman Filter according to the proposals and the utility 

* feed back. With different number of decision varialbes 

*/ 

kfKalmanFilterlnitO; 

double oldProInc=0.5; 
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Object I ] output; 

try; 

ruleSet = new AbleRuleSet(); 

ruleSet.parseFromARL(rules); 

ruleSet. initO; 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

PdVector vPv; 

int round =0; 

double!] npminus= new double !Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

double!] np=new double!Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()]; 

initial=pa.getInitialProposal(); 

// initial=pa.getInitialProposal(); 

pa.setAspireLevel(pa.getInitialAspireLevel()); 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

double pn=vPv.getFirstEntry(); 

//if(Configuration.debug){ 

System.out.printlnC'The initial proposal of the proposer is: "+initial!0]+ " and "+pn ); 

//} 

r *********************************** 
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* concact the nth variable to the n-1 diciaion variables to a vector and 

* change it to a double array 

*/ 

short rownum=(short)0; 

for (int i=0;i^Configuration.getNumbeiOtPara()-l ;i++){ 

np!i]=initial!i]; 

\ 
I 

np!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]=pn; 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++)! 

// np!i]=Double.parseDouble(newProposal.get(i).toString()); 

//if(Configuration.getDebug()){ 

System.out.printlnC'The initial proposal of the proposer for the "+i+ 

"th variable is: "+np!i]); 

//} 

} 

intj=0; 

//get the utility feed back from all the oppoenets agent about this proposal 

for (int i=0;i<NumberOfOpponents;i++){ 

if(Configuration.getDebugO)! 

System.out.println(i+"th agent's feedback is:"+oa!i].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

j++; 

} 

} 
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DoubleFactory I D df 1 =Doubki'actory I D.dense; 

DoubleMatrix 1D pProposal 1 ,pProposal2; 

para=dfl.make(5); 

kf.setProposal(np); 

double nois>FbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kfsetUtilityLevel(nois>FbOpp); 

kf.processO; 

// kf 

para.assign(kfgetPara()); 

//calculate the unit normal vector of the proposer and opponent, and inner multi 

DoubleFactory ID fl=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

//nVectorProposer=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=innerMulti(np); 

oldProInc=(l-Math.abs(innermult))*2; 

// set up the negotiation Engine, the Maximum deltolncrease of each dimension 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++)! 

deltaIncrease!i]=(pa.getParaMax()!i]-pa.getParaMin()!i])/Configuration.getNoOFNegodoan(); 

if(Configuration.debug){ 

System.out.printlnC'The Maximum delta increase under dimension "+i+" is:"+ deltalncreaseli]); 

} 

} 

// double!] increase=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

/ / try! 

r=s. createRow(ro wnum); 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfPara(); cellnum ++) 
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I 
// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'The prosposal u"); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOn'ara())); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("noisyFbOpp"); 

//output the Klaman predicted udlity 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l)); 

c,setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("OppFeedBack "); 

c = r.createCelI((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("FbOppPredic"); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'unitVectorOpp"); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValueC'VectorOfOpponentPre"); 
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//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Connguration,gctNumberOIPara()+5)); 

c,setCellSt>le(cs); 

c,setCellValue("VectorOtDpponent"); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r,createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponentPre"); 

do{ 

// create a row 

r = s.createRow((short)(rownum+l)); 

// make the row height bigger (in twips - 1/20 of a point) 

r.setHeight((short) 0x249); 

// create the cells in a row 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfPara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(np!(int)cellnum]); 

} 

//inputBflO]=newDouble(deltainc); 

//inputBfIl]=new Double(l); 

//output=(Object!])mleSet.process(inputBf); 

//compput the inner multi of the unit noram vector and the normal vector of opponent 
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unitVectorOpp,assign( innerMulti(np)); 

round++; 

rownum++; 

inputBf!0]=new Double(oldProlnc); 

inputBf! 1 ]=new Double((I-Math.abs(innermult))); 

if(Configuration.debug) I 

S\stem.out.println("the input is: *** "+inputBtTO]+" and "+inputBfII]); 

I 
I 

Get the output 

output=(Object!])ruleSet.process(inputBf); 

oldProInc=Double.parseDouble(output!0].toString()); 

// System.out.println(oldProInc); 

if(Configuration.debug) { 

System.out.printlnC'the increase"+oldProInc); 

} 

//compute the new proposal 

//unitVectorOpp=innerMulti(np); 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l;i++)! 

initial!i]=np!i]+unitVectorOpp.get(i)*oldProInc*10*deItaIncrease!i]; 

np!i]=inidal!i]; 

} 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

if(vPv.getSizeO<l) { 

System.out.printlnC'THE SOLUTION OUT BOUND"); 

} 

pn=vPv.getFirstEntry(); 
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np!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]=pn; 

7if((l-Math,abs(innermult)H),004)){ 

kfsetProposal(np); 

nois\FbOpp=oa!0].UtilitN LevelFeedBack(np); 

kf.setUtilit> Le\el(noisyFbOpp); 

// System.out.printlnC'Utilty Feedback is in round "+round+" is: "+oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

kf.processO; 

//} 

/output the noisy feedback 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara())); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(noisyFbOpp); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOfParaO+l)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(kfgetStatePredictO.get(0)); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOfi'ara()+2)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(oa!0].getUtilityLevel()); 

para.assign(kf.getParaPredict()); 
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DoubleMatrix ID normal VectorOlOpponcntPre; 

DoubleFactory 1D \2 =DoubleFactory I D.dense; 

normalVectorOtDpponentPre 12.make(ConfigLiration.getNumberOfPara()); 

normalVectorOfOpponentPre.set(0,2*(para.get(0))*(np!0]-para.get(l))); 

normal VectorOfOpponentPre.set(l,2 *(para.get(2))*(np!l]-para,get(3))); 

cem.jet.math.Functions F = cem jet,math.Functions.functions; 

Algebra alg=new Algebra(); 

//comput the unit normal vector of Opponent this will be used in next round nre proposal 

normalVectorOfDpponentPre.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg.norm2(normalVectorOfOpponentPre)))); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOflPara()+5)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get( 1)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 
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c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get( I)); 

} while( 1 -Math.abs(innermult)>0.00001); 

'Save the output data 

//pa.setAspireLevel(pa.getAspireLevel()-5*ii); 

try! 

if (JFileChooser. APPROVE^OPTION == JFileChooserl .showSaveDialog(this)) ! 

File f^new File("D:"); 

JFileChooser l.setCurrentDirectory(f); 

out = new FileOutputStream( JFileChooserl.getSelectedFile().getPath());} 

wb.write(out); 

out.closeO; 

} catch (Exception e) { 

} 

System.out.println("round of negotiation is"+round); 

// } catch (Exception ablee) { 

// System.out.printlnC'negotiadon error"+ablee); 

// } 

} catch (Exception e) { 

} 

} 

private void mnNegotiationwithFuzzy(){ 

s = wb.createSheetO; 

// declare a row object reference 

r = null; 

// declare a cell object reference 

c = null; 
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//create 3 cell styles 

cs = wb.createCellSt> leO; 

// create 2 fonts objects 

f = wb.createFontO; 

fsetFontHeightInPoints((short) 10); 

//make it the color at palette index Oxf (white) 

f setColor((short) HSSFCellSlN le.BLACK); 

cs.setFont(f); 

//set the cell format see HSSFDataFromat for a full list 

cs.setDataFormat(HSSFDataFormat.getFormat("#0.000")); 

Vector newProposal =new Vector(); 

DoubleMatrix 1D normalVectorOfOpponentPre; 

//Set up the initial proposal with aspire level a 

double!] initial=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

double!] initial l=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()]; 

^ * * * * * * * + * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* Initialize the Kalman Filter according to the proposals and the udlity 

* feed back. With different number of decision varialbes 

*/ 

kfKalmanFilterlnitO; 

// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

// that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

PuFuncdon ff =new PuFunction(Configuration.getNumberOfParaO,l); 

PdVector vPv; 

int round =0; 
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double!] npminus= new double [Configuration,gctNumberOfPara()-

double!] np-new double!Configuration.getNumberOf!^ara()]; 

DoubleFactory ID f 1 =DoubleFactoi y I D.dense; 

nVectorProposer=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

unitVectorOpp=fl.make(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

double oldProlnc=0.5; 

Object!] output; 

try I 

ruleSet = new AbleRuleSetO; 

ruleSet.parseFromARL(rules); 

mleSet.init(); 

for(int ii=0;ii<5;ii++){ 

double pn=0; 

double!] inc=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()] ; 

if(ii>0){ 

oldProInc=0.3; 

inc=oppGoUp(l); 

for(int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++)! 

inidal 1 !i]=np!i]+inc!i]; 

np!i]=initiall!i]; 

} 

//np!0]=3; 

ff.setExpression(pa.getUdlityFunction(),0); 

pa.setAspireLevel(ffeval(0,initiall)); 

System.out.println(pa.getAspireLevel()); 

} 
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itlii==0){ 

oldProlnc=0.5; 

initial=pa.getlnitialProposal(); 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration,gctNumber01Paia()); 

pn=vP\ ,getFirstEnlr\(); 

System,out.printlnC'The initial proposal of the proposer is: "+initial!0]+ " and "+pn ); 

for (int i=0;i--Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l;i++)! 

np!i]=initial!i]; 

f 

np!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-1 ]=pn; 

} 

short rownum=(short)0; 

/if(Configuration.getDebugO) ! 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++)! 

System.out.printlnC'The initial proposal of the proposer for the "+i+ 

"th variable is: "+np!i]); 

} 

/ /} 

intj=0; 

//get the utility feed back from all the oppoenets agent about this proposal 

for (int i=0;i<NumberOfOpponents;i++){ 

if(Configuration.getDebug()) { 

System.out.println(i+"th agent's feedback is:"+oa!i].utilityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

} 

} 
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DoubleFactory ID dfl=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

DoubleMatrix 1D pProposal 1 ,pProposal2; 

para=dfl.make(5); 

//double!]!] deltalnc=new doiible[2]!2]; 

// call the KalMan Filtering Class to filter out the utility noise and update 

the utility function in relation with decision parameters( here the 

// proposal and the control of the state function 

// pProposal l=dfl .make(2); 

//pProposal2=dfl ,make(2); 

//for(int l=0;l<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();l++)! 

// pProposal l.set(0,np!0]*0,9); 

// double deltaUlnc=0,0; 

//deltalnc!0]!0]=; 

//pProposall.set(l,np!l]*l.l); 

// pProposaI2.set(0,np!0]* 1.1); 

//pProposal2.set(l,np!l]*0.9); 

//} 

kf. setProposal(np); 

double noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kfsetUdlityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

kf.processO; 

//kf. 

para.assign(kfgetPara()); 

for(inti=0;i<5;i++){ 

System.out.printlnC'the parameter is"+ para.get(i)); 

} 
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/calculate the unit normal vector of the proposer and opponent, and inner multi 

unitVectorOpp.assign(innerMulti(np)); 

// set up the negotiation Inginc. the Maximum deltolncrease of each dimension 

for (int i=0;i-~Configuration.getNumbcr()lPara();i-i-i-){ 

deltalncrease!i]=(pa.getParaMax()!i]-pa.gclParaMin()[i])/Configuration.getNoOFNegodoanO; 

if(Configuration.debug)! 

System.out.printlnC'The Maximum delta increase under dimension "+i+" is: "+deltalncrease!i]); 

} 

} 

// double!] increase=new double!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]; 

"'try { 

if(ii==0) 

{ 

r=s.createRow(rownum); 

}else ! 

r.setRowNum(rownum); 

} 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfPara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'The prosposal u"+(int)cellnum+"in round"+ii); 
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c = r.createCell((short)(Connguration.getNumberOfPara()+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("nois\TbOpp round "Hi); 

output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+l+ii*9)); 

c.setCellSt>le(cs); 

c.setCellValue("OppFeedBack round "+ii); 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

C.setCellValueC'FbOppPredic round "+ii); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("unitVectorOpp "+ii); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponentPre"+ii); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+5+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue("VectorOfOpponent"+ii); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 
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c.setCellValue("VecloiC)f()pponentPre"+ii); 

"rownum++; 

Algebra alg=new Algcbra(); 

do! 

// create a row 

if(ii==0)! 

r = s.createRow((short)(rownum+l)); 

}else{ 

r.setRowNum((short)( 1 +rownum)); 

} 

// make the row height bigger (in twips - 1/20 of a point) 

r.setHeight((short) 0x249); 

// create the cells in a row 

for (short cellnum = (short) 0; cellnum < (short)Configuration.getNumberOfPara(); cellnum ++) 

{ 

// create a numeric cell 

c = r.createCell((short)(cellnum+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(np!(int)cellnum]); 

} 

//compute the new proposal 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l;i++){ 

initial!i]=np!i]+unitVectorOpp.get(i)*oldProlnc*deltalncrease!i]/Math.sqrt(alg.norm2(unitVectorOpp)); 

np!i]=inidal!i]; 
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// VPV is the vector of all the possible solution for the nth decision variable 

//that has to be determined by the initial proposal of the n-1 decision variables 

vPv=pa.getPProposal(initial,Configuration.gctNumberOn^araO); 

if(vPv.getSize()--l) break; 

pn=\Pv.getFirstEntr>(); 

np!Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l]=pn; 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++) 

// if(Configuration.debug){ 

System.out.println( np!l]); 

// } "the New proposal is "-i-i+" is: "+ 

if(Configuration.getDebug())! 

System.out.printlnC'the potential increase"+(l-Math.abs( innermult))); 

} 

//inputBf!0]=new Double(deltainc); 

//inputBf! l]=new Double(l); 

//output= (Object!])ruleSet.process(inputBf); 

//compput the inner multi of the unit noram vector and the normal vector of opponent 

unitVectorOpp.assign( innerMulti(np)); 

round++; 

rownum++; 

inputBf!0]=new Double(oldProInc); 

inputBf[ 1 ]=new Double(( 1 -Math.abs(innermult))); 
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it^Configuration.debug) { 

System.out.printlnC'the input is: *** "+inputBfI0]+" and "finputBlJl]); 

V 

I 

Get the output 

output= (Object!])ruleSet.process(inputB0; 

oldProlnc=Double.parseDouble(output!0].toString()); 

// System.out.println(oldProlnc); 

if(Configuration.debug)! 

S\ stem.out.printlnC'the increase"+oldProInc); 

//compute the new proposal 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara()-l;i++)! 

initial!i]=np!i]+oldProInc*deltaIncrease!i]; 

np!i]=np!i]+oldProlnc*deltalncrease!i]; 

} 

//if((l-Math.abs(innermult)>0.004))! 

kf. setProposal(np); 

noisyFbOpp=oa!0].utilityLevelFeedBack(np); 

kfsetUtilityLevel(noisyFbOpp); 

// System.out.printlnC'Utilty Feedback is in round "+round+" is: "+oa!0].udlityLevelFeedBack(np)); 

kfprocessO; 

//} 

//output the noisy feedback 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuradon.getNumberOfParaO+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 
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c.setCellValue(noisyFbOpp); 

//output the Klaman predicted utility 

c = r.createCell((short)(Conriguration.gctNumberOfPara()+l+ii*9)); 

c.setCellSt>le(cs); 

c.setCellValue(kfgetStatePredictO,get(0)); 

c = r.cieateCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+2+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStNle(cs); 

c,setCellValue(oa!0].getUtilityLevel()); 

para.assign(kf.getParaPredict()); 

DoubleFactory 1D t2=DoubleFactoryl D.dense; 

normalVectorOfOpponentPre=f2.make(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()); 

normalVectorOfOpponentPre.set(0,2*(para.get(0))*(np!0]-para.get(l))); 

normal VectorOfOpponentPre.set(l,2*(para.get(2))*(np!l]-para.get(3))); 

cem.jet.math.Funcdons F = cem.jet.math.Functions.functions; 

// Algebra alg=new Algebra(); 

//comput the unit normal vector of Opponent this will be used in next round nre proposal 

normal VectorOfOpponentPre.assign(F.div(Math.sqrt(alg.norm2(normalVectorOfOpponentPre)))); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector uth 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+3+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+4+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellVaIue(normalVectorOfOpponentPre.get(0)); 

//output the oppoent real normal vector vth 
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c =r.createCell((short)(Configuration,getNumberOfPaia()+5+ii*9)); 

c.setCellSt>le(cs); 

c.setCellValue(unitVectorOpp.gct( I)); 

//output the oppoent predicted normal vector 

c = r.createCell((short)(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()+6+ii*9)); 

c.setCellStyle(cs); 

c.setCellValue(normalVectorOfDpponentPre.get(l)); 

} while( 1-Math.abs(innermult)>0.00001); 

//Sa\e the output data 

//pa.setAspireLevel(pa.getAspireLevel()-5*ii); 

} 

}catch(Exception e)!} 

try! 

if(JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION==jFileChooserl.showSaveDialog(this)) ( 

File f^new File("D:"); 

jFileChooserl.setCurrentDirectory(f); 

out = new FileOutputStream( JFileChooserl.getSelectedFileO.getPathO);} 

wb.write(out); 

out.closeO; 

} catch (Excepdon e) { 

} 

System.out.printlnC'round of negotiadon is"+round); 

// } catch (Exception ablee) { 

// System.out.printlnC'negotiation error"+ablee); 

// } 

} 

/ * ************************************************************************ 
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•Replace function with the n-1 value set of the proposal 

*/ 

private String replaceFunctionPara(String s, double paravalue, String func)! 

int otTset=(Double.toString(paravalue).trim()).length(); 

int position=0; 

char[] chr=s.toCharArra\(); 

char!] funcChr=func.toCharArray(); 

StringBuffer sbFunc=new StringBuffer(func); 

StringBuffer clone=new StringBuffer(); 

String value=Double.toString(paravalue); 

for (int i=0;i<sbFunc.lengthO;i++){ 

if(chr.length<2)! 

if(sbFunc.charAt(i)==chr!0]){ 

clone.append(Double.toString(paravalue).trim()); 

} 

} 

else{ 

if(i<sbFunc.length()-s.length()){ 

if(sbFunc.charAt(i)==chr!0]&sbFunc.substring(i,i+s.length()).equals(s))( 

c lone. append(Double .toString(paravalue) .trim()); 

i=i+s.length()-l; 

}else { 

clone.append(sbFunc.charAt(i)); 

} 

} 

else { 
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clone.append(shr line,charAl(i)); 

String rtString=clone,toString(); 

/*iflConfiguration,getNumberOfPara()-

if(chr!0]=='u') i 

rtString.replace('v','u'); 

return clone.toString(); 

} 

/**************************^^**;^^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^^,,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

* replace ui to u 

*/ 

public String replaceOnePara(String func, String para){ 

int offset=(para.trim()).length(); 

int mposidon=0; 

char!] chr=para.trim().toCharArray(); 

StringBuffer sbFunc=new StringBuffer(func); 

StringBuffer clone=new StringBuffer(); 

for (int i=0;i<sbFunc.lengthO;i++)! 

if (i<sbFunc. length()-para. lengthO) ( 

if(sbFunc.charAt(i)==chr!0]&sbFunc.substring(i,i+para.length()).equals(para))! 

clone.append('u'); 
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i=i+para.length()-l; 

}else { 

clone.append(sbFunc.charAt(i)); 

I 
t 

(else { 

clone.append(sbFunc,charAt(i)); 

} 

} 

return clone.toString(); 

} 

*/ 

void JButton lactionPerformed(ActionEvent e) ! 

NoOfDecisionVariables dlg= new NoOfDecisionVariables(this, "Setup Decision Variable Number", 
tme); 

Point loc = getLocationO; 

Dimension dlgSize = dlg.getPreferredSize(); 

Dimension frmSize = getSize(); 

dlg.setLocation((frmSize.width - dlgSize.width) / 2 + loc.x, (firoSize.height - dIgSize.height) / 2 + 
loc.y); 

dlg.setModal(tme); 

dlg.packO; 

dlg.showO; 

} 
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void jButton2 actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

SetupNegotiation dig - new SetupNegotiation(lhis, "Setup negotiation parameters", true); 

Point loc = getLocationO; 

Dimension dlgSize - dlg.getPreferredSizeO; 

Dimension fi-mSize = getSize(); 

dlg.setLocation((fi-mSize.width - dlgSize.width) / 2 + loc.x, (frmSize.height - dIgSize.height) / 2 
loc.y); 

X 

} 

dlg.setModal(true); 

dlg.packO; 

dlg.show(); 

package kalmanfilter; 

/** 

* <p>TitIe: Disseration of James On Multi-Agent Negotiation</p> 

* <p>Description: This software Illustrate how coupled conflicting agents negotiate with one another to 
reach a eqilibbrium of the system </p> 

* <p>Copyright: Copyright (c) 2003 </p> 

* <p>Company: </p> 

* (^author Jianzhi Li 

* @version 1.0 

*/ 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleMatrix2D; 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleMatrix 1D; 

import cem.colt.matrix.linalg.Algebra; 

import cem.colt.matrix.DoubleFactory ID; 
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import cern,colt.matrix.DoubleFactory2D; 

import cern.colt.matrix.linalg.*; 

import jvx.numeric.PnRootFinder; 

import jv.vecmath.PdVector; 

import jv.function. PuFunction; 

import james_dissertation,Configuration; 

import ja\a,util. Vector; 

import symbolic.Mathinterpreter; 

import symbolic.*; 

public class KalmanFilter { 

private static final double lamda=0.8; 

private static final double rr=0.1; 

private static final int iParaSize=Configuration.getNumberOfPara()*2+l; 

private int fitFunctionType; //determin the rank of the fit function 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrStateParameter;//the Parameter of the State fiincdon 

private DoubleMatrix 1D arrCovarPara;//The Parameter error covirance matrix 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrCovarState;//The state error covirance matrix 

private DoubleMatrix 1D arrState; // state 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrPara; 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrStatePredict; 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrParaPredict; 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrCovarParaPredict; 

private DoubleMatrix 1D arrCovarStatePredict; 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrKalmanGain; 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrKalmanGainPara; 

private DoubleMatrix ID cwk; 

private DoubleMatrix ID arrPredictErro; 
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private double!] arrProposal; //parameter 

private DoubleMatrix2D arrProposals; 

private DoubleMatrix2D arrStatePredicts; 

private DoubleMatrix2D mtxProposal; 

private int stateDimension=4; 

private PuFunction tPunction; 

private DoubleMatrixlD arrCovarStateNoise; 

private DoubleMatrixlD vParaAndState; 

private double utilityLevel; 

int mstep; 

int processRound=0; 

public KalmanFilter(){ 

} 

public KalmanFilter(int fittype, int sd){ 

this.setFitFunctionType(fittype); 

this.stateDimension=sd; 

} 

/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* 

* init the filter 

* 

****************************************************************************/ 

public void KalmanFilter_Init()! 

double!] init=new doublelstateDimensionj; 

for (int i=0;i<stateDimension;i++) { 

init!i]=0; 
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} 

Initialize State 

DoubleFactory 1D fl=DoubleFactory lD.dcn.se; 

DoubleFactor>2D 12 -DoubleFactory2D.dense; 

arrState=fl.make(stateDimension); 

arrState.assign(O); 

arrStatePredict=f 1 .make( 1); 

arrStatePredict,assign(O); 

arrCovarState=fl,make(stateDimension); 

arrCovarState.assign(0.2); 

vParaAndState=fl.make(iParaSize+Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

arrCovarStatePredict=fl.make(stateDimension); 

arrCovarStatePredict.assign(0.2); 

arrKalmanGain=fl.make(stateDimension); 

arrKalmanGain.assign( 1); 

for (int i=0;i<stateDimension;i++) { 

init!i]=0.01; 

} 

arrCovarStateNoise=fl.make(stateDimension); 

arrCovarStateNoise.assign(init); 

//Initial the parameter 

double!] initP=new double[iParaSize]; 

for (int i=0;i<iParaSize;i++) ! 

initP!i]=0.01; 

} 

arrPara=f 1 .make(iParaSize); 

arrPara.assign(initP); 
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cw k=f I ,make(iParaSi/e); 

cwk.assign(initP); 

arrParaPredict-fl.make(iParaSize); 

arrParaPredict.assign(initP); 

arrKalmanGainPara=fl.make(iParaSize); 

for (int i=0;i<stateDimension;i++) { 

init!i]=l; 

X 

I 

arrCovarPara=fl.make(stateDimension); 

arrCoN arPara.assign(init); 

arrCovarParaPredict=fl.make(stateDimension); 

arrCovarParaPredict.assign(init); 

//initialize the F Function 

fFunction=new PuFunction(iParaSize+2,1); 

arrProposals=f2.make(stateDimension,Configuration.getNumberOfPara()); 

arrStatePredicts=f2.make(stateDimension, 1); 
} 

/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* 

* Process the time update and measurement update in each round. 

* Before process, we have to know the new proposal: the control vector and 

* utility feed back, ie: te observation 

* 

***************************************************************************/ 

public void process(){ 

//time update for parameter 
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arrParaPredict.assign(arrPara); 

arrCovarParaPredicl.set(0,arrCovarPara.gel(())/lamda); 

//time update for state 

generateFFunctionO; 

for (int i=0;i^Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++)! 

vParaAndState.set(i,arrProposal!i]); 

for (int i=0;i<iParaSize;i++){ 

vParaAndState,set(i+Configuration,getNumberOfPara(),arrPara.get(i)); 

} 

/* 

for (int i=0;i<7;i++){ 

System.out.println("ft]fufufufuuf'+vParaAndState.toArray()!i]); 

}*/ 

double value=fFunction.eval(0,vParaAndState.toArray()); 

//System.out.println("Predictfunction"+fFunction.getExpression(0)); 

//System.out.printlnC'the predict value is: " + value); 

arrStatePredict.set(0,value); 

arrCovarStatePredict.set(0,arrCovarStateNoise.get(0)); 

//Measurement update for state 

arrKalmanGain.set(0,1.0); 

double s=arrStatePredict.get(0) + arrKalmanGain.get(O) 

*(utilityLevel-arrStatePredict.get(0)); 

//System.out.prindn(utilityLevel); 

arrState.set(0,s); 
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arrCovarState.set(0,0); 

//measurement update for parameters 

Algebra alg=new AlgebraO; 

//compute the Cw 

if(Configuradon.getNumberOfPara()==2)! 

cwk.set(0,Math.pow(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get( 1 ),2)); 

cwk.set(l.(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(0)*(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l))); 

cwk.set(2.Maih.pow(arrProposal!l]-arrParaPredict.get(3),2)); 

cwk.set(3,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict,get(2)*(arrProposal!l]-arrParaPredict.get(3))); 

cwk.set(4,1.0); 

}else if (Configuration.getNumberOfPara()==3){ 

cwk,set(0,Math.pow(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l),2)); 

cwk.set(l,(-2.0)*an-ParaPredict.get(0)*(an-Proposal!0]-an-ParaPredict.get(l))); 

cwk.set(2,Math.pow(arrProposal!l]-arrParaPredict.get(3),2)); 

cwk.set(3,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(2)*(an-Proposal!l]-arrParaPredict.get(3))); 

cwk.set(4,Math.pow(arrProposal!2]-arrParaPredict.get(5),2)); 

cwk.set(5,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(4)*(arrProposal!2]-arrParaPredict.get(5))); 

cwk.set(6,1.0); 

}else{ 

for(int iii=0;iii<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();iii++)! 

cwk.set(iii*2,Math.pow(arrProposal!iii]-arrParaPredict.get(l+iii*2),2)); 

cwk.set(iii*2+l,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(iii*2)*(arrProposal!iii]-arrParaPredict.get(l+iii*2))); 

} 

cwk.set(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()*2,1.0); 

/*PuFunction pfs=new PuFunction(l,iParaSize); 

pfs=diff(fFunction.getExpression(0),arrParaPredict.toArray(),arrProposal); 
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double!] oldpara=new double [1]; 

System.out.println(pfs.geti:xprcssion(0)+" "+pfs.getExpression(0)); 

for (int pi=0;pi-.iPaiaSi/c;pi++){ 

oldparalO] arrParaPredict.gct(pi); 

cwk.set(pi,pfs.eval(pi,oldpara)); 

• / 

} 

/* 

cwk.set(0,Math.pow(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l),2)); 

cwk.set(l,(-2.0)*an-ParaPredict,get(0)*(arrProposaI!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l))); 

cwk.set(2.Math.pow((an-Proposal!l]-an-ParaPredict.get(3)),2)); 

cwk,set(3,(-2,0)*an-ParaPredict.get(2)*(an-Proposal[l]-arrParaPredict.get(3))); 

cwk.set(4.1.0); 

*/ 

cem jet.math.Functions F = cem.jet.math.Functions.funcdons; 

double norm2=arrCovarParaPredict.get(0)*alg.mult(cwk,cwk); 

System.out.printlnC'Norm of cwk is:"+norm2); 

cwk.assign(F.mult(arrCovarParaPredict.get(0)/(norm2+rr))); 

System.out.println(cwk.toString()); 

arrKalmanGainPara.assign(cwk); 

// for (int i=0;i<iParaSize;i++)! 

//System.out.printlnC'the parameter Kalman Gain is"+ arrKalmanGainPara.get(i)); 

//} 

arrKalmanGainPara.assign(F.mult((utilityLevel-arrStatePredict.get(0)))); 

arrKalmanGainPara.assign(arrParaPredict,F.plus); 

arrPara.assign(arrKalmanGainPara); 
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S>stem.out.println("parameteris:"farrPaia.toString()); 

I ) 

public void process 1()! 

//Save proposal to arrProposals. this will be used in least sqaure regression to determin parameter 

//DoubleFactory2D t2=DoubleFactory2D.dense; 

//mtxProposal=f2.make(arrProposal,0); 

arrCo\'arParaPredict.set(0,arrCovarPara.get(0)/lamda); 

//time update for state 

generateFFunctionO; 

for (int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 

vParaAndState.set(i,arrProposal!i]); 

} 

for (int i=0;i<iParaSize;i++){ 

vParaAndState.set(i+Configuration.getNumberOfPara(),arrPara.get(i)); 

} 

'* 

for (int i=0;i<7;i++){ 

System.out.printlnC'fiifiifufufuuf'+vParaAndState.toArray()!i]); 

}*/ 

double value=fFunction.eval(0,vParaAndState.toArray()); 

//System.out.println("Predictflinction"+fF unction.getExpression(O)); 

System.out.printlnC'the predict value is: " + value); 

arrStatePredict.set(0,value); 

arrCovarStatePredict.set(0,arrCovarStateNoise.get(0)); 

//Measurement update for state 

arrKalmanGain.set(0,1.0); 
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double s= arrStatePredict,gct(O) + arrKalmanGain,gct(O) 

*(utilit>l.evel-arrStatePredict.get(0)); 

System.out.println(utilityLevel); 

arrState.set(0,s); 

arrCovarState.set(0,0); 

//Setup the the proposal set and utility feedback set 

arrProposals=changeRow(arrProposals,arrProposal,(int)processRound%stateDimension); 

aiTStatePredicts=changeRow(arrStatePredicts,arrState.toArray(),(inOprocessRound%stateDimension); 

//time update for parameter 

if (processRound°/ostateDimension!=0){ 

arrParaPredict.assign(arrPara); 

}else{ 

System.out.printlnC'round of process is"+processRound); 

leastSqaureO; 

} 

//measurement update for parameters 

if(processRound%stateDimension!=0) { 

Algebra alg=new Algebra(); 

//compute the Cw 

if(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()==2){ 

cwk.set(0,Math.pow(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l),2)); 

cwk.set(l,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(0)*(an-Proposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l))); 

cwk.set(2,Math.pow((arrProposal!l]-arrParaPredict.get(3)),2)); 

cwk.set(3,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(2)*(arrProposal!l]-an-ParaPredict.get(3))); 

cwk.set(4,1.0); 

}else if (Configuration.getNumberOfPara()==3){ 
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cw k.set(0,Math.pow(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredicl,get( 1 ),2)); 

cwk.set(l,(-2.0)*anParaPredict.get(0)*(arrProposal!0]-arrParaPredict.get(l))); 

cwk,set(2,Math,pow((arrProposal!l]-arrParaPredict.get(3)),2)); 

cw k,set(3,(-2.0)*arrParaPredict.get(2)*(arrProposal! 1 ]-arrParaPredict.get(3))); 

cwk.set(4.I.O); 

}else{ 

} 

cern.jet.math.Functions F = cern.jet.math.Functions.functions; 

double norm2=arrCovarParaPredict.get(0)*alg.mult(cwk,cwk); 

System.out.printlnC'Norm of cwk is:"+norm2); 

cwk.assign(F.mult(arrCovarParaPredict.get(0)/(norm2+rr))); 

S\stem.out.println(cwk.toString()); 

arrKalmanGainPara.assign(cwk); 

for (int i=0;i<iParaSize;i++){ 

System.out.printlnC'the parameter Kalman Gain is"+ arrKalmanGainPara.get(i)); 

) 

arrKalmanGainPara.assign(F.mult((utilityLevel-arrStatePredict.get(0)))); 

arrKalmanGainPara.assign(an-ParaPredict,F.plus); 

arrPara.assign(arrKalmanGainPara); 

} 

System.out.println("kkkkkkkkkkkkkkis:"+arrPara.toString()); 

processRound++; 

} 

void generateFFunctionO! 

intp=Configuradon.getNumberOfPara(); 

String sfiinction=""; 
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tor (int i-0;i--Configuration.getNumberOfParaO;i i +) j 

sfunction=sfunction+"u"4lntegcr.toString(p+i*2)+"*(u"+lnleger.toString(i) 

+ "-u"+lnteger.toString(p+i*2+1) t ")'^2+"; 

} 

sfimction=sfunction+"u"+lntcger.toString(p*3); 

S\ stem.out.println(sfunction); 

/* 

swiich(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()){ 

case 2: 

sfunction="u2*(u0-u3)'^2+u4*(ul-u5)'^2+u6"; 

break; 

case 3: 

sfunction="u3 *(u0-u4)^2+u5*(u 1 -u6)^2+u7*(u2-u8)''2+u9"; 

break; 

default: 

break; 

/* Stt-ingsfunction=Double.toString(arrPara.get(0))+"*u+"+Double.toString(an-Para.get(l)) 

+"*u''2+"+Double.toString(arrPara.get(2))+"*u''3+" 

+Double.toString(arrPara.get(3))+"*v+"+Double.toString(an-Para.get(4)) 

+"*v^2+"+Double.toString(arrPara.get(5))+"*v'^3+"+Double.toString(arrPara.get(6)); 

*/ 

this.fFunction.setExpression(sfunction,0); 

//int k=0; 

/*for(int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++)! 
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for (int j=oy<fitFunctionTypeJ++)! 

sfuncdon=Double.toString(arrPara!kl)+"*u'^"+(i+|)+ 

X 

) 

} * / 

} 

void generateFFunctionlO! 

String sfunction=null; 

switch(Configuration.getNumberOfPara())! 

case 2: 

sfunction="u2+u3 *u0+u4*u 1 +u5 *u0^2+u6*u 1 ^̂ 2"; 

break; 

case 3: 

Sflinction=''u3+u4*u0+u5*ul+u6*u2+u7*u0^2+u8*ul^2+u9*u2''2"; 

break; 

default: 

break; 

/* Sd-ingsfunction=Double.toString(arrPara.get(0))+"*u+"+Double.toString(arrPara.get(l)) 

+..*uA2+"+oouble.toString(arrPara.get(2))+"*u''3+" 

+Double.toString(arrPara.get(3))+"*v+"+Double.toString(arrPara.get(4)) 

+"*v'^2+"+Double.toString(arrPara.get(5))+"*v^3+"+Double.toSding(arrPara.get(6)); 

*/ 

this.fFunction.setExpression(sfuncdon,0); 

//int k=0; 

/*for(int i=0;i<Configuration.getNumberOfPara();i++){ 
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for (int j =Oy<fitFunctionType;^j++)! 

sfunction=Double.toString(arrPara!k])+"*u'^"+(i+1)+ 

} 

}*/ 

} 

private DoubleMadMx2D changeRow(DoubleMatrix2D old2D,double[] newRow, int rowNum ){ 

// DoubleMatrix2D newMatrix; 

for (int i=0;i<old2D.columns();i++) 

old2D.set(rowNum,i,newRow!i]); 

return old2D; 

} 

void leastSqaureO { 

cem.jet.math.Functions F = cem jet.math.Functions.functions; 

DoubleMatrix2D arrLeastEquation; 

DoubleFactory2D f2=DoubleFactory2D.dense; 

DoubleMatrix2D arrAppendProposals; 

DoubleMatt-ix2DarrAppendProposalsLess; 

DoubleMatrix2D arrNormal; 

DoubleMatrix2D arrB; 

DoubleMatrix2D arrpc; 

DoubleFactorylDfl=DoubleFactorylD.dense; 

arrLeastEquation=f2.make(fitFunctionType,fitFunctionType); 

arrB=f2.make(fitFunctionType, 1); 

//arrCopyOfProposals.assign(arrProposals); 

//arrCopyOfProposals.assign(F.pow(2)); 

arrNormal=f2.make(stateDimension,l); 
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arrNormal.assign( 1); 

arrpc=^t2.make(stateDimension,2); 

arrpc.assign(arrProposals); 

arrAppendProposalsLess=t2.appendColumns(arrProposals,arrpc.assign(F.pow(2))); 

arrAppendProposals=t2,appendColumns(arrNormal,arrAppendProposalsLess); 

arrAppendProposals=t2,appendColumns(arrAppendProposals,copy(),arrStatePredicts); 

System,out.println("arra\;"+ arrAppendProposals.columns()); 

Algebra ag=new Algebra(); 

for(int kr=0;kr<fitFunctionType;kr++){ 

for(int km=0;km<fitFunctionType+l ;km++)! 

double sum=0; 

for(intj=00<stateDimension;j++)! 

sum=sum+an-AppendProposals.get(j,kr)*arrAppendProposals.get(j,km); 

} 

if (km<fitFunctionType) 

arrLeastEquation.set(kr,km,sum); 

else arrB.set(kr,0,sum); 

} 

} 

System.out.prindn(arrLeastEquation.toString()); 

System.out.println(arrB.toString()); 

System.out.println("normlis"+ag.norml(art-LeastEquation)+"nonn2is"+ag.norm2(an-LeastEquation)); 

an-Para.assign(ag.solve(an-LeastEquation,an-B).viewColumn(0)); 

System.out.printlnC'the prameter is"+arrPara.toStringO); 

} 
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// double columnSum( DoubleMatrix2D m2d, int i, double ) | 

//for 

//} 

public PuFunction ditT(String func,double|] kpara.double!] dp)! 

PuFunction gradient=new PuFunction(l,kpara.length); 

String singleParaFunc=func; 

d>{ 

Mathinterpreter m=new Math_interpreter(); 

for (int i=dp.length;i<kpara.length+dp.length;i++)! 

System.out.printlnC'singleParaFunc 11 U"+dp.length+" "+kpara.length+"in " +i); 

for (int j=dp.length;j<i;j++){ 

String para="u"+lnteger.toString(j); 

'/System.out.printing); 

singleParaFunc=replaceFunctionPara(para.trim(), kpara[j-dp.length], singleParaFunc); 

/ System.out.println("singleParaFunc"+singleParaFunc+" in rounf "+i+"in j "+j); 

} 

for (int j=i+l ;j<kpara.length+dp.length;j++)! 

String para="u"+Integer.toString(j); 

//System.out.println(j+" "+para+" "+singleParaFunc+" "+(kpara[i-dp.length])); 

singleParaFunc=replaceFuncdonPara(para.trim(),kpara!J-dp.length], singleParaFunc); 

// System.out.prindn("singleParaFunc"+singleParaFunc+" in rounf "+i+"inj "+j); 

} 

for (int pi=0;pi<dp.length;pi++)! 

String para="u"+lnteger.toString(pi); 

singleParaFunc=replaceFuncdonPara(para.trim(),dp!pi], singleParaFunc); 

} 
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String replacepara="u"nntcger.toString(i); 

singleParaFunc=replaceOnePara(singleParaFunc,replacepara.trim()); 

// System.out.println("singleParaFunc"+singleParaFunc+" in rounf "+i); 

gradient.setExpression(m.calculate("DlFF("+singleParaFunc+",u)"),i-dp.length); 

} 

}catch(Exception e){ 

S> stem.out.println("Error"+e.toStringO); 

} 

return gradient; 

} 

^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* membership methods 

* 

****************************************************************************/ 

public int getFitFunctionType() ( 

retum fitFunctionType; 

} 

public void setFitFunctionType(int fitFunctionType) ! 

this.fitFuncdonType = (int)Math.pow(2,fitFunctionType)+l; 

} 

public void setStateParameter( DoubleMatrixlD arrStateParameter) { 
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this.arrStateParameter = arrStateParameter; 

} 

public DoubleMatrix 1D getStateParameter() 

retum arrStateParameter; 

public void setCovarOfl^ara( DoubleMatrixlD arrCovarOfi'ara) ! 

this.arrCovarPara = arrCovarOfPara; 

} 

public DoubleMatrixlD getCovarOfParaO { 

retum arrCovarPara; 

} 

public void setCovarOfState( DoubleMatrixlD arrCovarOfState) { 

this.arrCovarState = arrCovarOfState; 

} 

public DoubleMatrixlD getCovarOfStateO ! 

retum arrCovarState; 

} 

public void setState( DoubleMatrixlD arrState) ! 

this.arrState = arrState; 

} 
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public DoubleMatrix IDgetStateO i 

return arrState; 

public void setPara( DoubleMatrixlD arrPara) { 

this.arrPara = arrPara; 

} 

public DoubleMatrixlD getParaO ! 

retum arrPara; 

public void setStatePredict( DoubleMatrixlD arrStatePredict) \ 

this.arrStatePredict = arrStatePredict; 

} 

public DoubleMatrixlD getStatePredictO { 

retum arrStatePredict; 

} 

public void setParaPredict( DoubleMatrixlD arrParaPredict) ! 

this.arrParaPredict = arrParaPredict; 

} 

public DoubleMatrixlD getParaPredict()! 

retum arrParaPredict; 

} 
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public void setCovarOtParaPredict(DoubleMatrixl D arrCovarOfl^araPredict) 

this.arrCovarParaPredict arrCovarOfl'araPredicl; 

public DoubleMatrixlD getCovarOtParaPredictO { 

retum arrCo\arParaPredict; 

public void setCovarStatePredict(DoubleMatrixlD arrCovarStatePredict) { 

this.arrCovarStatePredict = arrCovarStatePredict; 

} 

public DoubleMatrix 1D getCovarStatePredictO { 

retum arrCovarStatePredict; 

} 

public void setKalmanGain(DoubleMatrixID arrKalmanGain) { 

this.arrKalmanGain = arrKalmanGain; 

} 

public DoubleMatrixlD getKalmanGain() ! 

retum arrKalmanGain; 

} 

public void setProposal(double!] arrProposal) { 

this.arrProposal = arrProposal; 

} 
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public double!] getProposal() { 

return arrProposal; 

} 

public void setFFunction(jv.function,PuFunction fFuncdon) { 

this.fFunction = fFunction; 

X 
t 

public jv.funcdon.PuFunction getFFuncdon() ! 

retum fFunction; 

} 

public void setArrCovarStateNoise(cern.colt.matrix.DoubleMatrixlD arrCovarStateNoise) { 

this.arrCovarStateNoise = arrCovarStateNoise; 

} 

public cem.colt.matrix.DoubleMatrix ID getArrCovarStateNoise() { 

retum arrCovarStateNoise; 

} 

public void setUtilityLevel(double udlityLevel) ( 

this.udlityLevel = utilityLevel; 

} 

private String replaceFunctionPara(String s, double paravalue, String func){ 

intoffset=(Double.toString(paravalue).trimO).lengthO; 

int position=0; 

char!] chr=s.toCharArray(); 

char!] funcChr=func.toCharArrayO; 

StringBuffer sbFunc=new StringBuffer(func); 
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StringBuffer clone=new StringBuffer(func); 

String value=Double.toString(paravalue); 

for (int i=0;i<sbFunc.length();i++){ 

if (chr,length-~2){ 

if(sbFunc,charAt(i)==chr[0]){ 

clone=clone.deleteCharAt(i); 

clone=clone.insert(i+position,Double.toString(paravalue).trim()); 

//position=position+offset-1; 

} 

X 

else{ 

if (i<sbFunc. length()-s. length()) { 

if(sbFunc.charAt(i)==chr!0]&sbFunc.substring(i,i+s.length()).equals(s)){ 

clone=clone.delete(i,i+s.length()); 

clone=clone.insert(i+position,Double.toString(paravalue).trim()); 

//position=position+offset-2; 

} 

} 

} 

} 

String rtString=clone.toString(); 

/*if(Configuration.getNumberOfPara()==2){ 

if(chr!0]=='u') { 

rtString.replaceCv','u'); 
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return clone.toStringO; 

I 
I 

***********************************************it,,lc***************,^****^,,^it,* 

* replace ui to u 

public String replaceOnePara(String func, String para){ 

int offset=(para.trim()).length(); 

int mposition=0; 

char!] chr=para.trim().toCharArray(); 

StringBuffer sbFunc=new StringBuffer(func); 

StringBuffer clone=sbFunc; 

for (int i=0;i<sbFunc.length();i++)! 

if(i<sbFunc.length()-para.length()){ 

if(sbFunc.charAt(i)==chr!0]&sbFunc.substring(i,i+para.lengthO).equals(para)){ 

clone=clone.delete(i,i+para.length()); 

clone=clone.insert(i+mposition,'u'); 

} 

} 

} 

retum clone.toStringO; 

} 

} 
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